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FOREWORD
The Director of the International Oil Pollution
Compensation Funds 1971 and 1992 (IOPC Funds) presents the
Report on the activities of the Organisations during 1999. This
is the 21 st year of operation of the 1971 Fund and the 4th year
of operation of the 1992 Fund.
The 1971 Fund was established in 1978 to administer
the system of compensation fOl' oil pollution damage established
by the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund
Convention. In 1992 Protocols were adopted amending the
1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention.
These Protocols entered into force on 30 May 1996. A new
organisation , known as the 1992 Fund, was established from
that date.
The 1971 Fund and the 1992 Fund are administered by
a joint Secretariat, headed by one Director.
By the end of 1999, 50 States had ratified the 1992
Protocol to the Fund Convention, and it is expected that a number of other States will do so in the
near future. All but two of the States which have deposited instruments of accession to the 1992
Fund Protocol have ceased to be Parties to the 1971 Convention. By the end of2000 the number of
1971 Fund Member States will have been reduced from its highest level of76 to 35.
As a result of the rapidly decreasing number of 1971 Fund Member States it is necessary
that procedures are established to enable the 1971 Fund to be wound up in the near future.
In 1999 the 1971 Fund has been involved in the handling of claims for compensation arising
from a number of oil pollution incidents (cfSection 10). During the year the 1971 Fund has paid
significant amounts in compensation to victims of oil pollution. The 1992 Fund has been involved in
five incidents during 1999 but has so far made relatively small compensation payments. The Funds'
governing bodies have made a number of important decisions of principle in respect of the
admissibility of claims for compensation.
The Director hopes that the information contained in this Report will be of interest to the
international community and will contribute to a better understanding of the complex issues dealt
with by the 1971 and 1992 Funds.

~qCUq7
Mims Jacobsson
Director
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PREl<ACE
The year 1999 was marked by the number of further
ratifications of the 1992 Protocol to the 1971 Fund Convention.
Many States have thus denounced the 1971 Convention. As
foreseen, the quorum needed for the functioning of the
Assembly of the 1971 Fund was not achieved, although this
happened sooner than anticipated. The mechanisms put in place
in 1998 have allowed the 1971 Fund to continue to operate and
to deal with those incidents which arc still not settled.
We cannot give too much encouragement to those
States which have not yet done so to denounce the 1971
Convention and accede to the 1992 Protocols. The grcat efforts
made by the Secretariat to this effect must be sustained. The
cover which the 1971 Fund is supposcd to provide wi ll quickly
become illusory if there are no longer sufficient contributors to
finance compensation for damage suffered as a result of any
new incidents. Although the Secretariat of the 1992 Fund
continues to administer the 1971 Fund, there is no link between
the two Organisations other than co-operati on for the handl ing
of old incidents. The Member States of the 1992 Fund, and therefore the oil receivers in these States,
have no responsibi lity for compensation for incidents occulTing after these States have left the 1971
Fund.
It is to be hoped that in 2000 the process of denouncing the 197 1 Convention will be
sufficiently advanced to allow the procedures for winding up the 1971 Fund to be put into place.

Once this is accomplished , we must consider the ti.lture development ofthe 1992 Fund, both
from the point of view of its operation and as regards compensation for pollution damage. The 1992
Fund was established on the same basis as the 1971 Fund. The 1992 Fund Convention reproduces
most of the provisions which govem the 1971 Fund, and this is particularly so in respect of winding
up which, in the case of the 1971 Fund, has proved to be completely inappropriate . When the 1992
Fund Convention entered into force it was hoped that there will be few incidents involving the 1992
Fund and above all that the new limits of compensation would not be reached quickly. The first
incident belied that expectation. These are important questions. We must not allow the interest in
the 1992 Fund, demonstrated by the many ratifi cati ons which have taken place, to lead to
complacency about the need to reflect on how the international compensation regime should be
adapted.

~-"-Charles Coppolani
Chairman of the 1992 Fund Assembly
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1

INTRODUCTION

The International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds 1971 and 1992 (TOPC Funds) are two
intergovernmental organisations which provide compensation for oil pollution damage resulting
from spills of persistent oil fi'om tankers.
The International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1971 (1971 Fund) was established in
October 1978. It operates within the framework of two international Conventions: the 1969
International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1969 Civil Liability
Convention) and the 1971 International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund
for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage (1971 Fund Convention). This 'old' regime was
amended in 1992 by two Protocol s. The amended Conventions, known as the 1992 Civil Liability
Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention, entered into force on 30 May 1996. The International
Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 (1992 Fund) was set up under the 1992 Fund Convention,
when the latter entered into force.
The 1969 and 1992 Civil Liability Conventions govern the liability of shipowners for oil
pollution damage. These Conventions lay down the principle ofst]'ict liability for shipowners and
create a system of compulsory liability insurance. The shipowner is nonnally entitled to limit his
liability to an amount which is linked to the tonnage of his ship.
The 1971 and 1992 Fund Conventions are supplementary to the 1969 Civil Liability
Convention and 1992 Civil Liability Convention, respectively.
The main function of the IOPC Funds is to provide supplementary compensation to victims
of oil pollution damage in Member States who cannot obtain full compensation for the damage
under the applicable Civil Liability Convention. The compensation payable by the 1971 Fund for
anyone incident is limited to 60 million Special Drawing Ri ghts (SDR) (about £5 1 million or
US$83 million), including the sum actually paid by the shipowner or his insurer under the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention. The maximum amount payable by the 1992 Fund for anyone incident is
135 million SDR (about £1 15 million or US$186 million), including the sum actually paid by the
shipowner or his insurer and the sum paid by the 1971 Fund.
Each Fund has an Assembly composed of representatives of all Member States of the
respective Organisation and an Executive Committee of 15 Member States elected by the respective
Assembly. The main function of the Executive Committee is to approve settlements of claims for
compensation, to the extent that the Director is not authorised to make such settlements.
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2

COMPARISON OF THE 'OLD' AND 'NEW' REGIMES

The main differences between the 'old' regime of the 1969 Civi l Liability Convention and
the 1971 Fund Convention and the 'new' regime of the 1992 Conventions are set out below.
The 1969 and 1971 Conventions apply to pollution damage suffered in the territory
(including the territorial sea) of a State Pa rty to the respective Convention . Under the 1992
Conventions, however, the geographical scope is wider, with the cover extended to pollution damage
caused in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) or equiva lent area of a State Party.
The definition of pollution damage in the 1992 Conventions has the same basic wording as
the definition in the original Conventions, but with the addition of a phrase to clarify that, for
environmenta l damage (other than loss of profit fi'om impairment ofthe environment), compensation
is limited to costs incuned for reasonable measures actually undertaken or to be undertaken to
reinstate the contaminated environment.
The 19G9 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention appl y only to damage
caused or measures taken after oil has escaped or been discharged. These Conventions do not apply
to pure threat removal measures, ie preventive measu res which are so successful that there is no
actual spill of oil from the tanker involved. Under the 1992 Conventions, however, expenses
incuned for preventive measures are recoverablc even when no spill of oil occurs, provided that
there was a grave and imminent threat of pollution damage.
The 1969 and 1971 Convention s apply only to ships which actually carry oil in bu lk as
cargo, ie generally laden tankers. Spills from tankers dur ing ba ll ast voyages are therefore not
covered by these Conventions. The 1992 Conventions apply also to spi lls of bunker oil from
unladen tankers in certain circumstances. Neither the 1969/ 1971 Conventions nor the 1992
Convention s apply to spills of bunker oil from ships other than tankers.
The limit of the shipowner's liability under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention is the lower
of 133 Special Drawing Rights (SDR) (£ 113 orUS$183) perton of the ship's tonnage or 14 million
SDR (£ 12 million or US$19 million). Under the 1992 Civi l Liability Convention, the limits are:
(a)

for a ship not exceeding 5 000 units of gross tonnage, 3 million SDR (£2.6 million or
US$4.1 million);

(b)

for a ship with a tonnage between 5000 and 140000 units of tonnage, 3 million SDR
(£2.6 million or US$4.1 million) plus 420 SDR (£356 or US$579) fOl' each additional unit of
tonnage; and

(c)

for a ship of 140000 units of tonnage or over, 59.7 million SDR (£51 million or
US$82 million).

Thcre is a simplifi ed procedure under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention for increasing
these limits.
Unde r the 1969 Civil Liability Convention, the shipowner is deprived of the right to limit his
liability if the incident occun'ed as a result or the owner's personal fault (actual fault or privity).
Under the 1992 Convention, however, the shipowner is deprived of this right only if it is proved that
the pollution damage resulted from the shipowner's persona l act or omission, committed with the
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intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and with knowledge that such damage would probably
result.
Claims for pollution damage undcr the C ivil Liability Convcntions can be made only against
the registered owner of the ship concerned. Thi s does not preclude victims from claiming
compensation outside the Conventions from persons other than the owner. However, the 1969 Civi l
Liability Convention prohibits claims against the servants Or agents of the shipowner. The 1992
Civil Liability Convention prohibits not only claims against the servants or agents of the owner, but
also claims against the pilot, the charterer (including a bareboat charterer), manager or operator of
the ship, or any person calTying out salvage operations or taking preventive measures.
The compensation payable by the 197 1 Fund in rcspect of an incident is limited to an
aggregate amount of 60 million SDR (£5 1 million or US$83 million), including the sum actually
paid by the shipowner (or his insurer) under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention. The maximum
amount payable by the 1992 Fund in respect of an incident is 135 million SDR (£1 15 million Or
US$ 186 million), including the sum actually paid by the shipowner (or his insurer) under the 1992
Civil Liability Convention. The 1992 Fund Convention provides a simplified procedure for
increasing the maximum amount payable by the 1992 Fund.
Under the 1971 Fund Convention, the 1971 Fund indemnifies, under certain conditions, the
shipowner for part of his liability pursuant to the 1969 Civil Liability Convention. There are no
cOlTesponding provisions in the 1992 Fund Convention.
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3

MEMBERSHIP OF THE lOpe FUNDS

3.1

1992 Fund membersbip

The 1992 Fund Convention entered into force on 30 May 1996 for nine States. By the end
of 1999,39 States had become Members of the 1992 Fund. Eleven further States have acceded to
the 1992 Fund Protocol , bringing the number of Member States to 50 by the end of2000, as set out
in the table below.
39 Slates for which the 1992 Fund Convention is in force
(and therefore Melllbers of tile 1992 Fund)

Algeria
Australia
Bahamas
Bahrain
Barbados

Germany
Greece

Grenada
Tceland
Treland

Belgium
Belize

Canada
Croatia
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France

New Zealand

Jamaica

Japan
Latvia
Liberia
Marshall Islands
Mexico
Monaco

Norway
Oman
Philippines
Republic of Korea
Singapore
Spain
Sweden
Tunisia
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay

Netherlands

Venezuela
11 States which have deposited instruments a/accession, but/or which
the 1992 Fund COlIvention does not enter into force until dale indicated

China (Hong Kong Special Administrative Region)

Sri Lanka
Vanuatu
Panama
Dominican Republic
Seychelles
Italy
Fiji
Mauritius
Tonga

Poland

5 January 2000
22 January 2000
18 February 2000
18 March 2000
24 June 2000
23 July 2000
16 September 2000
30 November 2000
6 December 2000
10 December 2000
22 December 2000

11 is expected that a number of 197 1 Fund Member States will ratify the 1992 Fund
Convention in the near future, eg Estonia, Colombia, Ghana, India, Malaysia, Malta, Mauritania,
Morocco, Nigeria and the Russian Federation. It is likely that a number of other States will also
become Members of the 1992 Fund in the near future, eg Argentina, Israel and South Africa.

3.2

1971 Fund membership

At the time of the entry into force of the 1971 Fund Convention in October 1978, 14 States
were Parties to the Convention and thus Members of the 1971 Fund. By March 1998 there were
76 Member States.
The 1992 Fund Convention provided a mechanism for the compulsory denunciation of the
1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention, when the total quantity of
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contributing oil received in States which were Parties to the 1992 Protocol to the Fund Convention
(or which had deposited instruments of accession in respect of that Protocol) reached 750 million
tonnes. Accordin gly, a ll 24 States which had deposited instruments of accession to the 1992 Fund
Protocol whe n this condition was fulfilled de nounced the 1971 Fund Convention and ceased to be
Parties to the Convention on 15 May 1998, thereby reduc ing the number of 1971 Fund Member
States to 52.
Seventeen of these 52 States have since denounced the 1971 Fund Convention, reducing the
number of 1971 Fund Member States to 35 by the end of 2000, as set out below:
35 Slates Parties to the 1971 Fund Conven tion

Atbania
Antigua and Barbuda
Bellin
Brunei DalUssalam
Cameroon
Colombia
Cote d'Ivoire
Djibouli
Estonia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana

Guyana
Iceland
India
Kcnya
Kuwait
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mauritania
Morocco
Mozambique

Papua New Guinea
POItuga l
Qatar
Russian Federation
Saint Kitts and Nev is
Sierra Leo ne
Slovenia

Syrian Arab Republic
Tuvalu
United Arab Emirates
Yugoslavia

NiQeria
10 States Parties to the 197 J Fund Convention which have deposited
instruments of denunciatiol1which will take effect 011 date indicated

China (Hong Kong Special Admi nistrati ve Region)
Sri Lanka
Vanuatu
Panama
Seychelles
Italy
Fiji
Mauritius
Tonga

Poland
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5 January 2000
22 January 2000
18 Febmary 2000
11 May 2000
23 Jul y 2000
8 October 2000
30 November 2000
6 December 2000
10 December 2000
22 December 2000

4

EXTERNAL RELATIONS

4. t

]>romotion of 1992 Fund membership and information on Fund activities

The Assemblies have emphasised the importance of the TOPC Funds' strengthening their
activities in the field of public relations. With this in mind, and in order to establish and maintain
personal contacts between the Secretariat and officials within the national administrations dealing
with Fund matters, the Director and other Officers have visited a number of 1992 Fund Member
States during 1999 for discussions with govemment officials on the Fund Conventions and the
operations of the IOPC Funds.
The Secretariat has continued its efforts to increase the number of 1992 Fund Member
States. To this end, the Director and other Officers have visited several non-Member States.
Members of the Secretariat have participated in regional seminars on maritime matters in Bahrain,
Dubai, Fiji, India, Japan, Mauritius, Singapore and the Ukraine. The Director and other Officers
have al so given lectures at and participated in seminars, conferences and workshops in a number of
other countries on liability and compensation for oil pollution damage and on the operation of the
[OPC Funds. The Director has valued the opportunity to lecture to students of the World Maritime
University in Malmii (Sweden), where information on the 1992 Fund and its activities will be spread
throughout the world when the students retum to their national maritime administrations. Lectures
have also been given at the [MO Intemational Maritime Law In stitute (IMLI) in Malta.
The Director and other members of the joint Secretariat have had discussions with
govemment representatives of non-Member States in connection with meetings within the
Intemational Maritime Organization (IMO), in particular during the sessions of the IMO Assembly,
Council and Legal Committee.
The Secretariat has, on request, assisted some non-Member States in the elaboration of the
national legislation necessary for the implementation of the 1992 Conventions. The Director has had
to inform a number of States, however, that while the Secretariat can provide model legislation and
examine draft legi slation prepared by States, if so requested, it is not possible for the Secretariat to
elaborate specific legislation for an individual State, as the Secretariat would not be acquainted with
the detail s of the legislative tradition of the State in question.
The Assemblies ofthe 197 1 Fund and 1992 Fund have granted observer status to a number
of non-Member States. Those States which are Members of only one Organisation have observer
status with the other Organisation. At the end of 1999 the following States which were not Members
of either Organisation had observer status with both.
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Congo
Democratic People's
Republic of Korea

Ecuador

Saudi Arabia

Egypt
Iran, Islamic Republic of

Turkey

Panama
Peru

Switzerland
United States
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4.2

Relations with international orgallisations and interested circles

The IOPC Funds benefit from close co-operation with many intergovernmental and
international non-governmental organisations, as well as with bodies set up by private interests
involved in the maritime transport of oil.
The following intergovernmental organisations have been granted observer status with both
the 1971 Fund and the 1992 Fund:
United Nations
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission (Helsinki Commission)
European Community
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNlDROIT)
Regional Marine Pollution Emergency Response Centre for the
Mediterranean Sea (REMPEC)
The IOPC Funds have particularly close links with the International Maritime Organization
(IMO), and co-operation agreements have been concluded between each Fund and !MO. During
1999 the Secretariat represented the IOPC Funds at meetings of the IMO Assembly, Council and
Legal Committee.
The following international non-governmental organisations have observer status with both
the 1971 Fund and the 1992 Fund:
Advisory Committee on Protection of the Sea (ACOPS)
Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMCO)
Comite Maritime International (CMI)
Cristal Limited
Federation of European Tank Storage Associations (FETSA)
Friends of the Earth International (FOEI)
International Association of Independent Tanker Owners (INTERTANKO)
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS)
International Group of P&l Clubs
International Salvage Union (ISU)
International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited (ITOPF)
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (ruCN)
Oil Companies International Marine Forum (OCIMF)
In addition, the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC) has observer status with the
1992 Fund.
In the majority of incidents involving the IOPC Funds, clean-up operations are monitored
and claims are assessed in close co-operation between the Funds and the shipowner's liability
insurer, which in most cases is one of the 'P & I Clubs'. The technical assistance required by the
Funds with regard to oil pollution incidents is usually provided by the International Tanker Owners
Pollution Federation Limited (ITOPF).
The IOPC Funds co-operate closely with the oil industry, represented by the Oil Companies
International Marine Forum (OCIMF) and Crista1 Limited.
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5

1971 FUND AND 1992 FUND ASSEMBLIES
AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES

5.1

October 1999 Assembly sessions

19 71 Fund A ssembly: 22//{1 session
The acting Chainnan of the 1971 Fund Assembly,
Ms Katarzyna ledral (poland) as representative of the
delegation from which the fOtTIler Chairman was elected,
attempted to open the 22nd session on 19 October 1999.
However, the Assembly did not achieve a quorum for the
session, despite extra efforts on the part ofthe Secretariat, since
only 17 of the 45 Member States were present at the required
time. As a result, the items on the agenda of the Assembly were
dealt with by the 1971 Fund's Executive Committee, under the
Chairmanship of Dr Matteo Barada (Italy), pursuant to the
Reso lution adopted by the Assembly at its April 1998 session.
The following major decisions were taken by the Executive
Committee, acting on behalf of the Assembly.

•

The 1971 Fund Convention provides that the
Convention will cease to be in force when the number
of Contracting States falls below three. The Executive
Dr Malleo Earada
Committee considered whether procedures could be
found which could speed up the winding up of the 1971
Fund. It was decided that the Secretary-General of IMO should be requested to convene
urgently a Diplomatic Conference, for the purpose of adopting a Protocol amending
Article 43.1 of that Convention (cf Section 6).

•

The Executive Committee noted the External Auditor's Report and his Opinion on the
Financial Statements of the 1971 Fund which went into great depth and detail and
welcomed, in particular, the 'value for money audit'. The Committee approved the accounts
for the financial period 1 January to 31 December 1998 (cf Section 7.2).

•

The Committce decided to levy 1999 annual contributions for a total amount of
£8.3 million, of which £6 .3 million was to be paid by 1 March 2000. It was decided that the
balance of these levies should be deferred and invoiced, to the extent necessary, during the
second half of2000. The Committee also decided that £2 .5 million of the balance of the
Haven Major Claims Fund should be reimbursed to contributors on that date
(cfSection 8.3).

•

The 1971 Fund may be exonerated, wholly or partially, from its obligation to pay
indemni fication to the shipowner for part of hi s liability if, as a result of the actual fault or
privity of the owner, the ship did not comply with the requirements in any ofthe insh1.1l11ents
listed in Article 5.3(a) of the 1971 Fund Convention. The Committee decided to include in
the list contained in that Article the 1988 Protocol to the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea 1974 (SOLAS 74) and the 1988 Protocol to the International
Convention on Load Lines, 1966, with effect from 1 May 2000.
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19921'1111£1 Assembly: 4th sessioll
The 1992 Fund Assembly held its 4th session from 18 to 22 October 1999 under the
chairmanship ofMr Charles Coppolani (France). The following major decisions were taken at that
seSSIOn,

•

The Assembly no ted the External Auditor's Report and his Opinion on the Financial
Statements of the 1992 Fund which went into great depth and dctail and welcomed, in
particul ar, the 'value for money audit'. The Assembly approved the accounts for the
financ ial period 1 January - 3 1 December 1998 (cf Section 7.2).

•

The following States were elected

member~

ofthe 1992 Fund Executive Committee:

Canada
Denmark
France
Germany

Latvia

Singapore

Liberia
Marshall Islands

Spain
Tunisia

Mexico

United Kingdom

Greece

Republic of Korea

Venezuela

•

The Assemb ly considered the report of a Working Group which had been se t up to study
two issues relating to the definition of 'ship' laid down in the 1992 Civil Liability
Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention. The Assemb ly decided to endorse the
conclusions of the Working Group regarding the applicability of the 1992 Conventions to
offshore craft. The Assembly also decided to reconvene the Working Group in April 2000
to consider fu rther the issue of the appl ication of the 1992 Conventions to unladen tankers
(cf Section 9).

•

The Assembly decided to increase the 1992 Fund's working capital from £12 million to
£15 million.

•

The Assembly decided to levy 1999 contributions for an amount of £13 million but decided
that this entire levy should be deferred and invoiced, if and to the extent required, during the
second halfof2000. The Assembly also decided that £3.7 million of the balance on thc
Osung N°3 Major Claims Fund should be reimbursed to contributors on that day
(cf Section 8.5).

•

On 5 January 1999 the People's Republic of China deposited instruments of accession to the
1992 Protocols to the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 197 1 Fund Convention. As
regards the latter Protocol, the instrument of accession was limited in its application to the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR).
The Japanese delegation stated that it had doubts about the validity of China's accession to
the 1992 Fund Protocol being limited to HKSAR. That delegation considered that the
accession did not fulfil the req uirements of Article 29 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, wh ich provided that a treaty was binding upon each party in respect of its
entire telTitory 'unless a different intention appears from the treaty or is otherwi se
establ ished', since a different intention did not appear fi·om the treaty nor had it bcen
otherwise established.
The Chinese delegation expressed the view that Article 29 of the Vienna Convention had
been fulfi lled on the ground that a different intention had been otherwise established. That
delegation drew the Assembly's attention to the fact that some 80 multilateral treaties applied
to HKSAR but not to mainland China.
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•

The Assembly considered whether steps should be taken to facilitate the winding up of the
1992 Fund in the future, should the need ari se, possibly by amending the provision in the
1992 Fund Protocol stipulating that the 1992 Fund Convention would cease to be in force
when the number of Contracting States fell below three. The Assembly decided that it was
premature to address this issue.

•

The Chairman, Mr Charles Coppolani (France), informed the Assembly that he would not be
avai lable to serve as Chairman beyond the end of the October 1999 session. The Assembly
expressed its profound gratitude to Mr Coppolani for the extraordinary professionalism,
efficiency and good-humoured nature which he had demonstrated during his chairmanship
of the 1992 Fund Assembly and, previously, of the 197 1 Fund Assembly. The Assembly
elected Mr Willem Oosterveen (Netherlands) as Chairman from the end of the session, to
hold office until the next regular session of the Assembly.

•

The Assembly granted observer status to the Republic of the Congo and Turkey.
Decisiolls by lite gOllel'llillg bodies ltffeclillg botlt tlte 1971 Flllld ltllt! tlte 1992 FIIIlt!

The 1971 Fund Executive Committee (acting on behalf of the Assembly) and 1992 Fund
Assembly took the following major decisions affecting both Organisations.
•

The 1992 Fund Assembly appointed the present Director, Mr Mans Jacobsson, to serve as
Director of the 1992 Fund for a further term of office for the period 2000 - 2004. Since the
1971 Fund Assembly had decided in April 1998 that (subject to the agreement of the 1992
Fund Assembly) the Director of the 1992 Fund should ex officio be the person who held the
post of Director of the 1992 Fund, Mr Jacobsson will therefore carry out the function s of
Director of the 1971 Fund also for that period.

•

The non-submission of oil reports by a number of States continued to be a matter of serious
concern to the Funds' governing bodies, since without oil reports the Secretariat cannot issue
invoices for contributions by the contributors in the non-reporting State. The governing
bodies of the two organisations instructed the Director to inform the competent persons of
the States concerned that the respective Assembly would review individually each State
which had not submitted its report and that it would then be for the Assembly to decide on
the course of action to be taken for each State (cf Section 8. 1).

•

The Assemblies decided to change the' normal due date for the payment of contributions
from I February to I March, to allow contributors more time to make arrangements for the
transfer of contributions to the lOPC Funds.

•

The budget appropriations for 2000 were adopted, with an administrative expenditure for the
joint Secretariat totalling £3 225 040 .

•

The Assemblies had previously decided that a bituminous emulsion used for the production
of heat and power, known as 'orimul sion', should be considered as falling within the
definition of 'contributing oil' laid down in Artic le 1.3 of the Fund Conventions. It was
noted that there were a number of products similar to 'orimulsion' used for the same
purpose. It was decided that these products should also be considered as contributing oil. It
was further decided that they should be referred to by the generic telm 'bituminous
emulsions and fuel oil emulsions'. It was also decided that no allowance should be made for
the water content in those products for the assessment of contributions.
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5.2

1971 Fund Executive Committee
60llt - 6211d sessiolls

The 1971 Fund Executive Committee held three
sessions during 1999. The 60th and 61st sessions were held
under the chairmanship ofMr Alfred Popp QC (Canada) from
I to 3 February and from 27 to 29 April 1999, respectively. The
62nd session was held under the chairmanship of Dr Matteo
Barada (Italy) from 19 to 22 October 1999. At that session the
Committee considered the items on the agenda of the
22nd session of the Assembly, as that body had been unable to
achieve a quorum (cf Section 5.1).
The main deci sions taken by the 1971 Fund Executive
Committee at these sess ions are reflected in Section 10.2 in the
context of the particular incidents.

5.3

Mr Alfred Papp QC

1992 Fuud Executive Committee
211d - 511t sessiollS

The 1992 Fund Executive Committee held four sessions
during 1999. The 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th sessions were held
under the chairmanship of Professor Lee Sik Chai (Republic of
Korea) from I to 3 February, 27 to 29 April, 20 to 22 October
and 22 October 1999 respectively.
The main decisions taken by the 1992 Fund Executive
Committee at these sessions are reflected in Scction 10.3 in the
context of the particular incidents.

Professor Lee Sik Chai
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6

WINDING UP OF THE 1971 FUND

6 .1

The problem

As more States join the 1992 Fund and cease to be Members of the 1971 Fund, the 'old'
regIme is losing its importance, and the 1971 Fund will soon cease to be financially viable.
However, the 1971 Fund Convention provides that the Convention will remain in force until the date
when the number of Contracting States falls below three, and it is unlikely that this will happen in
the near future. Consideration has therefore been givcn to the possibility of accelerating the winding
up of the 1971 Fund.

Fil/llllcial cOl/sequel/ces ofremail/illg ill the 19 71 FUlld
With the departure from the 1971 Fund of a number of States, the total quantity of oil on
which contributions a re levied has been reduced from its maximum of I 200 million tonnes to
250 million tonnes by the end of 1999. By January 2001, this quantity will have fallen to some
95 million tonnes. The effect of this reduction in the contribution base is the considerably increased
financial burden which might fall on the contributors in those States which remain Members orthe
1971 Fund.

Risk of/lo cOlltriblltors ill remaillillg Member Stlltes
There is considerable concern that before the 1971 Fund Convention can be wound up, the
197 1 Fund will face a situation in which an incident occurs and the 1971 Fund has an obligation to
pay compensation to victims, but where there are no contributors in any of the remaining Member
States .

States lIot del/olll/cil/g 'old' regime ",hel/ accedil/g /0 ]992 Protocols
As the 1992 Protocols provide much higher limits of compensation than the Conventions in
their original versions and have a wider scope of application on several points, there are no
advantages for a State which has acceded to the 1992 Protocol s in remaining a Member of the 197 1
Fund. If an incident were to occur in a State which was a Member of both the 1971 Fund and the
1992 Fund, the legal situation would be very complex.

In April 1998 the 1971 Fund Assembly expressed its concern that some States had acceded
to the 1992 Protocols without having deposited instTUments of denunciation of the 1969 and 1971
Conventions. The Assembly therefore adopted a resolution in which Governments of 1971 Fund
Member States which deposited inso'uments of accession to the 1992 Protocols were reminded of the
need to deposit simultaneously instruments of denunciation of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention
and 1971 Fund Convention.

6.2

Steps takcn by the Secretariat

The Director has taken a number of steps to draw the attention of the Governments of the
remaining 1971 Fund Member States to the significant problems which continuing membership of
the 1971 Fund would cause and of the !,'Teat urgency of acceding to the 1992 Protocols and of
denouncing the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention. These steps include
contacts with the respecti ve Embass ies and High Commissions in London, visits by fund staffto the
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capitals of States concerned, presentations by Fund staff at seminars, conferences and workshops
with participation of representatives of interested States, and assistance to States to prepare the
necessary instruments of denunciation of the 1969 and 1971 Conventions and the legislation
required to implement the 1992 Protocols.
The Director and the I-lead of the External Relations and Conference Department attended
the 9th meeting of States Parties to the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea, held in
New York from 19 to 28 May 1999. In connection with that meeting, they met representatives (in
many cases at the level of ambassadors) of21 of the remaining 1971 Fund Member States, mainl y
those States which do not normally attend the sessions of the 1971 Fund's governing bodies, to
info11n them of the problems which their States would face if they were to remain Parties to the 1971
Fund Convention. The representatives of those States were invited to draw the attention of their
respective Governments to the importance of their States' denouncing the 1971 Fund Convention as
soon as possible.
On the occasion of the IMO Assembly in November 1999, the Director held meetings with
representatives of31 of the remaining 197 I Fund Member States for the purpose of emphasising the
urgency of their respective States' denouncing the 1971 Fund Convention.

6.3

Consideration by tlle 1971 Fund Executive Committee

A number of ways of accelerating the winding up of the 1971 Fund were considered at the
October 1999 session of the 1971 Fund Executive Committee, acting on behalf of the Assembly.
The discussions were based on a study by the Director and the opinions of two eminent experts in
public international law. The examination addressed the issue of whether the general rules of
intemational treaty law could be used to speed up the termination of the Convention. It was noted
that as a matter of customary intemationallaw a treaty may be tenninated as a result of unforeseen
fundamental changes in the basis for the Parties' agreement to the treaty (,fundamental change of
circumstances').
Four options were studied, namely:
(a)

amendment of Article 43.1 of the 197 1 Fund Convention by means of a Protocol to the
effect that the Convention would be te11ninated well before the number of Contracting States
fell below three;

(b)

adoption of a Resol ution by the 1971 Fund Assembly terminating the Convention;

(c)

use of the procedure for rapid denunciation laid down in Article 42 of the 1971 Fund
Convention; and

(d)

involvement of the International Court of Justice or an Arbitration Tribunal.

During the Executive Committee's discussions it was generally accepted that no option for
the early termination of the 197 1 Fund Convention was entirely satisfactory.
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6.4

Accelerating the winding lip
Acceleratioll oft/le delluuciatioll pl'OCel/lIre

Under Article 41.3 of the 1971 Fund Convention, an instrument of denunciation takes effect
one year after it is deposited with the Secretary-General of IMO. This period of one year may be
reduced by implementation of the procedure laid down in Article 42. That Article deals with the
case where denunciation by one Member State significantly increases the level of contributions for
the remaining Member States. In that situation any Member State may request the Director to
convene an extraordinary session ofthe Assembly, to be held within 60 days of such a request. Such
a request must be made within 90 days of the deposit of the instrument of denunciation in question.
The Director may also convene such an Assembly on his own initiative. If the Assembly decides
that the denunciation in question will result in a significant increase in the level of contributions for
the remaining Member States, any such State may denounce the Convention not later than 120 days
before the date when that denunciation takes effect, with effect from the same date.
It was generally acknowledged that the accelerated denunciation procedure provided in
Article 42 of the 1971 Fund Convention would only assist those States which did in fact submit
instruments of denunciation, by reducing the time it would take before the denunciation took effect.
It was noted that the procedure would have only a limited effect on the winding up process since a
number of States would not denounce the Convention during the period specified in that Article. It
was further noted that it was extremely unlikely that an extraordinary session of the Assembly
convened under Article 42 would obtain a quorum, and that it was very questionable whether either
the Executive Committee or the Administrative Council could take the decisions envisaged in
Article 42.

The Executive Committee therefore decided that, despite Italy's denunciation of the 1971
Fund Convention on 8 October 1999 having reduced the contributing oil base ofthe 1971 Fund from
250 million tonnes to some 100 million tonnes, the Director should not, on his own initiative,
convene an extraordinary session ofthe Assembly. However, the Director was instructed to write to
all remaining 1971 Fund Member States, infomling them of the effects of Italy's denunciation and
advising them of the possibility of their requesting the Director to convene such an extraordinary
session. A letter to this effect was sent to all remaining Member States in November 1999. By the
end of 1999 no State had requested the Director to convene such a session.

Assembly Resolutioll
Under this option, the 1971 Fund Assembly would adopt a Resolution to the effect that the
1971 Fund Convention would cease to be in force when certain conditions were fulfilled, although
the number of the remaining Member States had not fallen below three .
The Director considered that the adoption of a Resolution by the Assembly would be a
legally effective way of terminating the 1971 Fund Convention and laying down the procedures for
the winding up of the 1971 Fund. He took the view, however, that this option was less sol id than the
adoption of a Protocol amending Article 43.1. A few delegations expressed doubts as to whether a
body (ie the Assembly) could take steps to bring about a demise of the treaty by which it had been
elected (ie the 1971 Fund Convention).
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Illvolvemellt of ,lte Illtel'llatiollal Court of Justice
The Executive Committee shared the Director's view that the involvement of the
International Court of Justice was not a viable option for the 1971 Fund's purposes.

Amellding Article 43.1
The main discussion related to the possibility of adopting a Protocol amending the 1971
Fund Convention to the effect that the Convention would be tenninated well before the number of
Member States fell below three.
Nonnally such an amendment would be binding only on the States which had expressed
their acceptance. In the light of the difficulties which would result if explicit acceptance of the
amendments were required, the Director had suggested that it would be appropriate to consider
whether the envisaged amendment to Article 43.1 could be brought into force by means of a
simplified procedure under which the consent of a State to be bound would be given not by express
indication but by tacit or implied consent, ie by States failing to object within a certain period of
time . Some delegations considered that since the 1971 Fund Convention did not provide for a tacit
amendment procedure, it was not possible to follow such an approach.
The Executive Committee decided that IMO should be requested to convene urgently a
Diplomatic Conference for the purpose of adopting a Protocol amending Article 43.1 of the 1971
Fund Convention. The Committee elaborated a draft Protocol containing two options, one based on
a tacit amendment procedure and the other requiring explicit acceptance by States. In November
1999 the !MO Assembly approved the 1971 Fund's request. The Diplomatic Conference is expected
to be held in September 2000.

Liquid{ftioll oftlte 197J FUlld
Termination of the 1971 Fund Convention would not result in the liquidation of the 1971
Fund. Steps will therefore have to he taken to ensure that the 1971 Fund is liquidated in a proper
manner. The Executive Committee held a preliminary discussion of this issue and instructed the
Director to study the matter further.
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7

ADMINISTRATION OF THE lOpe FUNDS

7.1

Secretariat

Thc 1971 Fund and 1992 Fund have a joint Sccretariat headed by one Director. During 1999
the Secretariat has continued to face a very heavy workload. The strong commitment of the staff to
their work, as well as their Irnow1edgc and expertise, are great assets to the IOPC Funds, and thesc
factors are crucial to the efficient functioning of the Secretariat.
In the light ofthe changing nature of the work of the Secretariat, the need to admi ni ster two
Funds, and the workload on staff members, in 1998 an extema1 consu ltant was engaged to undertake
a review of the working methods within the Secretariat, in order to obtain the most efficient and
cost-effective way of managing the IOPC Funds. As a result of this rcview, the Assemblies took
certain decisions in 1998 on a new structure of the Secretariat and new working methods. These
decisions have been implemented gradually during 1998 and 1999.
The Assemblies' decisions included an increase in the size of the Secretariat, and as a result
sign ificant additional office space is required. The Secretariat is at prcsent located in the lMO
building in London. Regrettably, no additional space is available there, resulting in the Secretariat
having to relocate outside the IMO building. New premises have been found in Victoria , a short
distance from the IMO building. It is expected that the Funds will relocate to the new premises in
the spring of 2000.
The lOPC Funds continue to use external consultants to provide legal or technical advice. In
a number of cases the Funds and the P&l insurer involved have jointly established loca l claims
offices to fac ilitate an efficient handling of the great numbers of cla ims submitted.
The Assemblies have emphasised the importance of thc 1992 Fund's strengthening the
Secretariat' s activities in the field of public relations . To this end, the IOPC Funds' web site was
launched at the address http: //www.iopcfund.org in October 1999.
Thc Secretariat took a numbcr of steps during 1999 to cnsure that the IOPC Funds' IT
system was 2000 compliant.

7.2

Financial statements for 1998

The financial statements of the 1971 Fund and the 1992 Fund for the period I Ja nuary to
31 December 1998 were approved by the respective goveming bodies at their sessions in October
1999.
As in previous years both the 1971 Fund's and the 1992 Fund's accounts were audited by the
Comptroller and Auditor Genera l of the United Kingdom. The Auditor's report covering both
Organisations is reproduced in full in Annex 1lI and his opinions on each fInancial statement are
reproduced in Annexes I Y and XlV.
Statements summarising the infOlmation contained in the audited statements for this period
are given in Annexes V - XIII for the 1971 Fund and in Annexes XV - XYIll for the 1992 Fund.
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There are separate income and expenditure accounts for the General Fund and for each
Major Claims Fund. Separate Major Claims Funds are establi shed for incidents for which the total
amount payable by the 1971 Fund exceeds 1 million Special Drawing Rights (SDR) (£850 000) or
4 million SDR (£3.4 million) by the 1992 Fund.

1971 Flllld
An amount of £ 1 972 491 was refunded to contributors from the General Fund in 1998 as a
result of the lowering of the 1971 Fund's work ing capital from £10 million to £5 million.
Reimbursement of £2.8 million was also made to those persons who had contributed to the Senyo
Maru Major Claims Fund. This Major Claims Fund was closed in 1998.
Annual contributions were recei vable in respect ofthe Nakhodka (£29.8 million), Sea Prince
(£3.0 million), Nissos AlI1orgos (£2.0 million) and Osung N °3 (£2.0 million) Major Claims Funds.
Claims expenditure for the period amounted to some £30.8 million. 11,e majority of this expenditure
related to four cases, namely the Nakhodka, Sea Prince, YI/if N°] and Osung N°3 incidents.
The balance sheet of the 1971 Fund as at 3 1 December 1998 is reproduced in Annex Xli.
The balances of the various Major Claims Funds are al so given. The contingent liabilities were
estimated at £307 million in respect of claims arising from 22 incidents.

1992 Flllld
Annual contributions of £5.9 million accoun ted for the major part of the General Fund's
income during 1998. Contributions of £3. 5 million we re receivable with respect to the OSlIIIg N°3
Interim Major Claims Fund during thi s period. The balan ce on this Major Claims Fund as at
31 December 1998 amounted to some £3.7 million. No contributions were receivable in 1998 with
respect to the Nakhodka Major Claims Fund.
There was no net claims expenditure during 1998.
The balance sheet of the 1992 Fund as at 3 1 December 1998 is reproduced in Annex XVII.
The balances of the various Major Claims Funds arc also given. The contingent liabilities were
estimated at £74 million in respect of claims arising from four incidents.

7.3

Financial statements for 1999

The fi nancial statements of the 197 1 Fund and 1992 Fund for the period I January to
3 1 December 1999 will be submitted to the External Auditor in the spring of 2000, and will be
presented to the respective Assemblies for approval at their session s in October 2000. These
accounts will be reproduced in the TOPC Funds' 2000 Annual R eport.

7.4

Investment of fuuds
[lives/men! policy

In accordance with the Financial Regulations of the 197 1 and 1992 Funds, the Director is
responsible for the investment of any funds whi ch are not required for the short·term operation of
each Fund. In accordance with these Regulations, in making any investments all necessary steps are
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taken to ensure the maintenance of sufficient liquid funds for the operation of the respective Fund, to
avoid undue currency risks and generally to obtain a reasonable return on the investments of each
Organisation. The investments are made mainly in Pounds Sterling. The assets are placed on term
deposit. Investments may be made with banks and building societies which satisfy certain criteria as
to their financial standing.

IJl vestm ellt A {")i~oIJ' ROllies
The Assemblies of the 1971 Fund and the 1992 Fund have, for each organisation, established
an Investment Advisory Body, consisting of experts with specialist knowledge in investment
matters, to advise the Director in general ternlS on such matters. The members ofthe two bodies are
the same.

1971 FI/I/t!
Investments were made by the 1971 Fund during 1999 with a number of banks and building
societies in the United Kingdom. As at 31 December 1999 the 1971 Fund's portfolio of investments
totalled £113 million. The portfolio was made up of the assets of the 1971 Fund and a credit balance
on the contributors' account.
Interest due in 1999 on the investments amounted to £6.S million on an average capital of
£lIS million.

1992 F I/llt!
Investments were made by the 1992 Fund during 1999 with a number of banks and building
societies in the United Kingdom. As at 31 December 1999 the 1992 Fund's portfolio of investments
totalled £57 million. The portfolio was made up of the assets of the 1992 Fund and the Staff
Provident Fund.
Interest due in 1999 on the investments amounted to £2 million on an average capital of
£36 million.
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8

CONTRIBUTIONS

8.1

The contribution system
Bllsis for levy of cOlltributiolls

The IOPC Funds are fmanced by contributions paid by any person who has received in the
relevant calendar year in excess of 150 000 tonnes of crude oil or heavy fuel oil (contributing oil) in
ports or ternlinal installations in a State which is a Member of the relevant Fund, after carriage by
sea. The levy of contributions is based on reports on oil receipts in respect of individual contributors
which are submitted to the Secretariat by the Governments of Member States. Contributions are
paid by the individual contributors directly to the IOPC Funds. Governments are not responsible for
these payments, unless they have voluntarily accepted such responsibility.
NOIl-submissioll of oil reports
The non-submission of oil reports by a number of States was considered by the delegations
at the October 1999 sessions ofthe governing bodies of both the 1971 Fund and the 1992 Fund to be
a matter of serious concern to other Member States and in particular to the contributors in those
States, since without oil reports the Secretariat cannot issue invoices for contributions. At that time
two Member States of the 1992 Fund and 32 Member States of the 1971 Fund (ie over two-thirds)
had not submitted their reports on contributing oil received in 1998. For 16 of the 1971 Fund
Member States reports were outstanding for between three and 11 years.
The governing bodies renewed their instructions that, if a State did not submit its oil reports,
the Director should make contacts with that State and emphasise the concerns expressed by the
governing bodies in this regard. The Director was also instructed to infOlm the competent persons of
the States concerned that the Assembly would revi ew individually each State which had not
submitted its report and that it would then be for the Assembly to decide on the course of action to
be taken for each State.
illitiu/lIIu/ (1II1111ll1 contributio1ls

The 1971 Fund has initial and annual contributions. The 1992 Fund has only annual
contributions.
Initial contributions are payable when a State becomes a Member of the 1971 Fund.
Contributors pay a fixed amount per tonne of contributing oil received during the year preced ing that
in which the 1971 Fund Convention entered into force for the State in question. Thi s amount was
fixed by the Assembly at 0.04718 (gold) francs per tonne (0.003145 SDR), which at 30 December
1999 corresponded to £0.0026689.
Annua l contributions are levied by each Organisation to meet the anticipated payments of
compensation and the estimated administrative expenses during the forthcoming year and, in the
case of the 1971 Fund, payments of indemnification of the shipowner under Article 5.1 of the 1971
Fund Convention.
Deferred illvoicillg system
In June 1996 the Assemblies introduced a system of deferred invoicing for the two
Organisations. Under this system the Assembly fixes the total amount to be levied in contributions
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for a given calendar year, but may decide that only a specific lower amount should be invoiced for
payment by I Fcbruary (1 March for 2000) in the following year, the remaining amount, or a part
thereof, to be invoiced later in the year if it should prove to be necessary.

8.2

1971 Fund: 1998 annual contributions

In October 1998 the Executive Committee, acting on behal f of thc Assembly, decided to
levy 1998 annual contributions to the General Fund and five Major Claims Funds for a total amount
of £26.7 million. It was decided that the entire levies to (he General Fund (£1.7 million) and the
Nakhodka Major Claims Fund (£7.5 million) should be due for payment by I February 1999,
whereas the entire levies in respect ofthe Yuii N° 1. Sea Empress, OSllng N°3 and Evoikos incidents
should be deferred. The Dircc(or was authorised to decide whether to invoice all or part of the
amounts of the deferred levies for payment during the second half of 1999.
When assessing the situation in June 1999 the Director decided not to make a deferred levy
in respect of the above-mentioned Major Claims Funds, since it would be possible to make the
nccessary payments from the liquid assets of the 1971 Fund. Contributors were notified of this
decision in June 1999.

8.3

1971 Fund: 1999 annual contributions

In October 1999 the Executive Committee, acting on behalfofthe Assembly, decided nollo
levy annual contributions in respect of the General Fund. However, the Committee decided to levy
annual contributions to three Major Claims Funds for a total amount of £8.3 million. It was decided
that the Icvies (0 the Nakhodka (£1 million) and Osung N°3 Major Claims Funds (£5.3 million)
should be due for payment by I March 2000, whereas the entire levy in respect of the Sea Empress
incident should be defelTed. The Director was authorised to decide whether to invoice all or part of
the amount of the deferred levy for payment during the second half of 2000.
The Committee also decided that, since all claims and expenses arising out of the Haven.
incident had been paid and the amount remaining in this Major Claims Fund was considered to be
substantial, an amount of £2.5 million should be reimbursed to the contributors to the Haven Major
Claims Funds and the balance be transfelTed to the General Fund. The Committee decided that this
reimbursement should be made on I March 2000 .
The 1999 contributions to the Naklwdka Major Claims Fund were based on the quantities of
contributing oil received in 1996 in States which were Members of the 1971 Fund at the time ofthe
Nakhodka incident (2 January 1997). The shares ofthe 1999 contributions to that Fund in respect of
Member States are illustrated by the chart opposite.

8.4

1992 Fund: 1998 aunual contributions

In October 1998 the Assembly decided (0 levy 1998 contributions to the General Fund for a
total of £7.2 million, due for payment by 1 February 1999.
The Assembly decided to make a levy of £41 million to the Nakhodka Major Claims Fund as
1998 contributions, £30 million of which represented a renewal of the levy to that Major Claims
Fund which had been made by the Assembly in October 1997. The Assembly also decided that
£21 million should be due for payment by I February 1999, and (hat the remainder of the levy
(£20 million) should be defened.
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The Assembly decided further to make a levy of £1.4 million to the Osung N°3 Interim
Major Claims Fund, as 1998 contributions. It was decided that the whole of this levy should be
defelTed.
The Director was authorised to decide whether to invoice all or pari of the deferred levies for
payment during the second ha lf of 1999. In accordance wi th this authority, the Di rector decided in
June 1999 to invoice £9 million as a defelTed levy to the Nakhodka Major Claims Fund for payment
by 1 September 1999 but not to make a deferTed levy to the Osung N°3 Major Claim s Fund.

8.5

1992 Fund: 1999 anuual contributions

The Assembly decided not to levy 1999 contributions to the General Fund. However, the
Assembly decided to levy contributions of £ 13 million to the Nakhodka Major Claims Fund as 1999
contTibutions, the entire le vy to be deferred. The Director was authorised to decide whether to
invoice all or part of the deferred levy for payment du ring the second half of2000.
The Assembly decided that, since all claims and expenses arising out of the OSUl1g N° 3
incident had been paid and the amount remain ing in this Major Claims Fund was considered to besubstantial, an amount of £3.7 million should be reimbursed to the contributors to the Osung N°3
Major Claims Funds and the balance be transfelTed to the General Fund. The Assembly decided that
thi s reimbursement should be made on 1 March 2000.
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8.6

----------------------------------------

1971 and 1992 Funds : Annual contributions over the years

Details of the 1971 and 1992 Funds' 1998 and 1999 annual contributions are set out in the
table opposite .
The payments made by the 1971 and 1992 Funds in respect of claims for compensation for
oil pollution damage vary considerably from year to year. As a result, the level of annual
contributions to the Funds has fluctuated from one year to another, as illustrated in the graph above.
With respect to contributions levied by the 1971 Fund over the years, £1 609000 was
outstanding as at 31 December 1999. As for contributions levied by the 1992 Fund since 1996,
£552000 was outstanding as at 31 December 1999.
In October 1999 the governing bodies of the 197 1 and 1992 Funds expressed their
sati sfaction with the situation regarding the payment of contributions.
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Organisation

1971 FUND

Annual
Contribution
Year

Decision of
governing
body

1998

October 1998

General FundlMajor C laims Fund

Total
amount due

Oil year

£
1st levy

1 700000

General Fwld
Nakhodka

Japan

7500000

.. . _------- - ---- -- ----- -- --- -- -- - --- - --- - - - - - -- - --- ------- ---- -- --- --- ---- ------ -- ----- --- -- -- --------

Levy per
tonne

£
1997
1996
-------- ----

0.0024768
0.0061171
----------- --,

2nd levy No levy made
1999

October 1999

1st levy

Nakhodka

Japan

1 000 000

1996

0.0008178i

Osullg N°3

Republic of Korea/Japan

5300000

1996

0.0043 1891

Credit Haven
---- ------- -- --- ---------- -2nd levy Sea Empress

w
w

--

1992 FUND

1998

October 1998

1st levy

-

-

-

---

-

-

--

--

Italy
---

---

---

__

A

____

United Kingdom

General Fund
Nakhodka

1999

-- --- - --- ---- - - - - --- - - - - -----

7200000
Japan

-- -- - ------ - -- -- ------------ ---- ---- - --- - --- - -- - --- --- ----

-- --- - ------- ---- --- ---- -- .. -

2nd levy Nakhodka

Japan

October 1999

1st levy

---- - -- ---- - ---- ... _ . . _ . . . _-

Credit Osullg N°3 Interim

---------------- -- - - - - - _. . _. --

2nd levy Nakhodka
<I> To be invoiced to the extent required for payment in the second half of2000

-2500000
1990
-0.0026328
----- ---------- ------------ --------------Maximum<l>
1995
2000000
1997

0.008 1266

21000000

1996
0.03 194 18
--- ----- ---- -------------_.
9000000
1996
0.0134974

------ ----.- ---

Republic of Korea/Japan
-3700000
1996
-0.0056367
--- - --- -- - - _.- _._- ---_ . . . _. . _--- - ---- -------- --------------Maximum<'>
Japan
1996
13000000

---- --- _ . . -
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1992 FUND WORKI NG GROUP ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE
DEFINITION OF 'SIIIP' IN THE 1992 CONVENTIONS

Tn October 199 8 the 1992 Fund Assembly established an intersessional Working Group to
study two issues relating to the definition of ,ship' laid down in the 1992 Civil Liability Convention
and the 1992 Fund Convention, namely
(i)

the circumstances in which an unladen tanker would fall within the definition of ,ship'; and

(ii)

whether, and if so to what extent, thc 1992 Conventions apply to offshore craft, namely
floating storage units (FSUs) and floating production, storage and ofnoading units (FPSOs) .
The definition of ship in Article 1.1 of the 1992 Civil Liability Convention reads:
'Ship' means any sea-going vessel and seaborne craft of any type whatsoever
constructed or adapted for the c31Tiage of oil in bulk as cargo, provided that a
ship capable of can'ying oil and other cargoes shall be regarded as a ship only
when it is actually can)ling oil in bulk as cargo and during any voyage
following such caniage unless it is proved that it has no residues of such
can'iage of oil in bulk aboard.
This definition is incOI']Jorated in the 1992 Fund Convention.

The Working Group met on 26 and 27 April1999 under the chainnanship ofMr John Wren
(United Kingdom) .

9.1

Application of the 1992 COllventions to offshore craft

As regards the application of the 1992 Conventions to offshore craft it was noted that the
Working Group had drawn the following conclusions:
(i)

Offshore craft should be regarded as 'ships' under the 1992 Conventions only when thcy
CatTY oil as cargo on a voyage to or from a port or temlinal outside the oil field in which
they nonnally operate.

(ii)

Offshore craft would fall outside the scope of the 1992 Conventions when they leave an
offshore oil field for operational reasons or simply to avoid bad weather.

In letters to the Director some companies operating in the offshore sector had expressed
concerns as to the restrictive interpretation recommended by the Working Group. These companies
had expressed the view that there was no support in the text of the 1992 Civil Liability Convention
for a distinction between offshore craft and trading tankcrs.
A number of delegations expressed their sut']Jrise at the late intervention of some members
of the offshore industry, given that wide consultations had taken place prior to and during the
lntersessional Working Group, and that no new legal or technical arguments were being presented.
Those delegations stressed that any final decision regarding the applicability of the 1992
Conventions to offshore craft was a matter for national courts, but that it was expedient for the 1992
Fund to adopt a policy before an incident involving such a craft occurred in a 1992 Fund Member
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State. For this reason those delegations were of the view that the Asse mbly should not defer its
decision on the issue, recognising that such a decision was always open to revi sion in the light of
new infom1ation .
The Assembly decided to endorse the conclusions of the Working Group regarding the
applicabili ty of the 1992 Conventions to offshore craft. The Assembly emphasised that in any event
the decision as to whether the 1992 Conventions applied to a specific incident would be taken in the
light of the particular circumstances of that case. It was noted that the issue could be reconsidered if
new information were to come to light.

9.2

Application oUhe 1992 Conventions to unladen tankers

The Working Group had drawn the following conclusions as regards the circumstances in
which an unladen tanker would fall within the definition of 'ship':
(i)

the word 'oil' in the provi so in Article 1.1 of the 1992 Civi l Liability Convention means
persistent hydrocarbon mineral oil, as defined in Article 1.5 of the Convention;

(ii)

the expression 'other cargoes' in the proviso should be interpreted to mean non-persistent
oi ls as well as bulk solid cargoes;

(iii)

as a conseq uence the proviso in Article 1.1 should apply to all tankers and not only to
oreibulkJoil ships (OBOs);

(iv)

the expression 'any voyage' should be interpreted literally and not be restricted to the first
ballast voyage after the caniage of a cargo of persistent oil;

(v)

a tanker which had carried a cargo of persistent oil would fall outsi de the definition if it was
proven that it had no residues of such carriage on board ; and

(vi)

the burden of proof that there were no residues of a previous catTiage of a persi stent oil
cargo should normally fall on the shipowner.

In a document submitted to the Assembly the delegations of Australia, Canada, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom had expressed the view that:
(i)

a dedicated oil tanker (ie a tanker capable of eatTying persistent oil and non-persistent oil) is
always a 'ship' for the purposes oflhe 1992 Civil Liability Convention; and

(ii)

the proviso in the definition of'ship' applies only to vessels and craft capable of can·ying oil,
including non-persistent oil, and other cargoes.

Several delegations stated that they supported the interpretation proposed by the Working
Group. Some delegations expressed the opinion that they did not agree with the conclusions of the
Working Group but supported the views set out in the document presented by the four delegations.
One delegation stated that the overriding issue was the definition of ,oil' in the Convention,
which was restricted to 'persistent oil', and that it would not be legally possible to widen the
interpretation of the definition of ,ship' beyond that proposed by the Working Group.
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Assembly chaired by Mr Coppolani
(photograph: John Ross)

Other delegations considered that it was premature for the Assembly to take a decision,
particularly in view of the limited time which had been available to study the new document, and
that the matter should bc examined further.
The Assembly instructed the Director to reconvene the Working Group for a one day
meeting during the week of the session of the 1992 Fund Executive Committee in April 2000 and
urged all interested delegations to submit documents well in advance of that meeting in order to
allow delegations to consider the matter in detail before the meeting. The Director was invited to
carry out a further study, with particular emphasis on the ramifi cations of the proposal by Australia,
Canada, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
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10

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS

10.1

Overview
19 71 FI/nd ci{t;ms setllements 19 78 - 1999

Since its establi shment in October 1978, the 1971 Fund has, up to 31 December 1999, been
involved in the settlement of claims arising out of94 incidents. The total compensation paid by the
1971 Fund to date amounts to over £243 million (US$390 million).
The 1971 Fund has made payments of compensation and indemnification of over £2 million
as a result of each of the following incidents in respect of which all third party cla ims have been
settled.
Ship

Place of incident

Year

1971 Fund
payments

Alllonio Gralllsci
Tanio
Ondilla
17um/ank 5
Rio Orilloco
Haven
Taiko Maru
Tuyotaka Maru
Senyo Maru

Sweden
France
Federal Republic of Gennany
Sweden
Canada
Italy
Japan
Japan
Japan

1979
1980
1982
1986
1990
1991
1993
1994
1995

£9.2 million
£ 18.7 million
£3.0 million
£2.4 million
£6.2 million
£30.3 million
£7.2 million
£5.1 million
£2.3 million

In addition, the 1971 Fund has made payments of compensation of over £2 million in
connection with each of the following incidents [or whi ch third party claims are outstanding. In a
number orthe cases listed, such as the Aegean Sea, Eraer, Sea Prince and Sea ElI1press incidents,
considerable payments of compensation have also been made by the shipowner or his insurer.
Ship

Place of incident

Year

Aegean Sea
Braer
KeulI1dollg N°5
Sea Prince
Yuil N° 1
Sea Empress
Nakhodka<J>
Osung N °3

Spain
United Kingdom
Republic of Korea
Republic of Korea
Republic of Korea
United Kingdom
Japan
Republic of Korea/Japan

1992
1993
1993
1995
1995
1996
1997
1997

1971 Fund
payments
£5.2
£40.6
£1 0.0
£10.6
£14.4
£9.4
£43.3
£6 .9

million
million
million
million
million
million
million
mi llion

As can be seen from the graph overleaf, the annual payment of claims by the 1971 Fund has
been considerably higher in the last seven years than in the period up to 1992.

< I>

The 1992 Fund has paid a further £4.9 million.
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Annex XXI to th is Report contains a summary o[all incidents for which the 1971 Fund has
paid compensation or indemnification, or where it is possible that such payments will be made by
the Fund. It also includes some incidents in which the 1971 Fund was involved but ultimately was
not call ed upon to make any payments .
There has been a considerable increase in the amounts of compensation claimed from the
1971 Fund over the years. In several recent cases the total amount of the claims submitted greatly
exceeds the maximum amount available under the 1971 Fund Convention. Claims have been
presented which in the 1971 Fund's view do not fall within the definition of pollution damage laid
down in the Conventions. There have also been claims which, although admissible in principle, are
[or amounts which the Fund considers greatly exaggerated. As a result, the 1971 Fund and claimants
have become involved in lengthy legal proceedings. In these circumstances, it is becoming
increasingly difficult for the 1971 Fund to achieve its aim of providing prompt payment of
adm issible claims.

llIcidelll.l· ill 1999 ill volvillg Ih e 19 71 Flllld
The 1971 Fund has not becn notified of any incidents occun'ing in 1999 which may give rise
to claims against it.
IlI chlelll~

ill pl'evioll' years willl olllslalldillg claims IIgaill ~llh e 19 71 Flllld

As at 31 December 1999 there were outstanding third party claims in respcct of 18 incidents
involving the 1971 Fund which had occuned before 1999. The situation in respect of some of these
incidents is summariscd below.
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Claims arising from the Aegean Sea incident (Spain, 1992) have been submitted in criminal
proceedings for a total amount o[ some £96 million. The 1971 Fund has paid approximately
£5.2 million in compensation, and the shipowner's P&l insurer has paid some £3.2 million. In June
1997 the Court of Appeal upheld the judgement o[the Criminal Court of first instance with regard to
criminal and civil liability and on the claims [01' compensation presented in the criminal proceedings.
The Courts held inter alia that the evidence submittcd by the majority of the claimants was
insufficient to substantiate the amount of the losses suffered and those claims were referred for
quantification to the procedure for the execution of the Court of Appeal's judgement. There is still a
high degree of uncerta inty as to the total amount of the estab li shed claims. In September 1999 the
Spanish Government presented a study by the lnstituto Espaiiol de Oceanografia containing an
assessment o[ losscs suffered by the claimants in the fishery and mariculturc sectors. Discussions
are being held concem ing this assessment. The 197 1 Fund is considering complex issues relating to
the di stribution of liability and recourse arising from the Court of Appeal's j udgement in respect of
the c ivil liabilities of the parties concerned, in particular as regards the distribution of liability
belween the 197 1 Fund and the Span ish State. It is understood that some 60 claimants have brought
civil proceedin gs in respect of claims totalling £85 million, but the actions have not yet been served
on the 1971 Fund. The question has arisen as to whether these claims are time-barred, and legal
opinions on this point have been exchanged bet wecn the 1971 Fund and the Spanish Government.
Di scussions on the various issues are being held between the Spanish Government and the 197 1
Fund.
As regards the Braer incident (Unitcd Kingdom, 1993), the 197 1 Fund has paid
approximately £40.6 million in compensation, and the shipowner's P& l insurer has paid some
£4.3 million. Claims amounting to £80 million became the subject of legal proceed ings in
Edinburgh. The total amount of the claims presented exceeded the maximum available under the
1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 197 1 Fund Convention, viz 60 million SDR (£50 .6 million).
In view of the uncertainty as regards the outstanding claims, the Executive Committee decided in
October 1995 to suspend any further payments of compensation. A number ofthe claims have since
been withdrawn and out-of-court settlements have been reached in respect of others. The claims
remaining in the legal proceedings now total £27.6 million. Further claims amounting to
£5.7 million have been agreed but not paid. During 1999 the Courts have rendered important
judgements in respect or claims for pure economic losses in the fi shery sector which had been
rejected by the 1971 Fund. The Courts rejected those claims on the ground that they were claims for
relational economic loss which was not admissible . [n October 1999 the Executive Committee
authorised the Director to make partial payments to those claimants whose claims have been
approved but not paid, if the claims pending in the court proceedings together with the claims whi ch
had been approved but not paid fell below £20 million .
As regards the Sea Empress incident (United Kingdom, 1996) claims have been appro ved
for a total of £16.3 million. Payments of £6.9 million have been made by the shipowner's insurer
and of £9.4 million by the 1971 Fund. Further claims are being examined. The shipowner ha s
commenced limitation proceedings . A criminal prosecution was taken aga inst the Milford Haven
Port Authority. The Port Authority pleaded guilty to one charge and no trial was held. The Port
Authority was fined £4 mill ion. The Executive Committee decided in October 1999 that the 1971
Fund should take recourse action against the Port Authority to recover the amounts paid by it in
compensation.
The Nakhodka incident (Japan, 1997) was the first incident involving both the 1971 Fund
and the 1992 Fund. Claims totalling £213 million have been received. This amount exceeds the
maximum amount avai lable from the 1971 and 1992 Funds (135 million SDR or £ liS million), as a
consequence of which the payments by the 1971 Fund and the 1992 Fund are currently limited to
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60% of the damage suffered by each claimant. The lolal payments made by the 1971 Fund to
claimants amount to £43.3 million and the 1992 Fund has paid £4.9 million. The shipowner and his
insurer have made payments totalling £940 000. Reports published by the Japanese and Russian
authorities on the cause of the incident have been analysed by the Director with the assistance of
legal and technical experts. The Executive Committee has decided that the IOPC Funds should
oppose any attempt by the shipowner to lim it his liability. The Funds have taken recourse action
against the shipowner, his insurer, the shipowner's parent company and the Russian Maritime
Register.
Claims total ling £7.4 million have been presented out of court in respect of the Nisso.l'
Amorgos incident (Venezuela, 1997). Claims have so far been approved for £3 .6 million, and the
settlement amounts have been paid in full by the shipowner's insurer. Claims for significant
amounts, including £37 million by the Republic of Venezuela , £8 1 million by a fishermen' s union
and £75 million by fish processors, have been lodged in court. Further claims are expccted.
illcidellts ill 1999 illvolvi1lg the 1992 Flllld
During 1999 the 1992 Fund became involved in three incidents which have given or may
give rise to claims against the 1992 Fund.
The barge Mwy Anne canying 7 11 tonnes of intermediate fuel oil sank on 22 July 1999 at
the entrance to Manila Bay (the Philippines). The wreck leaked oil for several days and some oil
reached the shoreline. It is unlikely that the total amount of the established claims wi ll exceed the
amount of compensation available under the 1992 Civi l Liability Convention, some £2.6 million.
However, the insurer has infOlmed the 1992 Fund that it is investigating a number of apparent
anomalies which, if substantiated, could put the shipowner in breach of the insurance policy. It is
not known whether the shipowner is financially capable of meeting his obligations under the 1992
Civil Liability Convention.
The Dolly, registered in Dominica, sank in a port in MaI·tinique on 5 November 1999,
canying some 200 tonnes of bitumen. So far, no cargo has escaped. There are fears that fishing and
mariculture would be affected if bitumen escapes. The French authorities are considering what
measures should be taken to prevent such an escape. The 1992 Fund has reserved its position as to
whether the 1992 Fund Convention is applicable to this incident.
On 12 December 1999 the tanker Erika, eanying 30 000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil, broke in
two in a stonn in the Bay of Biscay, some 50 kilometres south of Brittany (France). The two parts of
the wreck sank to a depth of some 100 metres. It is estimated that some 14 000 tonnes of oil escaped
from the ship polluting over 400 kilometres of coastline, and that as much as 16 000 tonnes of oi l
remain in the two parts of the wreck. It is expected that the incident will give rise to claims for
significant amounts for clean-up operations and operations to remove the oil from the wreck, as well
as for losses in the fishery, mariculture and tourism sectors.
illcidellts ill previous years lVitlt outstalldillg claims agaillst the 1992 FUlld
As at 31 December 1999 there were three incidents (an incident in Gennany (1996), the
Nakhodka (Japan, 1997) and the Milad 1 (Bahrain , 1998» which occurred before 1999 which have
or might give rise to claims against the 1992 Fund.
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10.2

Incidents dealt with hy the 1971 Fund during 1999

The following section ofthis Report details incidents with which the 1971 Fund has been
involved in 1999. The Report sets out the developments of the various cases during 1999 and the
position taken by the 1971 Fund in respect of claims . The Report is not intended to reflect in full the
discussions of the Executive Committee.
Claim amounts have been rounded in this Report. The conversion offoreign currencies into
Pounds Sterling is as at 30 December 1999, except in the case of claims paid by the 1971 Fund
where conversions have been made at the rate of exchange on the date of payment.

VISTABELLA
(Caribbean, 7 March 1991)
While being towed, the sea-going barge Vistabella (I 090 GRT), registered in Trinidad and
Tobago and carrying approximately 2 000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil, sank to a depth of over
600 metres, IS miles south-east of Nevis. An unknown quantity of oil was spilled as a result of the
incident, and the quantity which remained in the barge is not known.
The Vistabella was not entered in any P&l Club but was covered by a third party liability
insurance with a Trinidad insurance company. The insurer argued that the insurance did not cover
this incident. The limitation amount applicable to the ship was estimated at FFr2 354 000
(£223000). No limitation fund was established. It was unlikely that the shipowner would be able to
meet his obligations under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention without effective insurance cover.
The shipowner and his insurer did not respond to invitations to co-operate in the claim settlement
procedure.
The 1971 Fund paid compensation amounting to FFr8.1 million (£986 500) to the French
Government in respect of clean-up operations. Compensation was paid to private claimants in
St Barthelemy and the British Virgin Islands and to the authorities ofthe British Virgin Islands for a
total of some £ 14 250.
The French Government brought legal action against the owner of the Vistabella and his
insurer in the Court of first instance in Basse-TelTe (Guadeloupe), claiming compensation for
clean-up operations carried out by the French Navy. The 1971 Fund intervened in the proceedings
and acquired by subrogation the French Government's claim. The French Government withdrew
from the proceedings.
In ajudgement rendered in 1996 the Court of first instance held that the 1969 Civil Liability
Convention was not applicable, since the Vistabella had been flying the flag of a State (Trinidad and
Tobago) which was not Party to that Convention, and instead the Court applied French domestic law.
The Court accepted that, on the basis of subrogation, the 1971 Fund had a right of action against the
shipowner and a right of direct action against his insurer. The Court held that it was not competent
to consider the 1971 Fund's recourse claim for damage caused in the British Virgin Islands. The
Court awarded the Fund the right to recover the total amount which it had paid for damage caused in
the French territories.
The 1971 Fund took the view that the judgement was wrong on two points. Firstly, the 1969
Civil Liability Convention which formed part of French law applied to damage caused in a State
Party to that Convention, and this was independent of the State of the ship's registry. Secondly, the
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French courts were competent under that Convention to consider claims for damage in any State
Party (including the British Virgin Islands). The 1971 Fund decided nevertheless not to appeal
against this judgement as regards the applicability of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention, as it
would hardly have any value as a precedent in other cases, since the Court had awarded the 1971
Fund the total amount paid by it for damage in the French territories and as the amount paid by the
Fund for damage outside those telTitories was insignificant.
The shipowner and the insurer appealed against the judgement.
The Court of Appeal rendered its judgement in March 1998. In the judgement - which dealt
mainly with procedural issues - the Court of Appeal held that the 1969 Civil Liability Convention
applied to the incident, since the criterion for applicability was the place of the damage and not the
flag State of the ship concerned. The Court further held that the Convention applied to the direct
action by the 1971 Fund against the insurer. It was held that this applied also in respect of an insurer
with whom the shipowner had taken out insurance although not having been obliged to do so, since
the ship was carrying less than 2 000 tonnes of oil in bulk as cargo.
The case was referred back to the Court of first instance which has yet to decide on the
merits of the case as regards the direct action taken by the 1971 Fund against the insurer.

HAVEN
(Italy, J J April J99 J)
The incident
The Cypriot tanker Haven (109977 GRT) caught fIre and suffered a series of explosions on
II April 1991 while at anchor seven miles off Genoa. The vessel, which was can)'ing
approximately 144000 tonnes of crude oil, broke into three parts. A large section of the deck
separated from the main structure and sank to a depth of about 80 metres. The bow section became
detached and sank to a depth of about 500 metres. The remaining main part of the ship was towed
into shallower water, and on 14 April, after a further series of explosions, it sank in 90 metres of
water, some 1.5 miles off the coast.
The quantity of oil consumed by the fire was not established, but it was estimated that over
10 000 tonnes of fresh and partially burnt oil was spilled into the sea . A significant quantity of oil
came ashore between Genoa and Savona. Some oil spread westwards, affecting the coast in four
French departments and the Principality of Monaco.
Extensive clean-up operations were carried out in Italy, as well as in France and Monaco.
Limitation proceedings
After legal action had been taken against the shipowner, the Court of first instance in Genoa
opened limitation proceedings in May 1991. The Court fixed the limitation amount at
Ut 23950220000 (£7.7 million), which cOlTesponded to 14 million SDR. The shipowner's P&l
insurer, the United Kingdom Mutual Steam Ship Assurance Association (BelTlluda) Limited
(UK Club), provided a bank guarantee for LIt 24 002 million. The 1971 Fund intervened in the
limitation proceedings, pursuant to Article 7.4 of the 1971 Fund Convention.
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Haven - the buming tanker
(photograph: Studio Ing Mattarelli)

The 1971 Fund lodged opposition to the Court's decision to open the limitation proceedings,
challenging the shipowner's right of lim itation. Corresponding oppositions were lodged by the
Italian Government and some other claimants.
A large number of claims were filed in the limitation proceedings against the shipowner.
Qu estion of time bar
The question arose of whether the majority of the claims ari sing out of the Haven incident
were time-barred vis-a-vis the 197 1 Fund. According to Article 6.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention,
claims for compensation against the 1971 Fund are time-barred three years after the date when the
damage occulTed, unless the claimants take certa in legal steps. In the Haven case, the three-year
period expired on or shortly after II April 1994. A claimant can avoid the time bar as regards the
1971 Fund by bringing legal action against the Fund or by making a notification to the Fund under
Article 7.6 of the 1971 Fund Convention of an action against the shipowner and/or hi s insurer. Only
a few claimants fulfilled the requirements of Article 6.1 by notifying the 1971 Fund under
Article 7.6, namely the French State, the French communes, the Principality of Monaco, a few
Italian claimants, the shipowner and the UK Club.

The 1971 Fund Assembly took the view that the claims in respect of which no fonnal
notification was made to the 1971 Fund were time-barred, in the light of the provisions in Article 6.1
orthe 1971 Fund Convention. The 1971 Fund therefore took the necessary steps to preserve its right
to invoke the defence of time bar against those claimants who had not notified the Fund of the action
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against the shipowner or who had not taken action against the Fund within the time limit of truTe
years.
Claims for compensation
Some I 350 Italian claimants presented claims relating mainly to the cost of clean-up
operations, damage to property and loss of income. These claims totalled approximately
LIt 765000 million (£244 million), including a claim by the Italian Government for clean-up
operations for LIt 261 000 million (£84 million).
The Italian Government also presented a claim relating to damage to the marine
environment. The items of this claim which were quantified by the claimant totalled
LIt 883 435 million (£284 million) and related to restoration ofphanerogams and damage restored
by the natural recovery of the resources (sea and atmosphere). The claim contained in addition
several important items where the quantification was left to the Court to decide on the basis of
equity, namely the consequences of beach erosion caused by damage to phanerogams, and
ilTeparable damage to the sea and the atmosphere. Also, the Region ofLiguria, two provinces and
14 municipalities included items relating to environmental damage in their respective claims.
List of established claims (,stato passivo ')
In April 1996 the judge in the Court of first instance in Genoa in charge of the limitation
proceedings rendered a decision in which he determined the admissible claims for compensation
(,stato passivo'). The list of admissible claims was established in the context of the limitation
proceedings initiated by the shipowner and the UK Club .
In his decision the judge made an observation to the effect that the 1971 Fund's position in
respect of the time bar issue was clearly groundless, since in his view the intervention of the 1971
Fund in the limitation proceedings under Article 7.4 of the 1971 Fund Convention had the same
effect as a notification under Article 7.6.
The claims in respect of which agreement on quantum had been reached at that time between
the claimants and the shipownerfUK Club were admitted for the agreed amounts, since these
amounts had not been challenged. The list of admissible claims established by the judge included
claims totalling LIt 186 000 million (£60 million) plus interest and compensation for inflation. 'The
judge stated that the numerous claims which were not documented could not be admitted.
As regards the claims for environmental damage, the 1971 Fund maintained the position that
claims relating to non-quantifiable elements of damage to the environment could not be admitted. In
its interpretation of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention, the 1971
Fund Assembly has rejected the assessment of compensation for damage to the marine environment
on the basis of an abstract quantification of damage calculated in accordance with theoretical models
(l971 Fund Resolution N°3 adopted by the Assembly in 1980). The Assembly has also taken the
view that compensation can be granted only if a claimant has suffered a quantifiable economic loss.
The judge held that the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention did not
exclude environmental damage . He stated that only the State ofItaly was entitled to compensation
for environmental damage and that consequently the local authorities had no right to such
compensation. He took the view that the environmental damage could not be quantified according to
a commercial or economic evaluation. He assessed this damage as a proportion (approximately 1/3)
(Ut 40 000 million or £ 13 million) of the cost of the clean-up operations . The amount arrived at by
this assessment would, in his view, represent the damage which was not repaired by these
operations.
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Oppositions to the 'stato passivo'
Oppositions to the judge's decision were lodged by the 1971 Fund, the Italian Government,
one Italian contractor, the shipowner and the UK Club. In its opposition the 1971 Fund maintained
that the judge was wrong in rejecting the defence of time bar. The Fund also lodged opposition in
respect of a number of other issues, in particular the claim relating to environmental damage. The
State ofItaly made opposition in respect of a number of items which were not accepted in full by the
judge. In particular, the State requested that compensation for environmental damage should be
increased from the amount awarded by the judge, LIt 40000 million (£13 million), to
LIt 883 435 million (£284 million).
The oppositions were to be considered by the Court of first instance, composed of three
judges. It would have taken several years until the Court rendered its judgement.
Method of converting (gold) francs
The amounts in the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention in their
original versions were expressed in (gold) francs (Poincar" francs). Under the 1969 Civil Liability
Convention, the amounts expressed in (gold) francs should be converted into the national currency
of the State in which the shipowner establishes the limitation fund on the basis of the 'official' value
of that cun'ency by reference to the franc on the date of the establishment of the limitation fund. In
1976 Protocols were adopted to both Conventions. Under these Protocols, the (gold) franc was
replaced as the monetary unit by the Special Drawing Right (SDR) of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF). The 1976 Protocol to the 1969 Civil Liability Convention entered into force in 1981,
whereas the 1976 Protocol to the 1971 Fund Convention came into force in 1994, ie after the Haven
incident.
An important legal question arose in the limitation proceedings, namely the method to be
applied for converting the maximum amount payable by the 1971 Fund (900 million (gold) francs)
into Italian Lire . The 1971 Fund had taken it for granted that the conversion should be made on the
basis of the SDR. It was maintained by some claimants, however, that the conversion should be
made by using the free market value of gold, since there was no longer any official value of gold and
the 1976 Protocol to the Fund Convention which replaced the (gold) franc with the SDR was not in
force.
The 1971 Fund's main argument in support of its position was that the inclusion ofthe word
'official' in the definition of the unit of account laid down in the original text of the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention was made deliberately to rule out the application of the free market value of
gold. The Fund drew attention to the fact that the judge fixed the limit ofthe shipowner's liability by
using the SDR. The unit of account in the 1971 Fund Convention is defined by a reference to the
1969 Civil Liability Convention, and in the 1971 Fund's view this reference must be considered to
refer to the Civil Liability Convention as amended by the 1976 Protocol thereto. The 1971 Fund
pointed out that the application of different units of account in the 1969 Civil Liability Convention
and the 1971 Fund Convention would lead to unacceptable results, particularly as regards the
relationship between the portion of liability to be borne by the shipowner and the 1971 Fund,
respectively, on the basis of Article 5.1 of the Fund Convention.
The judge in charge of the limitation proceedings held that the maximum amount payable by
the 1971 Fund should be calculated by the appl ication of the free market value of gold, which gave
an amount of LIt 771 397947400 (£248 million) (including the amount paid by the shipowner under
the 1969 Civil Liability Convention), instead of LIt 102 643 800 000 (£33 million) as maintained by
the 1971 Fund, calculated on the basis of the SDR. After the 1971 Fund had lodged opposition, the
Court of first instance (which was composed of three judges) upheld the decision.
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The 1971 Fund appealed against this judgement. In ajudgement rendered in April 1996, the
Court of Appeal in Genoa confilmed that the maximum amou nt payable under the 1971 Fund
Convention should be calculated by the application of the free market value of gold.
The 1971 Fund lodged an appeal to the Supreme Court of Cassation against the Court of
Appeal's judgement.
Settlements made b y the shipowller/U K Club
Following the publication of the 'stato passivo' in April 1996, the UK Club agreed to pay
directly to the Region of Liguria, the Provinces of Genoa and Savona and the 20 municipalities in
Italy an ex gratia amount ofLlt 25 000 million (£9 .1 million), in addition to the amounts admitted in
the 'stato passivo'. During the period 1995 - 1997, the shipownerlUK Club settled and paid all the
other claims listed in the 'stato passivo' with the exception of the claim of the Italian State.
Payments made by the 1971 Fund
The 1971 Fund paid LIt I 582 million (£666 000) to two Italian clean-up contractors and
FFrl 0.7 million (£1.4 million) to French public bodies (other than the French State), in both cases
against secu rities protecting the Fund against overpayment.
Search for a solution
Being convinced of the legal va lidity of the 1971 Fund's posi tion in respect of the time bar
issue, the Executive Committee, nevertheless, recognised in October 1994 that the on-going legal
proceedings in Italy gave rise to some uncertainty as regards the final outcome of this matter. For
this reason, and conscious of the desi rability of victims of pollution damage being compensated, the
Committee instructed the Director to enter into negotiations with all the parties concell1ed for the
purpose of alTiving at a global solution of all outstanding claims and issues. The Committee
emphasised that such a solution must respect inter alia the following conditions :
•

the maximum payable under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund
Convention was 60 million SDR;

•

claims could be admissible only if a claimant had suffered a quantifiable economic loss, and
claims [or damage to the marine environment per se were not admissible.
These conditions were endorsed by thc Assembly.

Global settlement
In June 1995 an offer for a global settlement was made by the shipowner, the UK Club and
the 1971 Fund. Discussions concerning this of[er were held during 1996 and 1997 (cf Annual
Report 1997, pages 51 - 52).
In April 1998 the Italian Govell1ment submitted a Bill to the Italian Parliament authorising
the Prime Mini ster to conclude a settlement agreement with the shipownerlUK Club and the 1971
Fund.
In April 1998· the Assembly authorised the Director to sign an agreement on a global
settlement once the Bill had been approved by the Italian Parliament, provided that the agreement
fulfilled the conditions for a global settlement laid down by the Assembly. He was also authorised
to pay the settlement amounts re [erred to in the table on page 48 to the State ofltaly, the French
State and the Principality of Monaco. The Assembly approved, as part of a global settlement, the
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payment to the UK C lub of £2 .5 million in respect of indemnification of the shipowner under
Article 5.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention.
The Bill was approved by Parliament after some amendments, and the Act in question was
promulgated by the President of the Republic on 16 July 1998. Thereafter the text of an agreement
for a global settlement (a tripartite agreement) between the ltalian State, the shipownerfUK Club and
the 197 1 Fund was elaborated. The Italian Government considered it appropriate to obtain an
opinion of the Consiglio di Stato confinning the conformity of the proposed agreement with the
terms of the Act. This opinion was issued in November 1998 confirming that the proposed
agreement did conform with the Act, but it was considered nevertheless that certain amendments
should be made to the agreement. The draft agreement was revised in December 1998 in the light of
this opinion.
The tripartite agreement was signed in Rome on 4 March 1999.
Under the tripartite agreement, the parties undertook to withdraw all legal actions in the
Italian courts. As regards the 1971 Fund the agreement was based on a maximum amount available
under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 197 1 Fund Convention of60 million SDR. The
amount to be paid by the 1971 Fund did not relate to environmental damage. The agreement
provided for a payment by the shipownerfUK Club to the Italian State on an ex gratia basis and
without admission as to the liability of any party, to the extent that the payment exceeded the
balance of the limitation amo unt under the 1969 Civil Liabili ty Convention.
[n order to become effective, the tripartite agreement had to be approved and registered by
the Court of Accounts (Corte dei Conti), and thi s was done on 22 April 1999.
A separate agreement between the sh ipownerfUK Club and the 1971 Fund on the issue of
indem nification was also signed in Rome on 4 March 1999.
The payments by the shipownerfUK Club and the 1971 Fund to the Italian State were
effected by mcan s of an ilTevocable letter of credit for the benefit of the State issued by a bank in
Genoa. The bank was authorised to release the funds to the ltalian Statc when documents had been
presented to the bank evidencing the withdrawal of the relevant legal actions.
The withdrawa l of the legal actions took place on 19 May 1999, except for the 1971 Fund's
withdrawal of its appeal before the Supreme Court, which took place on 28 May 1999.
The funds under thc letter of credit were released to the Italian State on 27 May 1999.
The 197 1 Fund made payments ofFFrl2 580 724 (£1.3 million) to the French State on
17 June 1999 and ofFFr270 035 (£28 000) to the Principality of Monaco on 22 June 1999.
The 1971 Fund paid indemnification of £2.5 mill ion to the UK Club on 7 May 1999.

Further claims
Further claims were submitted in 1997 in the limitation proceedings from fishery interests in
the Province of Impcria. Under the tripartite agreement, the shipownerfUK Club undertook to
defend these claims and resolve them at their own ri sk and expense, holding the 1971 Fund hannless
in the event of an unfavourable outco me in these proceedings.
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In a decision dated 16 April 1999, the judge in charge of the limitation proceedings rejected
these claims for procedural reasons. One group of these claimants undertook not to lodge opposition
to this decision. Another group of claimants has lodged an appeal , whereas the remaining claimants
have not yet taken a decision in this regard.

Financial consequences of the global settlement
The financial consequences for the 1971 Fund of the global settlement are set out below:
LIt

Total amount available under 1969/ 1971 Conventions (60 million SDR), converted
using rate applicable on date when shipowner's limitation fund was established

102 643 800 000

Less

- 23 950 220 000

Shipowner's limitation amount (14 million SDR)

78 693 580 000
Less

- I 58234 1 690

Payments made by 1971 Fund to two Italian contractors

77111238310
Less
Payments made by 1971 Fund to French public bodies other than the
French State (FFrIO 659 469), converted using rate applicable on date of purchase
of French Francs (28.3.96)

- 3 321490540
73789747770

Less
Other payments by the 1971 Fund in French Francs
converted using the rate applicable on the date of purchase of

French Francs (7.9.98)
To French State

FFrl2 580 724
270 035
FFrl2 850 759

- To Principality of Monaco

Balance paid by 1971 Fund

to

Italian State

3 787 118 677
70 002 629 093

Payment to UK Club (indemnificat ion of the shipowner)

£2500000

The 1971 Fund paid thus a total amount of LIt 78693580000 (£26.4 million) in
compensation and £2.5 million in indemnification of the shipowner.
Under the tripartite agreement the UK Club paid to the Italian State a total of
LIt 47597370907 (£16.5 million). This amount includes an ex gratia payment made without
admission as to the liability of any party, to the extent that the amount exceeds the balance of the
shipowner's limitation pursuant to Article V.1 of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention.
The total amount received by the Italian State was therefore LIt 117 600 million
(£42 .9 million).
Criminal proceedings
Criminal action was brought in the Court of Genoa against three individuals connected with
the ownership and operation of the Have!!. The accused were acquitted by a verdict delivered in
November 1997. The prosecutor appealed against the vcrdict. The appeals proceedings have not
been completed.
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Assemb ly in session
(photograph: John Ross)

AEGEAN SEA
(Spain, 3 December 1992)
The incident
During heavy weather, the Greek OBO Aegean Sea (57 801 GRT) ran aground whi le
approaching La Coruila harbour in north-west Spain. The ship, which was carrying approximately
80 000 tOlmes of crude oil , broke in two and burnt fierc ely for about 24 hours. The forward section
sank some 50 metres from the coast. The stem scction remained to a large extent intact. The oi l
remaining in the aft section was removed by salvors working from the shore. The quantity of oi l
spilled was not known, but most of the cargo was either consumed by the fire on board the vessel or
di spersed in the sea.

Several stretches of coastline east and north-east of La Coruna were contaminated, as well as
the sheltered Ria de Ferrol. Extensive clean-up operation s were carried out at sea and on shore.
Claims handling
The Spanish authorities set up a public office in La Coruna to give information to potential
claimants on the procedure for presenting claims and to distribute claim fomls provided by the
1971 Fund . The 1971 Fund, the shipowner and the shipowner's P & l insurer, the United Kingdom
Mutual Steamship Assurance Association (Bermuda) Limited (UK Club), established a joint claims
office in La COI·una.
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Claims for compensation
As at 31 December 1999, 1 277 claims had been received by the Joint Claims Office,
totalling Pts 24809 million (£93 million). Compensation had been paid in respectof838 claims for
a total amount of Pts 1 712 million (£8.4 million). Out of this amount, the UK Club had paid
Pts 782 million (£3.2 million) and the 1971 Fund Pts 930 mil li on (£5.2 million).
Claims totalling some Pts 24 730 million (£92 million) were submitted to the Criminal Court
of first instance in La Corufia. These claims correspond to a great extent to those presented to the
Joint Claims Office.
It is understood that some 60 claims have been brought against the shipowner, the UK Club
and the 1971 Fund in a Civil Court in La Corufia by a number of companies and individual s,
principally in the mariculture sector, who did not subm it any claims in the crim inal proceedings but
who indi cated in those proceedings that they would present their claims at a later stage in civi l
proceedings. It is also understood that the total amount of these claims is Pts 22 000 million
(£82 million). The 1971 Fund has not been notified of these claims.

Shipowncr's rig ht oflimitation
In 1992 the Criminal Court ordered the shipowner to constitute a limitation fund and fixed
the limitation amount at Pts I 129 million (£4.2 million) . The limitation fund was constituted by
means of a bank guarantee provided by the UK Club for the amount set by the Court.
Lcvel of provisional payments
In view of the uncertainty as to the total amount of the claims arising out of the Aegean Sea
incident, the 1971 Fund initially limited payments to 25% of the establ ished damage suffered by
each claimant. Th is figure was increased to 40% in October 1994.
Crimi nal proceedings in La COIufia
Criminal proceedings were initiated in the Criminal Court of first instance in La Corufia
against the master of the Aegean Sea and the pilot in charge of the ship's entry into the port of
La Corufia. The Court considered not only the crimina l aspects of the case but also the claims for
compensation which had been presented in the criminal proceedings against the shipowner, the
master, the UK Club, the 1971 Fund, the owner of the cargo on board the Aegean. Sea and the pilot.
In a judgement rendered in April 1996 the Criminal Court held that the master and the pilot
were both liable for criminal negligence. They were each sentenced to pay a fine of Pts 300 000
(£1 120). The master, the pilot and the Spanish State appealed against the judgement, but the Court
of Appeal upheld the judgement on 18 June 1997.
Distribution of liabilities and questions relatin g to r eCOllrse
The Criminal Court of first instance and the Court of Appeal held that the master of the
Aegean Sea and the pilot were directly liable for the incident and that they were jointly and severally
liable, each ofthem on a 50% basis, to compensate victims of the incident. It was also held that the
UK Club and the 1971 Fund were directly liable for the damage caused by the incident and that this
liability was joint and several. In addition, the Courts held that the owner of the Aegean Sea and the
Spanish State were subsidiarily liable.
There exist differences of opinion between the Spanish State and the 1971 Fund as to the
interpretation of the judgements. The Spanish Government has maintained that the UK Club and the
1971 Fund should pay up to the maximum amount avail able under the 1969 Civil Liab ili ty
Convention and the 197 1 Fund Convention (60 million SDR), and that the Spanish State would pay
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compensation only if and to the extent that the total amount of the established claims exceeded that
amount. The Fund has maintained that the final distribution of the compensation payments between
the various parties declared civi11y liable should be: the UK Club and the 1971 Fund 50% ofthe total
compensation for the damage (within their respective limits laid down in the Conventions), the State
the rema ini ng 50%. The shipowner and the UK. Club share the 1971 Fund's interpretation of the
judgement.
The Spanish Government has presented three legal opinions on the distribution ofliabilities.
The first, by the Legal Department of the Ministry of Public Administrations, draws attention to the
fact that the State has subsidiary liability, as opposed to the direct liability of the UK Club and the
1971 Fund. In th'e opinion it is maintained that the Club and Fund would therefore have to respond
to each of the claims within the limits of their respective liabilities under the Conventions. The
opinion concludes that the direct liability and the subsidiary liability represent a first and second
degree liability, which imposes an obligation on those liable in the first degree, and that the victim
can scek enforcement against those subsidiarily liable only when the liability of those directly liable
has been exhausted. The second opinion, given by a Spanish law firm, also concludes that the
liability of the UK Club and the 1971 Fund, within their respective limits of liability under the
Conventions, precedes that of the Spanish State. It is stated that the liability of the Spanish State is
subsidiary to the pilot's liability and limited to 50% of the total amount of compensation for which
the pilot is liable. The third opinion, by four professors at Universidad Carlos III in Madrid, also
concludes that the liability of the UK Club and the 1971 Fund precedes that of the Spanish State.
The 1971 Fund has obtained an opinion from a former judge of the Spanish Supreme Court
on the interpretation of the judgements as regards the di stribution of liabilities between the parties
concerned. The opinion concludes that the claimants could request the execution of the Court of
Appeal's judgement against the UK Club and the 1971 Fund and, until they had been fully
compensated, also against the pilot and the Spanish State, which was subsidiarily civilly liable in
relation to the pi lot. In the opinion it is stated that, between them, the UK Club and the 1971 Fund
were liable for 50% of the damage and the State was liable for the other 50%. The legal opinion
states that the UK Club and the 1971 Fund could bring a recovery action against the State in the
event that they paid the 50% of the damage which should have fallen on the Spanish State. The
opinion concludes that the final distribution of the compensation payments between the various
parties declared civilly liable after all recovery actions have been calTied out should be: the insurer
and the 1971 Fund 50% of the total compensation for the damage (within their respective limits laid
down in the Conventions), the State the remaining 50%.
On 12 June 1998 the Spanish Government and the 1971 Fund concluded an agreementto the
effect that the Spanish Government would not invoke the defence of time bar if the competent bodies
of the Fund were to decide to take recourse action against the State to recover 50% of the amounts
paid by the Fund in compensation, provided that such an action was taken within one year ofthe date
of the agreement.
On 9 June 1999 the Spanish Ambassador in London and the Director signed a new
agreement under which the Spanish State undertook not to invoke the time bar if the recourse action
aga inst the Spanish State was taken before 12 June 2000. In a letter to the Director, the Spanish
Ambassador stated that Spain recognised that the agreement applied provisionally from the date of
signature but that it would enter into force when Spain informed the 1971 Fund that all the
procedures required under Spanish law had becn complied with. In the letter it was stated that the
provisional application of the agreement would terminate if Spain did not notify the Fund before
12 May 2000 that all these procedures had been complied with, or if Spain notified the Fund before
that date that these procedures would not be complied with. In the letter it was further stated that
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Spain undertook in case of termination of the provi sional application not to invoke the time bar if the
Fund tookrecourse action against Spain within 30 days of 12 May 2000 or, where applicable, of the
receipt of such notification.

The Courts' decisions in respect of claims for compensation
If a claimant has not proved thc qua ntum of the damage suffered, the quanti fication may,
under Spanish law, be deferred to the procedure for the execution of the judgement. In such a case,
the court is obliged to determine the criteria to be appli ed for the assessment of the quantum of the
damage suffered. In the Aegean Sea case, the Criminal Court of first instance and the Court of
Appeal considered the evidence presented by many claimants to be insufficient to substantiate the
amount of the losses suffered and decided that these cla ims should be quantified during the
procedure for the execution of the judgement.
The Courts found that six claims totalling Pts 840 million (£3. 1 million) were substantiated
by acceptable evidence. Four of thesc claims related to clean-up operations or preventive measures
and two belonged to the fishery sector. All other cla ims in thc fi shery sector were refelTed to the
procedure for the execution of the judgement.
For further details of the judgements and the positions ofthe parties in the COUlt proceedings
reference is made to the 1997 An nual Report, pages 56 - 59.

Execution of the COllrt of Appeal's judgement
Under Spanish law, the Court of Appea l's judgement is not subject to appeal and,
consequently, the judgement is enforceabl e in respect oflhe claims for which specific amoUl1ts have
been awarded in compensation.
The 197 1 Fund was notified in September 1997 of a decision , issued by the judge in charge
of the execution of the judgement of the Court of Appeal, ordering the master ofthe Aegean Sea and
the pilot to pay the fine s in accordance with the judgement of the Court of first instance which had
been upheld by the Court of Appeal. This decision also ordered the two defendants who had been
held directly liable, namely the UK Club and the 1971 Fund , to pay the claimants the amounts of
compensation awarded by the judgement as modi fied by the Court of Appeal.
Although the enforceabil ity of judgements rendered by national courts was recognised in the
197 1 Fund Convention, the Executive Committee considered at its session in October 1995 that, in
view of the provisions of Article 8, the Convention also provided that such enforcement could be
subject to a decision of the Assembly or of the Executive Committee under Article 18.7 concerning
the distribution of the total amount available for compensation under the 1969 Civi l Liability
Convention and thc 197 1 Fund Convention. In view of the high degree of uncertainty as to the total
amount of the established claims, both as regards man y ofthe claims covered by the judgements and
as regards the claims presented in the civil proceedings, the Exccutive Committee decided that
payments to the claimants who had been awarded a specific amount in the judgements should be
limited to 40% of the respective amounts so awarded. The Committee confirmed thi s decision in
October 1999.
The UK Club appealed against the September 1997 decision on various grounds. 111e CouI\
of Appeal rejected the UK Club 's appeal on the ground that the j udgement rendered by it on 18 June
1997 was final. Once the parties invol ved in the appeal proceedings ha ve been notified of the Court
of Appeal's decision, the judge will execute the judgement against those parties held liable by the
judgement oflhe Court of Appeal.
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On 5 October 1999 the Court in charge of the procedure fm' the execution of the judgcment
served the 1971 Fund with pleadings submitted by eight out of the ten groups of claimants
concerned . In these pleadings the claimants indicated the evidence which they intended to submit to
the Court at a later stage to prove their losses and the evidence which they requested the Court to
obtain on their behalf. The Court gave the 1971 Fund ten days to notify the Court of any evidence it
intended to rely upon during the exeCLltion of the judgement procedure.
The only evidence submitted with the pleadings was two reports, prepared by an expert
appointed by the Court, on losses suffered by two fish wholesalers and a certificate issued by the
Regional Government ofGalicia (Xunta de Galicia) indicating the amount of the losses suffered by
shellfish harvesters affected by the Aegean Sea incident. The experts engaged by the UK Club and
the 1971 Fund are examining this documentation. '11,e 1971 Fund requested the Court to suspend the
proceedings since the evidence referred to in the pleadings was incomplete. On 11 October 1999 the
judge issued an order extending the period for the Fund's submission of its pleadings until three
months had elapsed from the date when the claimants had submitted the necessary evidence.

Determination of the maximum amount payable by the 1971 Fund
During the hearing in the Criminal Court offirst in stance, a number of claimants raised the
issue ofthe method to be applied for converting into Spanish Pesetas the maximum amount payable
under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention which was expressed in
(gold) francs (Poincani francs). Those claimants maintained that the amount should be converted
using the free market value of gold, instead of on the basis of the Special Drawing Right (SDR),
since the 1976 Protocol to the Fund Convention which replaced the franc as the unit of account by
the SDR ofthe International Monetary Fund had not entered into force at the time of the Aegean Sea
incident.
In the hearing the 1971 Fund maintained that the conversion should be made on the basis of
the SDR, and invoked mainly the same reasons as it had used in the court proceedings in the Haven
case (cfpage 45).
In its judgement the Criminal Court of first instance stated that as regards the 1971 Fund the
applicable limit was the one laid down in Article 4 of the 1971 Fund Convention, ie on the basis of
the SDR. The Court of Appeal held that the maximum amount payable by the 1971 Fund was
900 million Poincare francs or 60 million SDR, which should be converted into the national cunency
at the official value thereof in relation to a unit consisting of 65.5 milligrams of 900/1 000 fine gold,
or otherwise in relation to the value of the cUITency in relation to the SDR. The Court of Appeal
stated that the claimants were entitled to opt for the method of conversion that they considered to be
most favourable to them.
The Executive Committee has expressed the view that it would be difficult to apply the
Court of Appeal's judgement if some claimants were to choose to have the maximum amount
converted into Pesetas on the basis ofthe Poincare franc, while others chose conversion on the basis
of the SDR. Conversion on the basis of the Poincare franc would have to be done using the last
official value of gold in Spain, ie that of 19 November 1967, since there is no longer an official
value of gold. Converting 900 million (gold) francs into Pesetas on that basis would give
Pts 4 179 105 000 (£15.6 million). A conversion based on the value of the SDR on the date of the
constitution of the shipowner's limitation fund, on the other hand, would give Pts 9 513 473 400
(£35.6 million).
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Question oftime bar
The question of time bar is governed by Article VIll of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention
as regards the shipowner and his insurer and by Article 6.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention as regards
the 1971 Fund. In order to prevent his claim fj'om becoming time-barred, a claimant must take legal
action against the 1971 Fund within three years of the date when the damage occurred, or must
notify the 1971 Fund before the expiry of that period ofa legal action for compensation against the
shipowner or hi s insurer. This period expired in the Aegean Sea case for most claimants on or
shortly after 3 December 1995.
A number of clai mants in the fishery and aquaculture sectors filed criminal accusations
against four individuals. These claimants did not submit claims for compensation in those
proceedings, but only reserved their right to claim compensation in future proceedings (ie in civil
proceedings to be brought at a later date after the completion of the criminal proceedings) without
any indi cation of the amounts involved. These cla imants neither brought legal action against the
1971 Fund within the prescribed time period, nor notified the 1971 Fund of an action for
compensation agai nst the shipowner or the UT< Club. In December 1995 the Executive Committee,
recalling that it had previously decided that the strict provisions on time bar in the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention should be applied in every case, took the view
that these claims should be considered time-barred vis-it-vis the 1971 Fund.
During 1998 and 1999 the Spanish Government and the 1971 Fund exchanged legal opinions
on the issue.
The opinions presented by the Spanish Government were given by the Legal Depaltment of
the Ministry of Public Administrations, by a Spanish law finn and by four professors at the
Universidad Carlos III in Madrid. The opinions obtained by the Spanish Government concluded that
the actions brought aga inst the 1971 Fund in the Civi l Court were not time-baITed. The main reason
for this conclusion was that under Spanish law criminal proceedings suspended the mrming of
prescription periods and that therefore the three-year periods of prescription established by the 1969
and 1971 Conventions must be calculated from the day when the final judgement in the criminal
proceedings was rendered, ie from 18 June 1997. In the opinion by the four professors it was stated
that the Spanish translation of the tenn 'shall be extinguished' in the 1969 Civil Liabil ity Convention
used the word 'prescribinin' and that the translation of the same term in the 1971 Fund Convention
used the term 'caducaran'. They stated that in view of this contradictory terminology, it must be
found that both Conventions contemplated periods of prescription ('presclipci6n') . In their view, the
criminal proceedings had the effect of interrupting the period of prescription and that therefore this
period had not started to mn. The professors expressed the view that if not interrupted by the
criminal proceedings, which in effect they were, these periods were interrupted by the contacts and
negotiations whi ch had taken place between claimants and the Join t Claims Office, which could be
considered as recognition of debts.
The 1971 Fund obtained opinions by a former Spanish Supreme Coultjudge and by two law
professors and practising lawyers. The conclusion in these opinions was that the claim s in question
were extinguished and thus time-barred. The two pro fessors made the point that the actions for
compensation referred to in the time bar provision were individual actions and that these actions had
to be brought within three years from the da te when the damage occulTed. In their view the time bar
provis ions were provisions of substantive law and not procedural, and provisions of substantive law
took precedence over procedural law. All three authors stated that under the Spanish Constitution
and the jurisprudence of the Spanish Supreme Court international treaties took precedence over
domestic law and that for this reason the conflict must be resolved in accordance with the provisions
of the Conventions. They expressed the view that claimants who had only reserved their right to
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claim compensation in future proceedings (ie civil proceedings to be brought at a later date after
completion of the criminal proceedings) were time-baned because the reservation of the right to
bring an action at a later date could not be considered as an individual legal action in accordance
with Article 6.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention.
In the light of the differing views expressed in the various legal opinions, the Committee
agreed with the Director in October 1999 that the very complex issues relating to time bar should be
discllssed further with the Spanish Government and instructed him to continue those discussions.
Loans to claimants
In June 1997 the Executi ve Comm ittee was informed 0 f the Spanish Govenlluent's decision
to provide a credit facility of Pts 10000 million (£37 million) for aquaculture companies and of
Pts 2 500 million (£9.3 million) for shellfish harvesters and fishennen. This credit facility was set up
through a Spanish State-owned bank. In October 1998 the Committee was infotmed that the Spanish
Government had decided to increase the credit facility to a maximum of Pts 22 500 million
(£84 million).
Search for a mechanism for progress towards solving thc outstanding issnes

In February 1998 the Executive Committee considered that it was necessary to find a
mechanism which would enable progress to be made towards solving the outstanding issues so that
claimants could be paid as soon as possible, respecting the basic principles of the Conventions and
the principles of the admissibility of claims laid down by the Assembly and the Executive
Committee, including the requirement for a claimant to submit evidence to substantiate his losses.
To this end, and within the framework of these principles, a Consultation Group composed of
representatives of six delegations to the Executive Committee was set up to assist the Director in his
search for solutions.
On the Director's initiative, several meetings were held in Madrid with representatives of the
Spanish Government, at which there was a constructive exchange of views concerning the main
problems which had prevented progress from being made.
In September 1999 the Spanish Government presented a study carried out by the Instituto
Espafiol de Oceanografia containing an assessment of the losses suffered by fishermen and shellfish
harvesters and by claimants in the mariculture sector. Extensive documentation containing evidence
of the losses suffered by companies in the mariculture sector was submitted. The Institute had
assessed the losses by fishennen and shellfish harvesters at between Pts 4 110 million (£15 million)
and Pts 4 731 million (£18 million) and the losses in the mariculture sector at Pts 8 329 million
(£31 million).
In October 1999 the Executive Committee considered that the 1971 Fund should focus its
efforts on an examination of the documentation presented by the Spanish Government in support of
the claims in the fishery and aqua culture sectors, the distribution of liabilities between the Spanish
State and the shipownerlUK Club/ 1971 Fund and the legal issue relating to time bar. The Committee
instructed the Director to pursue his discussions with the Spanish Government with the objective of
reaching a global agreement which would settle all outstanding issues. It was noted that any such
agreement would have to cover all parties involved, including the shipowner and the UK Club.
A meeting was held in Madrid in December 1999 for a first discussion of the technical
assessment in the Institute's report. The 1971 Fund thereafter made written observations on the
report. It is expected that further meetings will be 'held early in 2000.
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Possible suspension of the legal proceedings
Discussions were held between the various parties involved on a provisional suspension of
the legal proceedings before the courts in order to fac ilitate the negotiations between the Spani sh
Govemment and the 1971 Fund.
In April 1999 the Executive Committee authori sed the Director to agree with the claimants
to request the courts to suspend the legal proceedings, provided that the Director, after consultation
with the 1971 Fund's lawyer, was of the view that such a suspension would not prejudice the Fund's
position. No agreement has been reached between the claimants and the 1971 Fund on this point.

BRAER
(Ullited Kingdom, 5 Janual)I J993)
The incident
The Liberian tanker Braer (44 989 GRT) grounded south of the Shetland Islands (United
Kingdom). The ship eventually broke up, and both the cargo and bunlcers spilled into the sea. Due
to the prevailing heavy weather, most of the spilt oil dispersed naturally, and the impact on the
shoreline was limited. Oil spray blown ashorc by strong winds affected fannland and houses close
to the coast.
The Un ited Kingdom Govemment imposed a fi shing exclusion zone covering an area along
the west coast of Shetland which was affected by the oil , prohibiting the capture, harvest and sale of
all fish and shellfish species from within the zone. The ban was lifted in stages for various species,
with the exception of mussels and Norway lobsters, for which the ban remains in force .
Claims settled out of court
As at 3 1 December 1999 some 2 000 claims for compensation had been paid, wholly or
partly, for a total amount of approximately £44.9 million. Out of this amount the 1971 Fund had
paid some £40.6 million and the shipowncr's P&l insurer, Assurancefiireningcn Skuld (Skuld
Club), some £4.3 million. In addition, claim s amounting to £5 .7 million had been accepted as
admi ssible but had not yet been paid.
Court proceedings
General situation
Claims against the 1971 Fund became time-barred on or shortly after 5 January 1996. By
that date some 270 claimants had taken action in the Court of Session in Edinburgh against the
shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund. The tota l amount claimed was approximately
£80 million.
By the end of 1999 a number of claims had been withdrawn from the legal proceedings.
A number of the claims in court had been settled for a total amount of £4 .3 million. The 101 claims
remaining in the legal proceedings total £27.6 million.
The court actions relate mainly to claims for rcduction in the price of salmon, loss of income
in the fi shing and fi sh processing sector, personal injury and damage to asbestos cement roof
coverings. The majority of these cla ims were rejected by the 1971 Fund on the basis of deci sions
taken by the Executive Committee, or because the claimants had not presented sufficient supporting
evidence. Some claimants, eg the United Kingdom Govemment and a number of fishennen, took
lega l action to preserve thei r right to make it possible to continue discussions for the purpose of
alTiving at out-of-court settlements.
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Most of the claimants did not include in their original court action sufficient details of the
alleged losses to enable the 1971 Fund to assess the validity of their claims.

Smolt supplier
In 1994 the Executive Committee considered a claim presented by Landcatch Ltd (hereafter
referred to as 'Landcatch') for £2.6 million plus interest. Landcatch supplied smolt to salmon
farmers on Shetland from its insta llation on mainland Scotland somc 500 kilometres from Shetland.
The claim related to losses allegedly suffered as a result of the Braer incident having interrupted the
notmal stocking of salmon smolt in Shetland waters. The Committee rejectcd thi s claim as not
fulfilling the criteria for the admissibility of claims for compensation.
Landcatch pursued its claim against thc shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund in the
Court of Session. The main argument invoked by Landcatch was that the United Kingdom Merchant
Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act 1971 and the Merchant Shipping Act 1974, which gave effect to the
1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention, imposed an absolute liability of
indetelminate extent in respect of all losses caused by contamination (the 'but for' argument).
With respect to the arguments presented by the parties in the court proceedings, reference is
made to the 1997 Annual Report, pages 63 - 65 .
In a decision reached in November 1997 the Court of Session agreed with the position ofthe
shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund that, although the statutory provisions imposed
liability for pure economic loss, there was nothing in the provisions to suggest that the limitations
upon the recoverability of economic loss in general law were to be displaced. The Court stated that
Landcatch's primary argument would extend the scope of statutory liabilities in the case beyond any
reasonable limit and beyond any limit which Parliament could have contemplated. It was also stated
that although the purpose of the 1971 Fund was to provide full compensation to victims, the Fund's
liability was limited. The Court stated that this suggested that the 1971 Fund was to compensate
proximate claimants and not remote claimants. In conclusion the Court held that the liability for
pure economic loss could be satisfactorily interpreted to mean a liability for such loss where it was
directly caused by the contamination in accordance with the established principles of Scots law.
Landcatch appealed against the judgement to the Inner House of the Court of Session (the
Court of Appeal for Scotland). The appeal was heard in January and March 1999.
Landcatch's main argument in the appeal proceedings was that common law principles of
remoteness could not be applied, that the Merchant Shipping Acts did not place any restriction on
the liability of the shipowner, and that it was therefore enough for Landcatch to establish that if the
incident had not occurred, Landcatch would not have suffered the losses (the 'but for' argument).
Landcatch also argued that the Court should take the 1971 Fund's practice into considcration and that
the Court should arrive at an interpretation consistent with the Fund's cliteria for admissibility under
which the claim was admissible. In addition Landcatch maintained that there was such a close
relationship between Landcatch and the Shetland salmon farming industry that Landcatch would
necessarily be affected by the oil spill.
The Appeal Court unanimously rejected all these arguments. The Court took the view that
the 'but for' argument, if accepted, would open up a limitless chain of even more remote claims. The
Court held that the Merchant Shipping Acts did not cover secondary or relational claims. One ofthe
three judges stated that accepting the 'but for' argument would cause a dramatic change in the law
both in the United Kingdom and in many other Contracting States. The Court did not consider it
proper to treat the criteria and decisions of the Fund as an aid to interpreting United Kingdom
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legislation. Finally the Court rejected Landcatch's argument that there was a close relationship
between Landcatch and the Shetland economy which would entitle Landcatch to recover relational
economic loss.
Although Landcatch was entitled to appeal to the House of Lords, Landcatch decided not to
do so.
Sa/IIIOII price damage claims

A number of salmon farmers have maintained that the price of Shetland fanned salmon sold
from outside the exclusion zone was depressed for a period of at least 30 months as a result of the
incident and claimed compensation for the losses from such price depression. The shipowner, the
Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund concluded, on the basis of advice from their experts, that there was a
fal1 in the relative price of Shetland salmon for six months following the Braer incident, and the
Fund - with the agreement of the shipowner and the Skuld Club - paid compensation totalling
£31 1 600 to a number of claimants on that basi s, but further compensation for the period thereafter
was rejected.
Further claims in this category amounting to £1 1.3 million became the subject of legal
proceedings.
One sa lmon price damage claim was the subject of a hearing in November 1998 as to
whether it was admissible in principle. The claimant argued that the Court had been mistaken in its
decision in respect of the claim of Landcatch, where the Court held that claims for relational
economic loss were not admi ssible. The claimant identified four factors which in his view
distinguished the salmon price damage claim from the claim of Land catch, namely the fact that there
was a proxim ity between the claimant's farms and the exclusion zone, that the claimant's business
was in aquacu lture, that the claimant shared the same market as fish farms located in the exclusion
zone, and that Shetland salmon was a recognised product with a special market identity.
The shipowner and the Skuld Club maintained that the claim was inadmissible, since the
salmon falmer had not suffered any loss caused by contamination. They argued that the claimant
had suffered no more than relational economic loss and refen·ed to the Court's judgement in the
Landcatch case. The 1971 Fund, which had intervened in the proceedings, did not make any
submission on the general question of the admissibility of this claim, having already made
provisional payments to the claimant in respect of losses suffered during the six months following
the incident.
In a judgement rendered in December 1998 the Court of Session took the view that the
factors advanced by the claimant did not provide any material ground for distinction between the
case under consideration and the Landcatch case. The Court pointed out that all that had happened
was that damage to other parties' property had caused the claimant to suffer economic loss. The
Court held that the salmon farmer's claim was no more than one for relational economic loss, similar
to that of Landcatch which had been rejected by the Court in a previous judgement. The fact that the
197 1 Fund had made interim payments to the claimant was in the Court's view irrelevant.
Accord ingly, the claim was dismissed.
The claimant appealed against the judgement but has recently indicated that the appeal will
be withdrawn.
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Clailll by P & 0 Scottish Ferries Lld
In 1995 the Executive Committee considered a claim for £900 000 submitted by P & 0
Scottish Fen'ies Ltd for alleged loss of income from its ferry service between Aberdeen and Shetland
as a result of a reduction in the number of tourists visiting the Shetland Islands and a reduction in the
volume of freight. P & 0 Scottish Fen'ies Ltd, whosc main office is in Aberdeen, is the only
operator of passenger ferries between Shetland and the United Kingdom mainland (Aberdeen).

The Committee took the view that the criterion of reasonable proximity had not bcen
fulfilled. [n particular, it was considered that there was not sufficient proximity between the
claimant's activity and the contamination. It was also considered that the claimant's business did not
fonn an integral part of the economic activity of Shetland. For these reasons, the claim was rejected.
The company took legal action against the shipowner and the Skuld Club, and notified the
1971 Fund ofthe actions, claiming compensation for an amount of £900000, subsequently reduced
to £680000. The company argued that the Court had been mistaken in the decision in the Landcatch
case, where it was held that claims for relational economic loss wcre not admissible. The company
further maintained that this case was distinguishable from the Landcatch case and salmon price
damage case in that there was sufficient proximity between the company and the contamination to
establish liability. The shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund maintained that this case was
one conceming relational economic loss, that the damage covered by the claim was too remote and
that the action should therefore be dismissed.
In a j udgement rendered on 7 January 1999 the Court of Session accepted the arguments
advanced by the shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 197 1 Fund and dismi ssed the actions. The COlllt
considered inter alia that the losses were not a direct consequcnce of the oil spill but were no more
than an indirect consequence of the adverse publicity affecting the image of Shetland as a source of
fish and fi sh products and as a holiday destination , and that the adverse publicity was in its turn a
consequence of the contamination of other parties' property.
The company appealed against the COUlt of Session's decision but has recently indicated that
the appeal will be withdrawn.
Fish processors' claims
Compensation totalling £3.2 million has been paid to 17 fi sh processors and associated
services, mainly for losses suffered as a result of being deprived of the supply of fi sh from the
exclusion zone.

Six claims submitted by fish processors totalling £7.7 million are pending in court. The
claims relate to losses allegedly suffcred as a result of a reduction in the processing of certai n types
of fi sh and shellfi sh during the period 1993 - 1995.
A meeting took place in early Decembcr 1998 with representatives of some of the claimants
and a representative of the 1971 Fund, together with the ir respective legal advisers and experts. The
purpose of thi s meeting was to detennine whether the claimants had any more evidence to
substantiate their claims in order to allow the Fund to review its assessment of these claims. The
claimants and their advisers indicated that they did have evidence to support the claims, but that they
had so far only presentcd the minimum amount of information, since preparation of all of the
evidencc would be time consuming. They stated that this work would not be done until aftcr there
had been a debate and an ensuing court decision as to the admissibility of the claims.
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A hearing was scheduled in the Court ofScssion during May 1999 for a legal debate on the
admissibility of these claims. At the request of the claimants, however, the hearing was postponed
pending Landcatch's decision on whether or not to appeal to the Housc of Lords. The hearing is
scheduled to take place in June 2000.
Smolt purchaser
In 1995 the Executive Committee considered a claim by a Shetland-based company,
Shetland Sea Farms Lld, in respect of a contract to purchase smolt from a related company on the
mainland. The smolt had cventually been sold at 50% of its purchase price to another company in
the same group . The Executive Committee accepted that the claim was admissible in principle, but
considered that account should be taken of any benefits derived by other companies in the same
group. Attempts to settle the claim out of court failed and the company took legal action against the
shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund.
Shetland Sea Fanns Lld claimed compensation for £2 million allegedly relating to losses on
the resale of the smolt and loss of profit on the sale of salmon which would have been reared from
the smolt. The shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund maintained that the company could
not, as a matter oflaw, recover damages for loss of profits from the sale of a finished item (salmon)
and also recover the costs of the raw material (smolt) needed to produce the tlnished item.

In September 1998 the Court rejected the argument of the shipowner, the Skuld Club and the
1971 Fund and decided that the malter could not be resolved purely as a matter of law and that
evidence had to be presented as to whether the company was entitled to compensation and, ifso, to
what extent. After a detailed examination of the judgement, the shipowner, the Skuld Club and the
1971 Fund decided not to pursue an appcal against the Court's decision. This claim is to be the
subject of a hearing on the facts in September 2000.
Adverse health effects
A claimant took legal action against the shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 197 1 Fund for
£250 000 alleging that he had suffered adverse health effects as a result of contamination following
the grounding of the Braer. He maintained that he had suffered stress, anxiety and depression as a
result of pollution damage to livestock, fields and crops owned by a partnership of which he was a
partner. At a preliminary hearing on admissibility, it was argued by the shipowner, the Skuld Club
and the Fund that the alleged stress and depression were not damage caused by contamination or
pollution damage in terms of the statutory provisions which implement the 1969 Civil Liability
Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention into United Kingdom law. It was accepted by the
shipowner, the Skuld Club and the Fund that damage for the purposes of the legislation could
include physical injury.
The Court held that, without having heard evidence as to the law, it could not resolve the
legal question as to whether psychological symptoms caused by contamination of livestock, fields
and crops which the claimant actively farmed as a partner were encompassed within the statutory
provIsions.

The shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund appealed against this decision on the
basis that claims in respect of stress, anxiety, depression or other such symptoms of a psychological
nature did not fall within the ambit of damage caused by contamination within the above-mentioned
statutory provisions. They also argued that claims for psychological damage allegedly caused by the
effects of witnessing damage by contamination to property were not sufficiently proximate to
constitute damage caused by contamination or pollution damage in the tenns ofthe provisions. The
appeal was to be heard in June 1999. However, in May 1999 the claimant informed the 1971 Fund
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that he no longer wished to proceed with his claim. The appeal hearing therefore did not take place,
and the legal action was withdrawn.
Legal action by a fish sales company
In October 1998 a fish sales company took legal action against the 1971 Fund requesting a
declaration judgement on two points. The claimant requested a declaration to the effect that the
1971 Fund was not entitled to take into account payments made prior to the establishment of liability
on the part of the shipowner and his insurer, when calculating the upper limit of the Fund's liability.
The claimant also requested that the liability of the 1971 Fund should be calculated by reference not
to the Special Drawing Right but to the free market value of gold.

A hearing took place in December 1998 at which the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund
requested that this action should not be considered until it had been determined whether this
compensation claim was adm issible. The Court granted this request.
Property damage claims
Claims were submitted for damage to asbestos cement tiles and corrugated sheets used as
roof coverings for homes and agricultural buildings, which the claimants alleged was a result of
pollution .

A detailed investigation was calTied out by consulting engineers engaged by the 1971 Fund
and the Skuld Club, who concluded that the analysis ofthe physical characteristics of the materials
revealed nothing which was inconsistent with the age of the roofs, their degree of exposure and the
standard of workmanship and maintenance. According to the consulting engineers, the physical and
microstructural analyses revealed no evidence that oil from the Eraer had contributed to the
deterioration ofthe materials examined. The consulting engineers stated that the chemical analyses
and the petrographic examinations revealed no evidence that petroleum hydrocarbons had penetrated
the materials or caused any kind of deterioration. [n the light of the results ofthe investigation, the
197 1 Fund rejected the claims relating to the asbestos roofs.
Eighty-four claims in this category, for a total of £8 million, became the subject of legal
proceedings, although subsequently 34 claims totalling £5.1 million were withdrawn . No
satisfactory technical evidcnce has been presented in support of these claims which were originally
based on the assumption that the alleged damage was caused by oil. The claimants' expert now
hypothesises, however, that the active component present in the dispersants used to treat the oil was
the cause. The 1971 Fund's experts do not consider that the report of the claimants' expert provides
satisfactory evidence that the dispersants caused the alleged damage.
During a four-week hearing in June 1999 evidence was heard in the Court of Session in
respect of five property damage claims which had been selected to provide a wide geographical
spread and variety of types of roof materials.
The claimants described various problems associated with their roofs, including the curling
of their slates and curling, cracking and softening of the cOlTugated sheet roofs which had not been
observed prior to the incident. Their expert ind icated that this might have been caused by the
dispersant chemical, which was sprayed on the oil slicks, being blown onto the land and then onto
the claimants' roofs. It was accepted by the 197 1 Fund that ofthe 110 tonnes of di spersant sprayed,
a very small quantity could have been blown onto the land but only over a restricted geographical
area. Expert witnesses engaged by the shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund stated that only
minute quantities of dispersant reached the land and that in any event the re was no scientific basis
that dispersants used to seek to break up the oil spill could cause damage to asbestos cement roofs.
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At the conclusion of the hearing the Court indicated that it wished to receive written
subm issions from the lawyers for the parties on the issues raised in the evidence. Following receipt
of the submi ss ion s an oral hearing was held in December 1999. The final hearing will take place in
January 2000.
Right of limitation of the shipowner and his insurer
In September 1997 the Court of Session decided that the Skuld Club was entitled to limit its
liability in the amount of 5 790052.50 SDR (£4.9 million) . The Court has not yet considered the
question of whether or not the shipowner is entitled to limit his liability.
In 1996 the Executi ve Committee decided that the 197 1 Fund should not challenge the
shipowner's right of limitation or take legal action against him or any other person to recover the
amounts paid by the 1971 Fund in compensation .
Suspension of payments
In October 1995 the Executive Committee took note of the total amount of the cla ims
presented so far and noted that a number of claimants intended to bring legal actions against the
shipowner, the Skuld Club and the 1971 Fund. The Committee decided to suspend any furth er
payments of compensation until the Comm ittee had re-examined the question of whether the total
amount of the established claims would exceed the maxi mum amount available under the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention, viz 60 million SDR. The suspension of
payments is still in operation.
The total amount of compensation availab le under the 1969 Civi l Liability Convention
and the 1971 Fund Convention is 60 million SDR, which converted at the rate applicable on
25 September 1997 (the date on which the shipowner's limitation fund was established) corresponds
to £50 609 280.
So far, the tota l amount paid in compensation is £44 959 834 out of which the 1971 Fund
has paid £40 640 278 and the Skuld Club has paid £4 31 9 556. There is, therefore, £5.6 million
available for payments in respect of the remaining claims. As mentioned above claims totalling
£5.7 million have been approved but not paid.
The claims pending in court total £27.6 million.
At the Executive Committee's October 1999 session the United Kingdom delegation
reminded the Executive Committee that many claims had been approved since the suspension of
payments and that some of these claims had remained unpaid for some four years. This delegation
stated that as the uncertainties surrounding the claims which were the subject oflegal proceedings
became clarified, and once the maximum amount of the 1971 Fund 's exposure could be established,
then a partial payment of the approved claims should be made.
The Executive Committee decided to authorise the Director to make partial payments to
those claimants whose claims had been approved but not paid, if the claims pending in the court
proceedings together with the claims which had been approved but not paid fell below £20 million.
Thc Committee further decided that the proportion of the approved amounts to be paid should be
decided by the Director on the basis of thc total amount of all outstanding claims.
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Erika ~ clean-up at sea
(photograph: Marine Nationale)

KEUMDONG N°S
(Republic of Korea, 27 September 1993)

The incident
The Korean barge Keumdol1g N°5 (481 GRT) collided with another vessel near Yosu on the
southem coast of the Republic of Korea. As a result an estimated I 280 tonnes of heavy fuel oil was
spilled from the Keumdong N°5. The oil quickly spread over a wide area due to strong tidal cUITents
and affected mainly the north-west coast ofNamhae island.
The Korean Marine Police carried out clean-up operations at sea, using its own vessels as
well as ships belonging to a Port Authority and fishing boats. Clean-up contractors were engaged for
the onshore clean-up operations, and a labour force of over 4 000 villagers, policemen and anny
personnel was employed .

Claims for compensation
Claims relating to the cost of clean-up operations were settled at an aggregate amount of
Won 5 600 million (£2.5 million) and were paid by the shipowner's P&l insurer, the Standard
Steamship Owners' Protection and Indemnity Association (BelTlluda) Lld (Standard Club), by
September 1994. The total amount paid by the insurer by far exceeds the limitation amount
applicable to the Keumdong N°5, Won 77 million (£53000). The 1971 Fund made advance
payments to the insurer totalling US$6 million (£4 million) in respect of these subrogated claims.
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The incident affected fishing activities and the aquaculture industry in the area. Claims for
compensation were submitted by the Kwang Yang Bay Oil Pollution Accident Compensation
Federation, representing 11 fishelY co-operatives with some 6000 members in all. The total amount
of the claims presented was Won 93132 million (£51 million).
During the period July 1995 - September 1996 agreements were reached on most of
the claims presented by the Kwang Yang Bay Federation. The amounts agreed totalled
Won 6163 million (£4.2 million), compared with a total amount claimed of Won 48 047 million
(£24 million). These claims have been paid in full for the agreed amounts.
Legal actions
Claims hy Yosu FishelJl Co-operative
The Yosu Fishery Co-operative left the Kwang Yang Bay Federation and took legal action
against the 1971 Fund in May 1996. Claims for damage to the common fishery grounds totalling
In addition, claims totalling
Won 17 162 million (£9.4 million) were filed in court.
Won 1 641 million (£900 000) were submitted by over 900 individual members ofthis co-operative
(fishing boat owners, set net fishing licence holders or onshore fish culture facility operators).
The experts engaged by the 1971 Fund and the Standard Club assessed the losses allegedly
suffered by all the claimants of the Yosu Co-operative at Won 810 million (£440 000). The experts
considered that the alleged productivity of the common fishery grounds was exaggerated and
inconsistent with official records and field observations, and that the intelTuption of business was
significantly shorter than that alleged by the claimants. The loss of earnings claimed by the fishing
boat and set net operators was considered too high in the light of an analysis of infonnation provided
by the claimants conceming their normal fishing activity, and certain claims related to losses
suffered outside the area affected by the oil. The operators of the fish culture facilities did not
provide evidence that the alleged losses were caused by the oil spill.
A mediation hearing was held before the Court in October 1998 to consider the individual
fishing boat claims. The 1971 Fund explained the methods used by its experts for detennining the
loss of earnings in respect of different sizes of fishing vessels engaged in various fishing sectors .
The claimants did not agree with the 1971 Fund's assessment methods.
The Court rendered a compulsory mediation decision in early December 1998. The Court
accepted most of the 1971 Fund's arguments, but decided that the compensation fOl' unregistered and
unlicensed fishing boat claimants should be calculated in the same way as for registered and licensed
claimants. Although the Court did not give a detailcd explanation for its decision, it stated that
income from business prohibited by law was not necessarily an illegal income which was
inadmissible for compensation. The Court stated that when deciding on the admissibility of claims
the Court should take into account, on a case by case basis, the original purpose of the law in
question, the degree of blameworthiness of the claimant and the degree of illegality of the act. In the
Court's view the income of unlicensed fishermen in this case did not appear to be illegal income.
The Court awarded the unlicensed fishing boat cla imants Won 65 million (£35 600).
The position taken by the Court in the mediation decision was at variance with the policy
adopted by the 1971 Fund, ie that claims for loss of income by fishelmen operating without a
required licence were inadmissible. The 1971 Fund therefore lodged an opposition to the Court's
mediation decision.
In a judgement rendered in January 1999 the Court found that the claimants had suffered
damage due to the oil pollution, but rejected their calculations of their losses due to the lack of
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information on the income of individual fi shermen , the umeliability of the evidence they presented,
the unreliability of part of the testimony of the Chairman of the Yosu Fishery Co-operative and the
lack of a direct causal relationship between the alleged losses of income and the incident.
In detennining the amount of the damages the Court awarded compensation for both loss of
earnings and pain and suffering (condolence money) in respect of common fi shing grounds and
intertidal culture farms, for loss of earnings only in respect of fishing vessels and for pain and
suffering only in respect of cage culture fanns, one onshore aquarium and one onshore hatchery.
In the case of common fishing grounds and intertidal culture fanns, the Court awarded
damages for loss of earnings as a result of business interruption caused by the clean-up operations
and by the smell of oil. In calculating the losses the Court applied the same business models and
used the sa me annual productivity data as the 1971 Fund's experts had applied in assessing the
claims in respect of common fishing grounds and intertidal culture fanns. Consequently, the amount
assesscd by the Court in respect ofloss of eamings (Won 546 million (£300 000» is very close to
the amount assessed by the 1971 Fund's experts (Won 521 million (£285 000)).
In the case of the unlicensed fi shing vessels the Court applied the same business models and
profit per day per ton of vessel that the 1971 Fund's experts had used to assess claims in respect of
licensed vessels.
The Court held that the common fishing grounds and intertidal culture farms must also have
suffered damage due to mortality, growth retardation, mi,,'Tation of stock and decreased sales.
However, due to insufficient evidence of the quantum of the damage, the Court was unable to assess
the amount of the damage. The Court therefore awarded compensation for pain and suffering. In
determining the compensation for pain and suffering the Court again used the same annual
productivity data as had been used by the 1971 Fund's experts to determine business intell'uption
losses in respect of common fishing grounds and intertidal culture fmms. The Court took into
account all the evidence presented, including the assessments of other claims made by the 1971
Fund, and the degree of evidence ofthe damage, although no details were given in the judgement of
how these factors were taken into account. The Court specified amounts of compensation for pain
and suffering (condolence money) which corresponded (0 about 10% of the annual production of
common fishing grounds and about 8.4% of the annual production of intertidal culture fanns.
The Court held that a number of caged culture fanns, one onshore aquarium and one onshore
hatchery must also have suffercd damage due to mortality of stock, retardation in growth and
decreascd sales. In the absence of any supporting evidence or any fixed standard to detennine such
losses, the Court awarded compensation for pain and suffering varying from Won I million (£548)
to Won 5 million (£2 740). No details were given in the judgement as to how these sums were
determined.
In addition, the Court decided that thc 1971 Fund should pay interest on the awarded
amounts, calculated at 5% per annum from 27 September 1993 to 26 January 1999 and at 25% per
annum from 27 January 1999 to the date of payment. The Court decided that the claimants should
bear 9/1 0 and the 1971 Fund 1/ 10 ofthe legal costs that were incurred by the plaintiffs and the 1971
Fund.

Claims by all arksilell jisilelY co-operative
An arkshell fishery co-operative brought legal action against the 1971 Fund in respect of a
claim for Won 4160 million (£2.3 million). The claim related to damage allegedly caused during
1994 to the arks hell cultivation farms of its members. This claim was rejected by the 1971 Fund and
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the Standard Club because there was no evidence that the alleged damage was caused by oil
pollution.
The Court also rendered a judgement in respect of the arkshell claims in January 1999
rejecting the 1971 Fund's arguments. The Court held that oil treated with di spersants moved with
the currents and reached the arks hell culture fanns and arks hell hatcheries which were located in a
sha llow and enclosed body of water and that this had led to mortalities and retarded growth of
arkshell s. Although the Court considered it poss ible that other environmental factors could have
caused the death of arkshell s, it held that it could not be said that there was no causa l link between
the oil spill and the damage suffered by the claimants.
With regard to the arkshell fanns the Court rejected the claimants' method of calculating
damages on the ground that the sales records used by them were incomplete and unreliable. The
Court held therefore that the property losses could not be assessed, but that where it was recognised
that there had been a property loss, compensation for pain and suffering should be awarded.
As for the arkshell hatcheries, the Court accepted that the oil spill had a negative effect on
seedlings but rejected the claims as presented due to lack of supporting evidence. The Court hcld
that the clean-up costs accepted by the 1971 Fund for these facilities should be regarded as property
losses and that compensation for pa in and suffering should be awa rded instead of compensation for
unquantifiable losses due to mortalities and growth retardation.
The Court determined the amount of compensation for pain and suffering in respect of
arkshell culture fanns and hatcheries on the basis of statistics provided to the Court by the 1971
Fund on the national average arkshell production between 1988 and 1992 and the average price of
arkshell between April and June 1994. The amounts of compensation for pain and suffering were
calculated on the basis of the dista nce between the culture fanns and the incident site, with the
amounts ranging between 5% and 10% of the average annual production. The two arkshell
hatcheries were awarded Won 10 million (£5 480) each plus the clean-up costs admitted by the 1971
Fund, Won 6.3 million (£3 450). The Court made the same dec is ion in respect of interest and costs
as for the claims by the Yosu Fishery Co-operative.
Appeals b y the claimants and the 1971 Fund
All the claimants belonging to the Yosu Fi shery Co-operative, with the exception of one
Village Fishery Association, have appealed against the judgement. Their total claimed amount is
indicated in the appeal at Won 13868 million (£7.6 million).
Although all the arkshell culture farms accepted the judgement, two arkshell hatcheries
appealed against it and the total amount claimed in the appeal is Won 359 million (£ 197 000).
The 197 1 Fund has lodged appeals against the Court's judgements in respect of the Yosu
Fishery Co-operative and the arkshell fi shery co-operative on the question offacts, since the Fund 's
experts had expressed the view that, apart from business interrup tions to the activities of common
fi shing grounds, intertidal culture fmms and fishing vessels, there was no evidence that the oil or the
dispersants used to combat the spill had caused any damage.
The 197 1 Fund has also appealed against the decisions to allow compensation for 'pain and
suffering' or 'condolence money', since it has consistently taken the position that compensation is
payable under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention only for economic
losses actually suffered .
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The Court granted provisional enforcement ofthe judgement. In connection with its appeals
the 1971 Fund requested a stay ofthc provisional enforcement. Under Korean law the Court has the
discretion to grant such a stay, but in order for a request for stay to be granted, the defendant has to
make a deposit with the Court of the amount awarded to the plaintiff.
In accordance with requirements under Korean law, the Fund deposited with the Court
Won 1 571 mill ion (£795 000) in respect of the Yosu Fishery Co-operative claims and
Won 474 million (£240 000) in respect of the arkshell fi shery co-operative claims, conesponding to
the amounts awarded by the fi rst instance Court. The Court subsequently granted a stay of the
provisional enforcement.
Several hearings have been held in the Seoul Appellate Court. Tt is expected that the
hearings will continue at approximately monthly intervals until the parties have presented all their
evidence. The Appellate Court granted a request by the 1971 Fund for the claimants to produce
various sales records in respect of the arkshell fishery co-operative and common fishing grounds
within the area of the Yosu Fishery Co-operative.
The 1971 Fund has presented teclmical opinions on the first instance Court's judgement and
further evidence in support of the Fund's opposition to the claims.
Lill1itation proceedings
The shipowner made an application to the competent district court that limitation
proceedings should be opened. The Standard Club paid the limitation amount plus interest,
conesponding to Won 77 million (£33 000), in cash to the Court in December 1994. The limitation
fund was distributed to the claimants and the limitation proceedings were concluded in August
1995.

ILIAD
(Greece, 9 October 1993)

The Greek tanlcer Iliad (33 837 GRT) grounded on rocks close to Sfaktiria island after
leaving the port ofPylos (Greece) . The !liad was carrying about 80 000 tonnes of Syrian light cnlde
oil, and some 200 tonnes was spilled. The Greek national contingency plan was acti vated and the
spill was cleaned up relatively rapidly.
In March 1994 the shipowner's l' & T insurer established a limitation fund amounting to
Drs 1 496 533 000 (£2 .8 million) with the competent court by the deposit of a bank guarantee. Onc
claimant took legal action to challenge the shipowner's right to limit hi s liability. The Court of first
instance rejected this action . The claimant appealed against that decision but the appeal was
rejected.
The Court decided that claims should be lodged by 20 January 1995. By that date,
527 claims had been presented, totalling Drs 3 071 million (£5.8 million) plus Ors 378 million
(£712 000) for compensation of 'moral damage'.
The Court appointed a liquidator to examine the claims in the limitation proceedings. It is
expected that this examination will be completed in the near future.
Claims against the 1971 Fund in respect of this incident became time-barred on or shortly
after 9 October 1996. With the exception of an owner of a fish fann, the shipowner and the P&l
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insurer who have claims totalling Drs 1 339 million (£2.5 million), the claimants failed to take action
against the 197 1 Fund or to noti fy the Fund fonnally 0 f an action brought aga inst the shipowner and
his insurer.
The shipowne r and his insurer have taken legal action against the 1971 Fund in order to
prevent their rights to reimbursement from the Fund for any compensation payments in excess of the
shipowner's limitation amount and to indemnification under Articl e 5.1 of the 1971 Fund
Convention from becoming time-ban·cd.

SEA PRINCE
(Republic of Korea, 23 July 1995)
The incident
The Cypriot tanker Sea Prince (144 567 GRT) grounded off Sorido island near Yosu
(Republi c of Korea). Explosions and fire damaged the engine room and accommodation area. Some
5 000 tonnes of Arabian crude oil was spilled as a result of the grounding. During the following
weeks small quantities of oil leaked from the half-submerged section ofthe tanker. Small quantities
of oil reached the Japanese Oki islands.
A Japanese sa lvage company was engaged by the shipowner to salve the ship and the
remaining cargo, under a salvage contract (Lloyds Open Fonn 95). The sa lvor transhipped some
80 000 tonnes of oil into barges, leaving some 950 tonnes on board. The remaining oil in the cargo
tanks was dosed with di spersants to ensure rapid di spersal into the water column i fthe oil were to be
lost during subsequent salvage operations or bad weather. Furthcr investigation revealed that the
vessel had suffered serious stmctural damage, and the techni ca l cxperts agreed, on the basis of
infonnation supplied by the salvor, that there was an unacceptable ri sk that the ship would break up
during re floating. In view of this the salvage contract under Lloyds Open Form 95 was tenninated
and a contract was signed with another salvage company for the removal ofthe ship. '111e Sea Prince
was successfully refloatcd and was towed out ofKorcan waters but sank close to the Philippines
without any further oil spillage.
Clean-up operations and impact on aquacuiture and fisher ies
Small areas of rocky coasts, sea wall defcnces and isolated pebble beaches wcre affected.
Most of the clean-up operations were completed by the end of October 1995, and the remainder were
completed in July 1996. Buried oil was found at one location , and this oil was removed in October
1996.
[n addition to traditional fi sheries, intensive aquaculture is carried out in the area,
particularly around the islands near Sorido. Floating fi sh cages, mussel farms and set nets were
oiled to varying degrees.
Level of the 1971 Fnnd's payments
[n view of the fact that the aggregate amount of thc claims presented or indicated greatly
exceeded the maximum amount available under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971
Fund Convention, the Executive Committee decided in December 1995 that the 1971 Fund's
payments should be limited to 25% of the establi shcd damage suffered by each claimant. In June
1997 the level of the 197 1 Fund's payments was increased to 50%.
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By the beginning of March 1998 nearly all the outstanding claims in the fishery sector and
tourism sector had been settled on the basis of the method of assessment used by the 1971 Fund's
experts, and the amount of the shipowner's claim for the costs of the measures to remove the ship
and related operations had been clarified. In view of these developments, and as authorised by the
Executive Committee, the Director decided that the 1971 Fund should pay all settled claims in full
(to the extent that they had not already been paid).
Claims for compensation
Nearly all claims relating to clean-up operations have been settled. These claims have been
paid in full (at approximately Won 19700 million (£9.8 million)) by the shipowner and his insurer,
the United Kingdom Mutual Steamship Assurance Association (Bermuda) Limited (UK Club), who
have presented subrogated claims to the 1971 Fund.

In August 1996 the 1971 Fund made an advance payment of £2 million to the UK Club in
respect of its subrogated clean-up claims. At the rate of exchange applicable at that time, this
payment represented less than 25% of the amounts for which the Club had presented sufficient
supporting documentation.
The Japanese Maritime Safety Agency presented a claim for its clean-up operations at sea in
the vicinity of the Oki islands for a total of¥360 000 (£1 800). This claim was accepted in full by
the 1971 Fund.
In April 1998 the shipowner fil ed two additional claims with the limitation court, one for the
cost of post-spill environmental studies for Won 1 140 million (£624000) and the other for costs
totalling Won 135 million (£73900) associated with additional clean-up undertaken by the
shipowner in early 1998. Both the studies and the clean-up related to the spills from both the Sea
Prince and the Honam Sapphire incidents (see page 75).
The post-spill environmental studies involved the measuring of petroleum hydrocarbons in
sea water, sediments and marine products. Although the studies were reported to be for the purpose
of obtaining information which could be used for the restoration of the polluted areas, the contracts
between the shipowner and the Korea Maritime Institute and Seoul National University (the bodies
wh ich undertook the studies) clearly stated that the studies were not to be conducted so as to relate to
any foml of compensation arising out of the incidents.
The 1971 Fund took the view that the post-spill environmental studies appeared to duplicate
the work of sampling and analysing sea water, sediments and marine products undertaken by the
experts appointed by the UK Club and 1971 Fund in 1995 to assist with the assessment of claims for
alleged damage to fisheries. The Fund therefore rejected the claim [or the cost of these studies.
On the basis of surveys canied out by the 1971 Fund's experts priOl' to and during the period
of the additional clean-up, these experts took the view that the additional clean-up operations were
not technically justified. Although buried oil was found at most of the locations which were
subjected to further cleaning, the quantities were small, the oil was hard to find and the
contamination was sporadic . Not all the oil samples collected matched the oils spilled from the Sea
Prince and Honam Sapphire. The experts concluded that the remaining oil did not pose any threat to
fisheries and tourism nor did it represent an aesthetic problem. Furthennore, because of the
difficulty of finding and getting access to the remaining oil, they considered that the clean-up would
involve harsh, intTusive and seriously disruptive methods likely to cause more damage than the oil
itself. In the light of the experts' opinion, the 1971 Fund informed the shipowner that the Fund
considered that the cost incuned for the additional clean-up did not qualify for compensation.
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All claims in the tourist sector have been settled for Won 538 million (£276 000) and paid in
full.
Almost all of the claims in the fisheries sector have also been settled and paid in full in the
amount of Won 17 000 million (£9.4 million). The most important fishery claims for which
settlement agreements have not been reached are those relating to caged fish submitted by members
of a Fishery Co-operative Association, for a total of Won I 181 million (£650 000). These claims
were assessed by the 1971 Fund's experts for a total of Won 148 million (£81000).
In February 1999 a Village Fishery Association and 506 other individual claimants filed
claims against the 1971 Fund demanding Won 500 000 (£275) fO!· each fisherman. The basis ofthe
claims was not made clear by the plaintiffs, since many ofthem had already settled before the action
was commenced. However, some of the plaintiffs are those whose claims were rejected by the 1971
Fund and the limitation Court.
The UK Club presented a claim on the basis of subrogation for US$8.3 million
(£5.1 million) relating to the cost of measures associated with the work carried out under the
contracts related to salvage, maintenance of the wreck and wreck removal and pollution prevention.
The UK Club provided various documents relating to these operations, including a report by its
experts on the apportionment of costs between salvage/wreck removal and pollution prevention.
After the 1971 Fund's expert had examined the supporting documents, the claim was settled at
US$6.6 million (£4.1 million). This claim has not yet been paid.
Limitation proceedings
The limitation amount applicable to the Sea Prince is 14 million SDR, corresponding to
Won 24 000 million (£13.0 million) at the exchange rate applicable on 30 December 1999. The
limitation fund has not yet been constituted and the limitation amount in Won has therefore not yet
been fixed.
The competent district court issued an order for the commencement of limitation
proceedings and decided that all claims should be filed by 28 August 1996. By that date claims
totalling Won 120 000 million (£66 million) had been submitted. These included clean-up
claims totalling Won 44 500 million (£24 million), fishery claims totalling Won 70 700 million
(£39 million) and claims relating to tourism and agriculture for Won 4 600 million (£2 .5 million).
The 1971 Fund submitted claims subrogated from the UK Club in the amount of £2 million. The
shipowner filed a claim for the cost of the measures associated with the work carried out under
contract to remove the oil and the vessel and related operations for US$24.8 million (£15.4 million).
At a hearing held in January 1997 the shipowner, after consultation with the UK Club and
the 1971 Fund, submitted a report prepared by the International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation
Lld (!TOPF). This report contained criticism of the assessment made by the claimants' experts. In
the report !TOPF demonstrated that the assessment of the claims undertaken by the claimants'
experts was largely subjective and that the claimants had provided little or no supporting
documentation.
At a hearing in February 1997 the administrator appointed by the Court submitted an
opinion together with a list of the claims accepted by him. The administrator stated that, due to the
lack of objective supporting material, he had experienced difficulties in assessing the claims. The
administrator accepted most of the amounts claimed without any significant modification, however,
and did not take into account the above-mentioned !TOPF report. The judge requested that the UK
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Club and the 1971 Fund should submit comments on the administrator's opinion, whereupon the
Court would request the claimants to provide supporting documents.
In June 1998 the Court delivered a decision accepting the assessments made by the 1971
Fund's experts for the unsettled fishery and non-fishery claims. The Court rejected the claims filed
by the shipowner for post-spill environmental studies and additional clean-up. The shipowner
lodged opposition against the decision. The legal action taken by 19 owners of caged fish facilities
for Won 95 million (£52 000) was part of the limitation proceedings, but the claimants have filed a
separate action against the 1971 Fund.
Outstanding issues in the limitation proceedings are the subrogated claims by the UK Club
in respect of salvage operations and clean-up operations. These claims were assessed by the Court at
a total of US$27.8 million (£ 17.2 million) and ¥4 million (£24 200). The 1971 Fund has lodged
objection to the Court's decision on the grounds of lack of supporting documentation.
Time bar
The question arose as to whether the UK Club's subrogated claim for payments to various
contractors (including the companies engaged to salvage and remove the ship), the Club's claim for
indemnification and claims by three Village Fishery Associations had become time-barred.
Pursuant to Article 6.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention, there are two ways in which a claimant
can prevent his claim from becoming time-balTed as regards the 1971 Fund, namely by bringing an
action against the 1971 Fund or by making a notification to the Fund of the proceedings in respect of
that claim brought against the shipowner or his insurer.
The incident occurred on 23 July 1995 and the shipowner commenced limitation
proceedings on 30 May 1996. On 22 August 1996 the Court served notice of those proceedings on
the 1971 Fund at the request of the shipowner, and the Fund intervened in those proceedings on
24 August 1996.
Under Article 7.6 each party to proceedings brought against the shipowner or his insurer
shall be entitled under the national law to notify the 1971 Fund ofthe proceedings. The notification
should be made 'in accordance with the formalities required by the law of the court seized'. The
notification should be made in such time and in such a manner thatthe 197 1 Fund has in fact been in
a position to intervene effectively in the proceedings.
The 1971 Fund's Korean lawyer had expressed the view that under Korean law the
notification of the limitation proceedings to the 1971 Fund made by the shipowner through the Court
on 22 August 1996 was sufficient to satisfy the requirements of Articles 6.1 and 7.6 and that the UK
Club's claim was not time-balTed. After some discussion, the Executive Committee decided in April
1999 that the UK Club's subrogated claim should be considered as not being time-barred.
Three Vi llage Fishery Associations had presented claims for loss of income in the limitation
proceedings on behalf oftheir members. They had not brought a legal action againstthe 1971 Fund,
nor notified the Fund of the action against the shipowner. The 1971 Fund's Korean lawyer had
expressed the view that although the three Associations had not themselves made a notification to
the 1971 Fund, the fact that the shipowner had notified the Fund of the limitation proceedings and
that the Fund had actually intervened in these proceedings would result in the Korean Courts
considering that the Associations had fulfilled the requirements under Article 6.1 and that therefore
the claims were not time-barred. He also pointed out that, as a result of the 1971 Fund's
intervention, the Court accepted the claims for the amounts offered by the 1971 Fund and the
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shipowner/UK Club. The Executive Committee decided that these claims should be treated as not
being time-barred.
Under Article 5.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention, the shipowner/his insurer is entitled to
indemnification ofa portion of the limitation amount under certain conditions. In the Sea Prince
case the indemnification amounts to 6. 7 million SDR (£5.7 million).
Whereas claims for compensation can be brought in the limitation proceedings pursuant to
the 1969 Civil Liability Convention, claims for indemnification do not fall under that Convention
and can only be brought against the 1971 Fund under the 1971 Fund Convention. The UK Club
could not therefore have notified the 1971 Fund of proceedings against the shipowner and his insurer
concerning the claim for indemnification. However, Article 6.1 ofthe 1971 Fund Convention refers
also in respect of indenmification to the possibility of making a noti fication under Article 7.6 that in
its turn refers to actions under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention. The Director had taken the view
that, on the basis ofa reasonable interpretation of Article 6.1 and Article 7.6, the notification made
by the UK Club through the Court had prevented the claim from becoming time-batTed, since this
notification had made it possible for the 1971 Fund to intervene in the proceedings and had enabled
the Fund to protect its interests in respect of claims paid by the shipowner/UK Club which fonned
the basis of the Club's claim for indemnification. The 1971 Fund's Korean lawyer had agreed with
the Director's view. The Executive Committee decided that the UK Club's claim for indemnification
should be treated as not being time-barred.

YEOMYUNG
(Republic ofKorea, 3 August 1995)
The incident

The Korean tanker Yea Myung (138 GRT), laden with some 440 tonnes of heavy fuel oil,
collided with a tug which was towing a sand barge near Koeje island (Republic of Korea). Two of
the tanker's cargo tanks were breached and about 40 tonnes of oil was spilled.
The Marine Police initiated clean-up at sea . Shoreline clean-up was initially organised by
the local authorities. After a week the clean-up was taken over by a specialised contractor. As a
result of the clean-up operations, large quantities of oily waste were collected and di sposed of.
Claims for compensation
Claims for clean-up operations totalling Won 760 million (£530 000) were settled at
Won 684 million (£476 000). The claims were paid partly by the shipowner's P&l insurer, partly
by the 1971 Fund.

Local businesses in the tourism sector along the affected beaches presented claims totalling
Won 2592 million (£1.4 million). All claims in the tourism sector were settled for Won 270 million
(£139 000) and paid in full.
All but one claim in the fisheries sector were settled and paid in full in the amount of
Won 600 million (£330 000). The outstanding claim for Won 335 million (£183 000) is in respect of
an owner of a caged fish facility. The claim has been assessed by the 1971 Fund's expert at
Won 459000 (£250).
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Limitation proceedings and investigation into the call se of the incident
The shipowner commenced limitation proceedings at the competent district court. The
limitat ion fund was establi shed by the shipowner's insurer by payment of the limitation amount of
Won 21 million (£9 200) to the Court.
In September 1999 the Court held a hearing at which the 1971 Fund filed its subrogated
claims against the shipowner's limitation fund. At the Court's request the 1971 Fund has submitted a
copy of the Fund's expert's assessment report in respect of the outstanding fishery claim.

YUJL N°!
(Republic of Korea, 21 September 1995)

The incident
The Korean coasta l tanker Yuil N° 1 (I 59 1 GRT), cany ing approximately 2 870 tonnes of
heavy fuel oil, ran aground on the island of Namhyeongj edo offPusan (Republic of Korea). The
tanker was re floated by a tug and a naval vessel some six hours after the grounding. Whi le being
towed towards the port of Pusan, the tanker sank in 70 metres of water, ten kilometres from the
mainland. Three cargo tanks and the engine room were reported to have been breached as a result of
the grounding.
Removal of oil from the wreck
In 1997 the Korean Research Insti tute of Ships and Ocean Engineering presented a report on
a survey of the Yuil N°1. The report stated that some tanks still contained oil, that cOITosion to
damaged shell plating would cause release of oil from the wreck within ten years, and that the
remova l of the rema ining oil should therefore be carried out as soon as possible.
At the request of the Korean Government, an expert from a London firm of marine surveyors
engaged by the 197 I Fund participated in di scussions concerning the most appropriate method to be
used to remove the oil from the Yuil N° 1 and the Osung N°3 (see also page 97). The Director
informed the Korean au thorities that the 197 I Fund agreed that the oil should be remo ved from both
wrecks as soon as poss ible.
A contract was concluded in May 1998 between the Korean Marine Pollution Response
Corporation (KMPRC) and a Dutch salvage company (Smit Tak BY) for the removal of the oil from
both wrecks. Under the contract the oil would fi rst be removed from the Yuil N° 1 and then from the
OSlll1g N°3.
The operation to recover the oil from thc Yuil N° 1 commenced in June 1998 and was
compl eted in August 1998. Some 670 m 3 of oil was rccovered from the tanks of the Yuil N°I. The
experts engaged by the 1971 Fund attended throughout the operation as observers.
Level of paymcnts
In view of the uncertainty concern ing the total amount of the claims arising out of the
Yuil N° 1 incident, thc Executive Committee had decided in 1995 that the 197 I Fund's payments
should for the time being be limited to 60% of the established damage suffered by each claimant. In
September 1998 the 1971 Fund's payments were increased to 100% of each established claim.
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Claims for compensation
Oil removal operation
KMPRC submitted 11 claims for a total of Won 13 765 million (£7.5 million), in respect of
the operations to remove the oil from the Yuil N °] and Osung N°3 (see page 97) . These claims
related to the amounts paid under the oil removal contract to the salvor can)'ing out the operations
and to the costs incurred by KMPRC for its involvement in the operations in terms of personnel ,
barges, tugs, other craft, engineering services and general support. The costs relating to both
operations, such as those of mobilising craft and equipment, were apportioned on a 50:50 basis
between the two cases.
The claims by KMPRC in relation to the Yuil N°] operation were settled at a total of
Won 6824 million (£3 .2 million). The claims were paid in full by the 1971 Fund.
Other claims
All claims in respect of clean-up arising out of the incident have been settled at a total of
Won 12 393 million (£8.5 million). The shipowner's insurer, the Standard Steamship Owners'
Protection & Indemnity Association (Belmuda) Limited (the Standard Club), paid some of these
claims in full, and the 1971 Fund reimbursed 60% of these payments to the Club. The 1971 Fund
will reimburse the Standard Club the 40% balance of these payments minus the shipowner's
limitation amount after that amount has been established in Won.

Fishery claims totalling Won 22 359 million (£12.2 million) have been settled at
Won 5391 million (£2 .8 million). Fishing claims totalling Won 25 031 million (£13.7 million),
which have been assessed by the Fund's experts at Won 272 million (£149 000), have not yet been
settled. These claims have been filed in court for a reduced amount of Won 11 88 1 million
(£6.5 million). Further claims totalling Won 2 448 million (£1.3 million) have also been filed in
court, but these have not yet been assessed by the Fund's experts.
Limitation proceedings
The shipowner commenced limitation proceedings at the Pusan District Court in April 1996.
The limitation amount applicable to the Yuii N°} is estimated at Won 250 million (£137 000).
Fishery co-operatives presented claims totalling Won 60 000 million (£33 million) to the
Court.
At a court hearing held in October 1996 an administrator appointed by the Court presented
an opinion to the effect that there was not sufficient evidence to enable him to make an assessment
of the fishery claims. However, he stated that since he was required to present an opinion on the
assessment to the Court, he proposed that the Court should accept one third of the claimed amounts
as reasonable.
In November 1997 the Court decided to adopt the administrator's proposal to accept one
third of the amounts claimed as fishery damage. The 1971 Fund has lodged an opposition to the
Court's decision.
Investigation into the cause of the incident and recourse action
The Korean Maritime Accident Inquiry Agency (MAlA) can·ied out an investigation into the
cause of the incident. The investigation revealed that the initial grounding was caused by the master
of the Yuil N°] having chosen to navigate through a na!TOW and dangerous passage between two
islands that resulted in the vessel grounding on a small rocky island.
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The hull insurer of the Yuii N° 1 took legal action in the Republic of Korea against the
Korean Government and the owner of the tug in respect of negligence du ring the [efloating and
towing operation for the purpose of recovering the amount it had paid for the damage to the hull
(Won 1 173 million or £642 000). The Court of first instance rendered its judgement in August
1997, rejecting the hull insurer's action. The hull insurer appealed against the judgement, but the
Court of Appeal endorsed the position ofthe Court of lirst instance that there was no negligence on
the part of the tug or naval vessel du ring the operations and confirmed the rejection of the hull
insurer' s claim.

In the light of the results of the investigation into the cause of the incident, the Executive
Committee decided in October 1997 that there were no grounds on which the 1971 Fund could
oppose the shipowner's right to limit his liability. In view of the Court of Appeal's judgement, the
Executive Committee further decided in October 1998 that there were no grounds on which the 1971
Fund could take a successful recourse action against third parties.

IIONAM SAPPHIRE
(Republic of Korea, /7 November 1995)

During berthing manoeuvres at the oil telminal in Yosu (Republic of Korea), the full y laden
Panamanian tanker Honam Sapphire (142488 GRT) struck a fender, puncturing a tank. An
unknown quanti ty of heavy crude oil escaped from the damaged tank. The spilt oil drifted south and
contaminated shorelines up to 30 kilometres away, and there was also a slight impact on an island
50 kilometres from the site of the incident.
The offshore clean-up operations were led by the Marine Police. The onshore impact was in
most areas comparatively light and the onshore clean-up operations were completed in many areas
by early January 1996, although in the most heavily polluted areas the operations continued until
March 1996.
Claims for clean-up costs were presented by various local authorities and contractors for a
total amount of Won 9 727 million (£5 .3 million). Fishery-related claims were submitted totalling
Won 49 liS million (£27 million).
All claims but one have been settled by the shipownerlinsurer for a total ofUS$13.5 million
(£8.4 million). The outstanding claim is for costs of US$I million (£620 000) for post-spill
environmental studies relating to both the HO/Will Sapphire and Sea Prince incidents.
The limitation amount applicable to the Honalll Sapphire is 14 million SDR (£12 million) .
The 1971 Fund will not therefore be called upon to make any payments in respect of this incident.

SEA EMPRESS
(United Kingdom, 15 February /996)
The incident
The Liberian-registered tanker Sea Empress (77 356 GRT), which was laden with more than
130000 tonnes of crude oi l, ran aground in the entrance to Milford Haven in south-west Wales
(United Kingdom) on IS February 1996, resulting in an initial loss of around 2 000 tonnes of crude
oil. Although quickly refloated, the tanker grounded a number of times during persistently bad
weather. On 21 February, the vessel was refloated and taken alongside a jetty inside the Haven
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where the remaining 58000 tonnes of cargo was discharged. It was estimated that in all
approximately 72 000 tonnes of crude oil and 360 tonnes of heavy fuel oil were released as a result
of the incident.
Onshore clean-up operations were carried out in the affected areas of south-west Wales.
Some tar balls reached the Republic ofIreland, and limited clean-up was carried out on the affected
beaches.
A temporary fishing ban was imposed in respect of certain areas affected by the oil spill.
Claims handling
The shipowner's insurer, Assurancefiireningen Skuld (Skuld Club), and the 1971 fund
together established a Claims Handling Office in Milford Haven to receive and assess claims and
forward them to the Skuld Club and the Fund for examination and approval.
In view of the relatively few claims outstanding, the Claims Handling Office closed to the
public in february 1998.
Claims for compensation
General situation
As at 31 December 1999, I 034 claimants had presented claims for compensation totalling
£46 million. Payments have been made to 779 claimants, totalling £16.3 million, of which
£6.9 million was paid by the Skuld Club and £9.4 million by the 1971 Fund. Claims have been
approved for a further £950 000, but the assessments have not been accepted by the claimants.
A number of the major claims in respect of which assessments have not been finalised relate
to clean-up operations, ie claims by the Marine Pollution Control Unit (MPCU) of the United
Kingdom Department of Transport, the Environment Agency, the Milford Haven Standing
Conference, Elf UK Oil Lld and Texaco. Progress is being made in respect of the majority ofthese
claims, and it is expected that most of them will be settled out of court.
During 1999 the Executive Committee took decisions on the admissibility of certain claims.
Claim by angling clubs and associations and private owners offishing rights
Legal proceedings in respect of six angling associations, two angling clubs and two private
owners of fishing rights were commenced on II February 1999 against the shipowner and the Skuld
Club, but the 1971 Fund was not notified of the actions until 2 March 1999, ie well after the third
anniversary of the incident. The Executive Committee decided that these claims were not timebarred since the claimants had not suffered pollution damage until the closure of river fishery by a
Parliamentary Order of 19 March 1996, which took effect on 20 March 1996.
Claim by county fire brigade
A claim for £150000 was presented by a county fire brigade for expenses ineulTed in
providing fire fighting services during the operations to salve the Sea Empress. The fire brigade's
intervention in the operation related to two distinct phases, the first whilst the Sea ElI1press was
aground outside the entrance of Milford Haven Port and the second whilst she was alongside the
jetty inside the port of Milford Haven.
The Executive Committee decided that the fire brigade's operations had had a dual purpose,
ie both to prevent pollution damage and to protect the life of personnel involved in salvage
operations. For this reason the Committee took the view that the costs of these operations should be
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apportioned between pollution prevention and other activities and that, since there was no precise
basis on which to make such an apportionment, the costs should apportioned equally on a 50:50
basis.
The Executive Committee emphasised that the extent to which claims with a dual purpose
would be admissible would have to be decided on a case by case basis, taking into account the
particular circumstances of each operation.

Claims relating to losses linked la the closure of the port or restriction ofship movements
The Executive Committee considered five claims for losses allegedly suffered as a result of
the closure of the port or restrictions on ship movements. These included claims by voyage
charterers for demunage paid to shipowners, a claim by a shipowner who had only been able to
recover demurrage from his charterer at one half of the normal rate and a claim by a time charterer
for recovery of hire paid for time lost due to the delayed departure of the vessel on charter to him.
The Committee took the view that the alleged losses were not caused by contamination, nor were
they caused by preventive measures, since they were a result of a decision by the Port Authority
taken for the safety of navigation. For this reason the Committee rejected these claims.
The Committee stated that although these particular claims were rejected because the closure
ofthe port and the traffic restrictions were based on safety considerations, claims of that type might
be admissible in other cases if the closure or traffic restrictions were necessitated by clean-up
operations, provided that there was a reasonable degree of proximity between the loss and the
contamination arising out of the incident.
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The Executive Committee also considered a claim by Elf UK Oil Lld ('Elf') composed of
various elements. The Committee took the view that the items in Elf's claim relating to demUlTage,
sub-chartering and chartering of vessels, delays to deliveries of crude oil and reduction in refinery
throughput were losses due to the closure of the port and traffic restrictions. The Committee decided
therefore to rej ect these items for the same reasons as the claims refened to above. With regard to
the item relating to the additional cost of chartering a double-hulled vessel at a premium rate, the
Executive Committee took the view that these costs could not be considered as falling within the
definition of 'pollution damage' and rejected this item .
The Committee also considered Elf's claim for the cost of preparing the tanker Star Bergel!,
to enable it to be used for the emergency lightering of the Sea Empress. The Committee decided that
this item related to operations with a dual purpose of sa lvage and pollution prevention and that 50%
of the costs should be considered admissible in principle.
The Executive Committee emphasised that the cost of dual purpose operations should not
automatically be apportioned between salvage and preventi ve measures on a 50:50 basis but that the
apportionment should be based on a case by case examination.
Legal proceedings against the 1971 Fund
Legal proceedings have been commenced in respect of the majority ofthose claims where
agreement had not been reached prior to the exp iry of the tlu'ee-year time bar period, ie on or shortly
after 15 February 1999.
Writs were issued against the sh ipowner, the Skuld Cl ub and the 1971 Fund in respect of
194 claimants. By 31 December 1999, agreements on the admissible amounts had been reached in
respect of 25 claims.
One hundred and nineteen claimants, all of whom are represented by one finn of loss
adjusters, have commenced legal action. The loss adjusters have provided a list outlining the nature
of each of the claims, which indicates that 78 claims (totalling £4 15 000) relate only to fees for work
can'ied out by the loss adjusters. Eight ofthcse claims, totalling £29 000, have been ab'reed at a total
of £3 240. The remaining 70 claims are being reassessed in the light of infonnation recently
provided by the loss adjusters.
Of the remaining 41 claimants, 40 either did not accept the amounts of compensation
originally offered by the Skuld Club and the 197 1 Fund, or have failed to provide sufficient
infonnation in support of their claims. One cla imant, a shellfish marketing company in Cornwall,
had its claim rejected by the Executive Committee on the ground that the claim did not fulfi l the
criterion of a reasonable degree of proximity.
Limitation proceedings
In April 1999 the shipowner and hi s insurer were granted, by the Admiralty Court, a decree
limiting their liab ility under the relevant provi sions of United Kingdom law to 8 825 686 SDR
(£7.5 million). The decree required all claims to be filed by 18 November 1999. The majority of
claimants who have served proceedings to protect their claim against time bar have also filed claims
in the limitation action.
The 1971 Fund requested that the proceedings against it be stayed until the limitation
proceedings were concluded .
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Investigations into the cause of the incident and recOllrse action
An investigation into the Sea Empress incident was carried out by the Marine Accident
Tiwestigation Branch (MAIB) ofthe United Kingdom Department of Transport. The purpose of the
investigation was to detemline the circumstances and causes of the incident, with the aim of
improving the safety of life at sea and avoiding accidents in the future. The report of the
investigation did not attempt to apportion liability or blame, except insofar as was necessary to
achieve the fundamental purpose. The MAIB report concluded that the cause of the initial
grounding was pilot elTor and that this was due in part to inadequate training and experience in the
pilotage of large tankers.
The Commissioner of Maritime Affairs of the Republic of Liberia also published a report of
the investigation into the grounding of the Sea Empress. The report concluded that the grounding
had occwTed because of pilot error and because there were insufficient control procedures on the
part of the harbour/pilot authorities.
Criminal prosecutions were brought by the United Kingdom Environment Agency against
two defendants, namely the Milford Haven Port Authority (MHPA) and the Harbour Master in
Milford Haven at the time of the incident. Both defendants faced a charge that they caused polluting
matter, namely crude oil and bunkers, to enter controlled waters, contrary to Section 85(1) of the
Water Resources Act 1991 , and that the discharge of crude oil and bunkers amounted to public
nuisance. More particularly, the prosecution alleged that MHP A had failed in its duties under the
Milford Haven Conservancy Act 1983 properly to regulate navigation in the Haven and properly to
prevent or reduce the risk of discharge of oil, by inadequately regulating or managing the navigation
andlor pilotage of large deep-draughted oil tankers. It was also alleged that, under the Pilotage Act
1987, MHPA had failed to provide proper pilotage services for the Haven in that it caused an
insufficiently trained and qualified pilot to perfoml an act of pilotage, alone, on the Sea Empress,
thereby endangering the marine and coastal environment and posing a danger to public safety. The
Harbour Master was accused of failing in his duty sa fely to control and regulate shipping at the
entrance to and within the port.
At the opening of the criminal trial in January 1999, the Harbour Master pleaded not guilty,
and the plea was accepted by the Environment Agency. The MHPA pleaded guilty to the charge
under the Water Resources Act 1991 of causing or pelmitting polluting matter, namely oil and
bunkers, to enter controlled waters, the penalty for which is imprisonment for a teml not exceeding
two years, or a fine, or both. The Port Authority pleaded not guilty to all other charges. The pleas
were accepted by the Environment Agency. As a result of the pleas the full trial did not take place.
The Court sentenced the MPHA to pay a fine of £4 million and to pay £825 000 towards the
prosecution costs. The Port Authority has appcaled against this sentencc.
In October 1999 the Executive Committee considered whether the 1971 Fund should take
recourse action against various third parties to recover the amount paid by the Fund in compensation
as a resul t of the Sea Empress incident. The 1971 Fund's policy in respect of recourse action as laid
down by the Assembly and the Executive Committee can be summarised as follows. The 1971 Fund
should take recourse action whenever appropriate and in each case consider whether it would be
possible to recover any amounts paid by it to victims from the shipowner or from other parties on the
basis of the applicable national law. Any decision by the 1971 Fund as to whether or not to take
such action should be made on a case by case basi s in the light of the prospect of success within the
legal system in question.
The United Kingdom observer delegation stated that it was important to note that the charge
to which the MHPA had pleaded guilty was a strict liabi lity offence Wlder the Water Resources Act
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1991. The Committee noted the Director's statement that there had been some doubt expressed as to
whether this offence was one of strict liability only.
The legal advice given to the 1971 Fund indicated that the basis ofa recourse action against
the MHPA would be that, as a harbour authority and a pilotage authority, MHPA was in breach of
both common law and statutory duties (under the Milford Haven Conservancy Act 1983 and the
Pilotage Act 1987). Having reviewed the MAlE's and the Commissioner of Maritime Affairs of
Liberia's reports on the cause of the incident and the views of several technical experts, the 1971
Fund's legal advisers considered that the standards of training and authorisation of pilots at Milford
Haven, as well as the system for classification of vessels for the purpose of allocation of pilots, were
inadequate, and that it was likely that this particular pilot's limited experience in piloting tankers of
this size led to his enor, which in tUI11 caused the grounding. In the opinion of the legal advisers,
there appeared to be a realistic prospect of successfully arguing that the initial grounding would not
have occuned if the radar system at Milford Haven - which had broken down some time before the
grounding - had been fully operational, and if a reasonable vessel traffic system had been in
operation. A claim brought by the 1971 Fund against the MHPA would be on the basis of the 1971
Fund having acquired by subrogation the rights ofthose victims of oil pollution to whom it has made
payments of compensation. The 197 J Fund's legal advisers considered there to be good prospects of
establishing that the MHPA was in negligent breach of duty in relation to safe navigation within the
Haven and its approaches and that the necessary causative link between the breaches and the incident
existed.
The Executive Committee decided that the 1971 Fund should take recourse action against
the MPHA.
The Executive Committee also considered whether it would be appropriate to take recourse
action against various persons involved in the incident, namely the pilot, his employer, MPCU, the
Coastguard Agency and the salvors.
Due to the channelling provisions of the United Kingdom Merchant Shipping Act 1995
implementing the 1969 Civil Liability Convention, which preclude action for compensation against
salvors and the position of the pilot and his employer under the law of England and Wales, the
Committee decided that there would be no point in taking recourse action against these parties. The
Committee also took the view that there was no evidence of negligence on the part ofMPCU or the
Coastguard Agency which would justifY recourse action against them.

KRITI SEA
(Greece. 9 August 1996)

The Greek tanker Kriti Sea (62 678 GRT) spilled 20 - 50 tonnes of Arabian light cmde while
discharging at an oil terminal in the port of Agioi Theodori (Greece) some 40 kilometres west of
Piraeus . Rocky shores and stretches of beach were oiled, seven fish fanns were affected and the
hulls of pleasure craft and fishing vessels in the area sustained oiling.
Clean-up operations were undertaken by the staff Qfthe te!minal and by contractors engaged
by the shipowner, the Ministry of Merchant Marine and the local authorities.
The limitation amount applicable to the Krili Sea is estimated at Drs 2 241 million
(£4.2 million). The shipowner established the limitation fund in December 1996 by means of a bank
guarantee.
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The shipowner and his P&l insurer, the United Kingdom Mutual Steam Ship Assurance
Association (Bermuda) Lld (UK Club), and the administrator appointed by the Court to examinc
claims against the limitation fund were notified of claims totalling Drs 4 054 million (£7 .6 million).
The administrator reported on his examination of the claims in March 1999. The total amount of the
claims accepted by the administrator was Drs 1 130 million (£2.1 million).
The experts engaged by the UK Club and the 1971 Fund do not agree with a number of the
assessments carried out by the administrator. Appeals have been lodged in court by the shipowner,
the Club and the 1971 Fund in respect of those claims.
A number of claimants have appealed against the decision of the administrator and the
amounts set out in the appeals total Ors 2 680 million (£5 million) .
A hearing on the appeals was fixed for 16 December 1999 but the hearing was postponed.
[n October 1999 the shipowner and his insurer served a writ on the 1971 Fund in respect of
claims in excess of the shipowner's limitation fund as we ll as a claim for indemnification in the
amount of Ors 556 million (£1 million).

N°1 YUNG JUNG
(Republic of Korea, J5 Augusl ]996)

The incident
While the Korean sea-going barge N °] "fung Jung (560 GRT) took shelter from an
approaching typhoon at a wharf in the por! of Pus an (Republic of Korea), the barge grounded on a
submerged rock that did not appear on the char!. As a result, approximately 28 tonnes of medium
fuel oil spilled into the sea . Clean-up operations were carried out by contractors engaged by the
shipowner. The wreck of the N°] Yung Jungwas removed and the remaining oil was transhipped to
another vessel.
The N°] Yung Jung was not entered in any P&l C lub, but had liability insurance of
US$1 million (£620 000) per incident.

Claims for compensation
All claims for compensation arising out of the incident have been settled for a total amount
of Won 743 million (£400 000).
Some of the claims were paid by the 1971 Fund and some by the shipowner's insurer. In
September 1998 the 197 1 Fund paid £262373 (equivalent to Won 615 million) to the insurer,
corresponding to the amount that the insurer had paid in excess of the limitation amount applicable
to the N°] Yun g Jung (including interest). The 1971 Fund also paid indemnification of the
shipowner under Article 5.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention of Won 28 million (£15 000).

Limitation proceedings
The shipowner commenced limitation proceedings in August 1997. The shipowner's insurer
presented a letter of guarantee for the limitation amount to the Court. In May 1998 the Pusan
District Court determined the limitation amount applicable to the N°] Yung Jung at Won 122 million
(£67000).
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Investigation into the cause of the incident
The Korean authorities did not can)' out an investigation into the cause of the incident.
[n criminal proceedings the master of thc N° 1 Yung Jung was sentenced to prison for six
months (suspended for one year) for having caused oil pollution by negligence.
Question of recovery
The question has arisen as to whether the 1971 Fund should present a claim to the Republic
of Korea for recovery of the amounts paid by the Fund in compensation. The issue was considered
by the Executive Committee at its sessions in April and October 1999.

Thefacts
As set out above, the N°j Yung Jung, which had a draft of 3.6 metres, grounded on an
uncharted submerged granite rock. Divers engaged by the shipowner found that the rock protruded
some 1.5 metres from the seabed and was free from seaweed, and concluded that it was not part of
the sea bed but had only recently been placed there. It appears that the marine police and the public
prosecutor did not investigate why the rock was lying on the seabed. In the criminal proceedings
brought against the master, the Court did not address the issue, but held that the lowest water depth
near the berth was only three metres at low tide and that the master should have checked the depth to
ensure that it was safe to take the ship alongside the berth.
The use of the berth in question was restricted to dry cargo vessels of less than I 000 dwt
and these restrictions had becn published in the regulations for operation ofthe berth facilities of the
port of Pus an. No restriction had been published in respect ofthe draught of dry cargo vessels at the
berth. A dry cargo vessel with the same draught as the N°1 Yung Jung (ie 3.6 metres) would have
grounded on the rock in question. The use of the berth was restricted to dry cargo vessels because
there were no fire fighting facilities at the berth .

1971 Fund's position
The 197 1 Fund's Korean lawyer has informed the Fund that, according to ajudgement by the
Korean Supreme Court, the Republic of Korea has no liability vis-el-vis third parties for any damage
caused as a result ofa defecti ve chart. However, if the rock was not a natural part of the sea bed but
had been placed there, the legal situation was in his view differcnt, as it would be considered that
there was a defect in 'publ ic facilities or structures'. He has stated that if there was a defect in public
facilities or structures owned or managed by thc Republic of Korea, the Republic had, under
Article 5 ofthe Korean State Compensation Act, strict liability for any damage resulting therefrom.
At the time of the incident the berth was owned by the Republic of Korea and managed by
the Pusan Regional Maritime Affairs and Fi sheries Office, which is a Korean governmental office.
In the view of the 1971 Fund's Korean lawyer the berth therefore fell under the definition of ' public
facilities and structures' laid down in the Korean State Compensation Act. He has exprcssed the
view that the Republic of Korea was liable vis-a-vis the shipowner's insurer and the 1971 Fund, who
had acquired by subrogation the rights of the victims of oil pollution damage, for any payments
made by the insurer and the Fund to those victims.

The position of the Korean Government
The Korean Government has considered that the 1971 Fund did not have a valid recourse
cla im against it on the ground that the cause of the incident was not a defect in the installation or
maintenance of a public facility or structure owned by the Government, but the gross negligence of
the shipowner who had used the facilities illcgally in an area where oil tankers were not allowed,
without giving notice to, or obtaining the permi ssion of the Port Authority, and without giving full
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consideration to the possible effecls of the weather and tide. The Korean Government has further
maintained that, since Article 4.3 of the 197 1 Fund Convention precludes reduction of compensation
to a claimant who has taken preventive measures on the grounds of contributory negligence, the
197 1 Fund could not pursue a recourse claim against the Korean Government for any payments that
the Fund has made in respect of preventive measures. The Korean Government has expressed the
view that it cou ld itself have ca!Tied out the preventive measures, that other persons can-ying out the
operations were only pel1'I1itted to do so by the Government and that therefore the operations should
be regarded as taken by the Korean Government. The Government also stated that a recourse action
by the 1971 Fund was contrary to the spirit of the 1971 Fund Convention .
Procedure for claiming compensation
Under the Korean State Compensation Act, any claim against the Korean Government
should first be submitted to the competent Regional Compensation Committee within three years of
the date of the incident, ie by 15 August 1999. Submission of a claim to the Committee has the
effect of preventing the claim from becoming time-barred. The 1971 Fund submitted its claim on
9 August 1999.
Consideration by the Executive COlllmittee
During the di scussions in the Executive Committee the Director expressed the view that the
Korean Government could not have been a claimant since the Government did not incur the costs of
the clean-up operations and preventive measures (except as regards the operations ca!Tied out by the
Pusan Marine Police), that if the Korean Government had can'ied out the operations itselrit would
have been entitled to cla im compensation and that the same would have applied ifthe Government
had engaged contractors to carry out the operations and had paid these contractors. However, this
was not the case in respect of the N° 1 Yung Jung incident.
The Executive Committee instructed the Director to explore with the Korean Government
whether the Compensation Commission could postpone its consideration ofthe 1971 Fund's claim,
in order to allow the Committee further time for consideration ofthe important issues at stake. The
Committee further instructed the Director to pursue the 1971 Fund's claim against the Korean
Government, if the Compensation Commission were not to agree to a postponement.
In November 1999 the Compensation Committee agreed to postpone its consideration of the
1971 Fund's claim.

NAKHODKA
(Japan, 2 JanuGiY J997)

The incident
The Russian tanker NakllOdka (13 159 GRT), carrying 19000 tonnes of medium fuel oil,
broke in two sections some 100 kilometres north-east of the Oki islands (Japan), resulting in a spill
of some 6200 tonnes of oil. The stem section sank soon after the incident, with an estimated
10 000 tonnes of cargo on board . The upturned bow section, which may have contained up to
2 800 tonnes of cargo, drifted towards the coast and grounded on rocks some 200 metres from the
shore, near the town of Mikuni in Fukui Prefecture. Following the grounding, a substantial quantity
of oi l was released, causing heavy contamination of the adjacent shoreline.

The stcrn secti on is lying at a depth of2 500 metres, some 140 kilomctres from the nearest
coast, but is not considered to be a significant threat to coastal resources .
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Claims situatiou as at 31 December 1999

Number

(a)

...
DC

JMDPC

- Operations carried out by JMDPC

(b)

- Contractors under JMDPC

(c)

- Fishery Co-operative Associations

Causeway constructi on and
removal

I

268

I

55

8047

55

<2>

3 974

I

2746

I

<2>

I 605

<:2>

0
1 443

Japanese Government Agencies

II

1 519

0

Prefectures and Municipalities

10

7 135

9

(t)

Electricity companies

7

2727

6

<2>

<2:> <4>

I 046
124

(g)

Other entities

7

192

3

(h )

EARL

I

542593

56

I

542 593

< 3>

56

2

3284322

336

1

325000

<3>

33

95

23026

77

9

5290

5
0

Russian authorities

(j)
(k)

JMDPC

I

2397

JMDPC and three contractors

Removal of oil from ship

(I)

4

I 312

I

Aquarium

(m)

I

7

1

Tourism

(n)

347

3036

162

457

35068

246

TOTAL

£213 million
<I>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>

Yen
(mi llion)
<z;. 50

(e)

Sub-total
<5>-

Amount
US$<I>

Yen (million)

(d)

0)
Loss of income: fishery

Number

Amount
US$<I>

Clean-up costs

Claims paid

Claims submitted

Category of Claims

Amounts in US$ converted into Yen on the basis of the rate of exchange at 30 December 1999
1nc1udes provisional payments
Payments made by the shipowner/UK Club
Includes a payment made by the shipowner/UK Cl ub
This category inc ludes the c laim for the cost of the publ icity campaign by NFFCA

833 I
711

<2>

0
<2>

400
4

<2>
<2>

338

9784
£49 million

The operation to remove the oil from the bow section was completed in February 1997. In
total some 2 830 m 3 of oil/water mixture was removed. The Japanese authorities simultaneously
ordered the construction of a temporary 175 metre-long causeway which, with a large crane, would
enable the removal ofthe oil by road. However, this option was only used to remove the last 380 m3
of oil/water mixture. The causeway was later dismantled and removed. In May 1997 a salvage
company engaged by the shipowner removed the bow section of the Nakhodka on to a barge and
transported it to a scrapyard.
Clean-up operations
Although much of the oil which was lost when the ship broke up dispersed naturally at sea,
several hundred tonnes of emulsion stranded at various locations over a distance of more than
I 000 kilometres covering ten prefectures.
A contract was signed on behalf of the shipowner with the Japan Maritime Disaster
Prevention Centre (JMOPC) to organise the clean-up operations by using commercial contractors.
In addition, coastal booms and skimmers were provided by the Petroleum Association of Japan.
A considerable number of vessels belonging to the Maritime Safety Agency ofJapan and the Japan
Self Defence Force, vessels owned or ch3l1ered by Prefectural Govenunents, fishing boats belonging
to local fi shennen, recovery systems from the East Asia Response Lld (EARL) stockpile in
Singapore and vessels belonging to the Russian Ministry of Merchant Marine.
Clean-up operations both at sea and on the shoreline generated an estimated 40000 tonnes
of oily waste. This waste was transported to disposal facilities throughout Japan by ship, rail and
road. Lightly oiled sand was buried at local industrial land fill sites.
Claims handling
The 1971 and 1992 Funds, together with the shipowner and his P&l insurer, the United
Kingdom Mutual Steamship Assurance Association (Belmuda) Lld (UK Club), established a Claims
Handling Office in Kobe. It cunently employs seven surveyors, two accountants and nine support
staff.
Claims for compensation
General situation
Some 450 claims totalling ¥35 068 million (£213 million) have been received. The cla ims
situation is summarised in the table reproduced opposite .
Further claims will be time-baITed on 2 January 2000 or shortly thereafter.
A major part of the claims have been assessed, either finally or provisionally. There remain
however some groups of claims which have not yet been assessed, mainly claims submitted by
Government agencies and claims relating to the construction and removal of the causeway.
The total payments made by the IOPC Funds to claimants amounted to ¥9 629 million
(£48.2 million) as at 31 December 1999. Of this amount ¥8 558 million (£43.3 million) has been
paid by the 1971 Fundand¥l 071 million (£4.9 million) by the 1992 Fund. The shipownerlUK Club
have made payments totalling US$868 000 and ¥66 million (£930 000).
Details of claims submitted
Details of the claims submitted and the settlement amounts are contained in the table
opposite. As shown in the table, the main group of claims relates to the clean-up operations canied
out by the Japanese authorities or by contractors acting under the authorities, claims from electricity
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companies for the cost of clean-up operations and preventive measures in respect of their power
stations, and loss of income suffered by fishermen and by businesses in the tourism industry.
Publicity campaign
In April 1999 the Executive Committees accepted as admissible in principle a claim for
¥48 million (£290 000) by the National Federation of Fishery Co-operative Associations (NFFCA)
in respect of the cost of a major publicity campaign aimed at preventing and mitigating losses in
sales offish from the area affected by the spill as a result of bad publicity arising from the Nakhodka
incident. The Committees considered that the cost of the measures was reasonable and not
disproportionate to the losses which could have been sustained if the measures had not been taken.
The Committees also took the view that the measures were appropriate in the circumstances and
offered a reasonable prospect of success . The Committees noted that the measures related to
targeted markets and that they were in addition to NFFCA's normal marketing activities. This claim
was settled at ¥41 million (£248 000).
Applicability of the Conventions
The 1992 Protocols entered into force in respect ofJapan on 30 May 1996. The 1992 Civil
Liability Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention are therefore in principle applicable to this
incident.
The Nakhodka was registered in the Russian Federation which is Party to the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention but not to the 1992 Protocols. In February 1997
the Executive Committee took the view that, as a result, the shipowner's right oflimitalion should be
govemed by the 1969 Civil Liability Convention, to which both Japan and the Russian Federation
were Parties on the date of the incident. The Committee confimled that, in the event that the total
amount ofthe accepted claims were to exceed the maximum amount available under the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention (60 million SDR), compensation would be
available as follows:
Shipowner under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention
1971 Fund
Shipowner under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention

1992 Fund, in excess of 60 million SDR

SDR
1 588000
584 12 000

o

75000000
135000000

Total compensation availabJe

The shipowner and the UK Club have taken the view that it was not clear thatthe 1992 Civil
Liability Convention did not apply . They have maintained that it was not for the IOPC Funds to
decide the issue but for the Japanese courts.
The Director has considered it clear from the point of view of treaty law that the 1992 Civil
Liability Convention did not apply to the Nakhodka case . He has pointed out that for the transitional
period when both the 196911971 Conventions and the 1992 Conventions applied, the issues relating
to limitation of liability were dealt with differently in the Japanese legislation implementing the
Conventions dependent on whether the sh ip flew the flag of a State which had ratified the 1969 Civil
Liabi lity Convention but not the 1992 Civil Liability Convention or whether the ship flew the flag of
another State.
Level of payments
In view of the uncertainty as to the level of the total amount of the claims, the Executive
Committee of the 1971 Fund and the Assembly of the 1992 Fund decided that the payments to be
made by the two organisations should, for the time being, be limited to 60% of the amount of the
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damage actually suffered by the respective claimants as assessed by the experts engaged by the
Funds and the shipownerfUK Club at the time when the payment was made.
Conversion of maximum amount available for compensation
The Assembly of the 1992 Fund decided that the conversion of the total amount available
under the 1971 and 1992 Fund Conventions, ie 135 million SDR, into national currency should be
made on the basis of the value of that cun'ency vis-il-vis the SDR on the date of the 1992 Fund
Assembly'S (or the Executive Committee's) adoption of the Record of Decisions of the session at
which the Assembly (or the Executive Committee) took the decision which made payments of
claims possible, which for the Nakhodka incident was 17 April 1997. Using the rate of exchange on
that date, 135 million SDR equals ¥23 164515000 (£140 million).
Investigation into the canse of the incident
The Japanese and Russian authorities decided to co-operate in the investigation into the
cause of the incident. The Japanese investigation was canicd out by a Committee set up for this
purpose.

The Japanese investigation report was published in July 1997 . The report concluded that, if
the Nakhodka had been properly maintained, she would have been capable of withstanding the wind
and wave conditions prevailing at the time of the incident, and that, due to the extensive corrosion
weakening the intemal structure of the ship, the stresses on the hull as a result of the heavy weather
caused the ship to break in two. It was acknowledged that the weather conditions in the area at the
time of the incident were among the worst reported, and it was also concluded that the unusual
distribution of the cargo would have increased the stresses in the ship's hull.

Nakhodka - heavily oiled beach
(photograph: General Marine
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Surveyor~)

The Russian report stated that the technical condition of the hull at the time of the incident
was considered to be satisfactory. It is also stated that the Nakhodka must have broken due to the
bow section having hit a half-submerged object, most probably a Russian trawler that had sunk in
the vicinity shortly before the Nakhodka incident. The theory of the Russian investigators is that the
ship was being subject to acceptable still water stresses, induced by cargo distribution, to which were
added high dynamic loading stresses due to bad weather, particularly high seas. The bow section of
the ship then came into close proximity of a large semi-submerged object, which it is allegcd
induced further high dynamic stresses. According to the Russian report the still water bending
moments and stresses were within allowable limits when the ship sailed, but wcre towards the upper
limits. It is maintained by the Russian investigators that the forces produced by the rough weather,
the still water condition and contact with an alleged submerged object, when added together, caused
overloading and fai lure of the ship's structure.
Experts engaged by the IOPC Funds have studied the Japanese and Russian reports . The
experts have stated that the survey results and steel thickness measurements ofthe structure recorded
in Japan after the bow section was salved clearly revealed sign ificant cOlTosion ofthe steel structure
and defects in the welding. The experts have drawn attention to the fact that no physical damage
was found on the bow section of the Naklwdka to support the theory put forward in the Russian
report that the Nakhodka had broken due to the bow coming into contact with a semi-submerged
object. In the experts' view the scenario suggested in the Russian report was virtually impossible.
The experts have formed the opinion that the Nakhodka was improperly maintained and therefore
unseaworthy.
The shipowner has commented on the views expressed by the IOPC Funds' experts. He has
stated that the Russian report cannot be totally discounted in the manner which has been suggested
by the IOPC Funds' experts. He has made the point that if the foresection of the Nakhodka had come
close to but not in contact with the submerged object, one would not havc expected to see signs of
physical contact. Attention has been drawn to the fact that the vessel hac! been built to Russian class
standard . The shipowner has mentioned that the vessel was classed by the Russian Register and that
the vessel was fully in class without any outstanding recommendations at the time of the incident.
The shipowner has also criticised the method used in the Japanese report to survey and measure the
structure of the bow section. Reference has been made to the fact that the Japanese report implies
that the ship was loaded in an unsatisfactory manner with an unusual distribution of cargo. The
shipowner has stated that although not loaded in one of the conditions given by way of example in
the stability book, the vessel was loaded in a manner which was well within the loading criteria
therein. The shipowner has maintained that whatever caused the loss of the vessel, it was not due to
the actual fault or privity of the shipowner, even if the 1969 Civil Liability Convention were to
apply.
In May 1997 the Director requested the shipowner to allow access to all classification
records, repair and maintenance records, statutory certificates, port state surveys and reports, P&l
condition survey reports and all documents conceming the voyage when the incident occun'ed,
including crew statements and communications between the ship and the office. Some
documentation was received from the shipowner in October 1998 and additional documentation was
received in April 1999. Unfortunately the documents provided by the shipowner were incomplete.
In particular they did not include a full set of drawings, historical classification records or the repair
history of the Nakhodka. It is known that the Nakhodka underwent significant repairs in 1993 at a
shipyard in Singapore. However details of these repairs have not been made available to the Funds.
The IOPC Fund's experts re-examined the Japanese and Russian investigation reports and
considered the documents provided by the shipowner. They also considered the observations made
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by the shipowner. In conclusion the IOPC Funds' experts have expressed the opinion that the
NakllOdka was in a seriously dilapidated condition. In thcir vicw there is evidence of serious
wastage of hull strength members and inadequate repairs. They state that it is clear that the hull
strength was seriously reduced. While the actual loading of the ship was not in accordance with the
loading manual which increased the stTess in the ship, this would not in their view have affected a
well-ma intained ship. They consider that there is no evidence of a collision or near collision with a
low buoyancy object nor of any other contact or any explosion. The fact that the ship failed in these
circumstances supports the experts' view that the ship was unseaworthy. The Nakhodka did
experience bad weather but in their view such bad weather is not exceptional in the area in January.
The experts are also of the opinion that the shipowner was or should have been aware of the actual
condition of the hull structure.
At their October 1999 sessions the Executive Committees of the 1971 and 1992 Funds
considered the results ofthe Director's investigation into the cause of the incident. The Committees
shared the Director's opinion that the Nakhodka was unseaworthy at the time ofthc incident and that
the defects which caused the ship to be unseaworthy were causative of the incident. The Committees
also agreed with the Director that the shipowner was or at least should have been aware of the
defects that caused the ship to be unseaworthy, that the incident was therefore caused by the fault or
privity of the shipowner and that consequently, pursuant to Article V.2 of the 1969 Civi l Liability
Convention, the shipowner was not entitled to limit his liability . The Committees confirmed that it
was the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and not the 1992 Civil Liability Convention that applied in
this case.
The Executive Committees decided that if the shipowner, Pri sco Traffic Limited, initiated
limitation proceedings, the 1971 and the 1992 Funds should oppose his right to limit hi s liability.
The Committees also decided that the Funds should take recourse action against Prisco
Traffic and its parent company Primorsk Shipping Corporation ('l'rimorsk'). Both companies shared
the same office until 1996. Prisco Traffic appeared as a subsid iary of Primorsk in Lloyds
Confidential Index until late in 1996 and as a separate entry after the incident in 1997. Both
companies had the same hull insurer and the same P&l Club, and Primorsk appeared to have a
considerable involvement with Prisco Traffic in matters of shipping. The Committees noted that the
proximity of the two companies and the links between them suggested that the parent company
exercised a considerable degree of conh·ol over Prisco Traffic and the fleet and that such control
brought with it responsibility for the seaworthiness and safe operation of the fleet.
The Executive Committees considered the further question of whether recovery action
should be brought against the UK Club. Under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention the shipowner
was obliged to maintain insurance covering the limitation amount applicable to the ship under the
Convention, in the case of the Naklwdka 1 588 000 SDR (approximately ¥229 million or
£ 1.3 million). It is believed, however, that the Nakhodka was covered for its legal liabilities for
pollution damage up to an amount ofUS$500 million, as is nomlally the case for oil tankers.
The UK Club's Rules contain a 'pay to be paid' clause (ie that the Club is under an obligation
to indemnify the shipowner only for compensation actually paid by him to third parties), and this
clause has been upheld by the United Kingdom courts. The legal advice given to the Fund indicated,
however, that the 'pay to be paid' clause might not be upheld in Japan. In the li ght of this advice, the
Executive Committees decided that the 1971 and 1992 Funds should take recovery action against the
UKClub.
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The Nakhodka was subject to class ification under the IUles of the Russian Maritime Register
of Shipping. The Committees recognised that litigation against class ification societies was difficult,
due to the specia l role they play in international shipping. The Committees concluded, however, that
the Russian Register had failed to ensure that the NakllOdka met its requirements and that this failure
was causative of the incident, and therefore decided that the 1971 Fund should initiate recovery
action against the Russian Regi ster.
Significant repairs were carried out on the Nakhodka in 1993 at a shipyard in Si ngapore.
The TOPC Fund's technical experts are in vestigating the extent of these repairs. The Committees
decided that the question of whether or not the 1971 and 1992 Funds should take legal action against
the shipyard should be left to the discretion of the Director, in the light of what was in the best
interest of the Organisations.
In November and December 1999 the 1971 and 1992 Funds brought legal actions in the
Court of Fukui aga inst Pri sco Traffic Ltd, Primorsk Shipping Corporation, the UK Club and the
Russian Register of Shipping.
The shipowner and the UK Club brought legal actions in the same Court aga inst the 1971
and 1992 Funds in respect of their subrogated rights relating to the payments made by them.

NISSOS AMORGOS
(Venezuela, 28 Februwy 1997)
The incident
The Greek tanker Nissos AlIlorgos (50563 GRT), ca!Tying approximately 75000 tonnes of
Venezuelan crude oil, ran aground whi lst passing through the Maracaibo Channel in thc Gulf of
Venezuela. The Venezuelan Government has maintained that the actual grounding occurred outside
the Maracaibo Channel itself. The tanker sustained damage to three cargo tanks, and an estimated
3 600 tonnes of crude oil wa s spilled.
The tanker was re floated six hours afte r the grounding and proceeded under its own power
towards Punta Cardon in the eastern part of the Gul f of Venezuela. Apart from the initial spill of oil
at the grounding position, furthe r small releases occurred over a period of several days at the
anchorage offPunta Cardon, until temporary repair work on the damaged hull was completed. After
a short delay, the remaining cargo on board the Nissos Amorgos was transhipped to another tanker.

Clean-up operations
In accordance with the Venezuelan National Contingency Plan for Oil Pollution, Lagoven
and Maraven (wholly owned subsidiaries of the national oil company, Petroleos de Venezuela SAPDVSA) undertook clean-up measures. In the latter part of 1997, Lagoven and Maraven were
merged into the holding company, PDVSA.
During the clean-up operat ion s an estimated 48 000 m3 of contaminated sand was collected.
The oily sand has been provi sionally stored immediately inland of the affected beach. Following an
investigation into various options for di sposing of the oily sand, the Gard Club and the 1971 Fund
agreed that land fa l1l1ing in the dunes adjacent to the beach was the most appropriate method. The
estimated cost is Bs i 500 million (£1.4 million).
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Claims presented in the Claims Agency
Tl,e shipowner's P&l insurer, Assuranceforeningen Gard (Gard Club), and the 1971 Fund
established a Claims Agency in Maracaibo in April 1997.
As at 31 December 1999, 202 claims for compensation totalling Bs25 934 million
(£24 million) had been presented to the Claims Agency . These claims relate to the cost of clean-up
operations, damage to property (nets, boats and outboard motors), losses suffered by fishermen, fish
transporters, fish processors and businesses in the tourism sector. One hundred and seven claims
have been approved for a total of Bs3 697 million (£3.6 million). The Gard Club has paid
Bs169 million (£162 000) corresponding to the settlement amounts of97 claims and Bs 1 046 million
(£1 million) as part payment o[two claims. The 1971 Fund has paid Bs15.3 million (£15000) as
part payment of one claim. It is expected that the remaining settled claims will be paid in the near
future.
In respect of those claims which have been presented to the Claims Agency which are
outstanding, only relatively few claimants have provided evidence indicating that the claims are
admissible for compensation under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund
Convention. Since the Claims Agency in Maracaibo closed on 30 April 1998, the remaining claims
are being dealt with either by the 1971 Fund from London and the Gard Club from Norway or by
occasional visits to Maracaibo by staff of the former Claims Agency.
Claim hy Lagoven and Maraven
The claims relating to clean-up operations undertaken by Lagoven and Maraven have been
resolved. The total admissible amount of both claims was agreed at Bs 3 462 million (£3.7 million)
plus US$35 850 (£22400). The Gard Club has made interim payments to PDVSA totalling
Bsi 046 million (£1.2 million).
Claim by ICLAM
The Tnstituto para el Control y la Conservaci6n de la Cuenca del Lago de Maracaibo
(ICLAM) presented a cla im for Bs69 million (£74 000) relating to expenses inculTed in monitoring
the clean-up operations, including the sampling and analysis of water, sediment and marine life.
This claim has been assessed at Bs61 million (£65000) by the experts engaged by the Gard Club and
the 1971 Fund.

The shipowner and the Gard Club agreed with the amount assessed by the Club's and the
1971 Fund's experts as regards ICLAM's claim. However, they disputed liability towards ICLAM
on the grounds that it was an agency of the Republic of Venezuela (being part of the Venezuelan
MinistlY of Environment and Renewable Natural Resources) and that the incident was substantially
caused by negligence imputable to the Republic of Venezuela. For this reason they have stated that
they are not prepared to make any payment to ICLAM in respect of this claim.
The Executive Committee considered that since ICLAM's claim fell within the definition of
'preventive measures', the 1971 Fund was not entitled to invoke contributory negligence in respect of
that claim. The Committee decided that, except for scientific studies of shellfish, mangroves and
migratOlY birds which did not contribute to the clean-up operations, the work ofICLAM fonned an
important part of prudent and reasonable preventive measures. The claim was therefore admissible
in the amount assessed by the experts. The 1971 Fund paid 25% ofthis amount in September 1999.
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Claims presented by shrimp processors
Six companies processing shrimp from Lake Maracaibo presented a claim for US$25 million
(£15.5 million) to the Gard Club and the 1971 Fund in October 1999. This claim is heingexamined
by the experts of the Club and the Fund.
Payment against a bank guarantee
PDVSA requested that the 1971 Fund should pay the balance of the assessed amount of its
claim for clean-up costs against a bank guarantee, even though payments for the timc being were
pro-rated at 25% of the assessed amounts. In its consideration of the request the Executive
Committee recognised that in the Haven and Aegean Sea cases the 1971 Fund had made payments of
the balance of certain claims against bank guarantees. The Committee took the view, however, that
such payments could be seen as giving preferential treatment to claimants who had the financial
resources to provide bank guarantees. It was noted that if the 197 1 Fund were in general to agree to
making payments against bank guarantees, considerable practical difficulties might arise if a large
number of claimants offered such guarantees in cases where payments were pro-rated. For these
reasons, the Committee decided not to accept PDVSA's request for full payment against a bank
guarantee.
Court proceedings
The incident has given rise to legal proceedings in a Criminal Court in Cabimas, a Civil
Court in Caracas and the Supreme Court.
Criminal Court of Cabill1as
The shipowner has presented a guarantee to the Criminal Court for Bs3 473 million
(£3.3 million), being the limitation amount applicable under the 1969 Civi l Liability Convention.
A fishennen's trade union (FETRAPESCA) presented a claim for compensation for pollution
damage for an estimated amount ofUS$ 130 million (£81 million) plus legal costs. In addition, eight
fish and shellfi sh processors presented a claim for compensation for an estimated amount of
US$lOO million (£62 mill ion) plus legal costs. Howcvcr, in September 1998 this latter claim was
declared inadmi ssible because it had not been filed within the period laid down in the Venezuelan
Criminal Procedural Code.
In October 1997 the Republic of Venezuela presented a claim for pollution damage against
the master, the shipowner and the Gard Club (in the Criminal Court) for US$60 million
(£37 million). The claim is based on a letter to the Attomey General from the Venezuelan Ministry
of Environment and Renewable Natural Resources, which gave details of the amount of
compensation allegedly payable to the Republic of Venezuela in respect of oil pollution.
Compensation is claimed for damage to the communities of clams living in the intertidal zone
affected by the spill , for the cost of restoring the quality of the water in the vicinity of the affected
coasts, for the cost of replacing sand removed from the beach during the clean-up operations and for
damage to the beach as a tourist resort.
In March 1999, the 1971 Fund, the shipowner and the Gard Cl ub presented to the Court a
report on the various items of the claim by the Republic of Venezuela prepared by experts appointed
by them of Venezuelan, American and Swedish nationality. The expel1s found thatthis claim had no
merit.
At the request of the shipowner, the Gard Club and the 1971 Fund, the Criminal Court
appointed a panel of three experts to advise the Court on the technical merits ofthe claim presented
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by the Republic of Venezuela. In its report presented on 15 July 1999, the panel unanimously agreed
with the findings of the 1971 Fund's experts that the claim had no mcrit.
The Gard Club and the 1971 Fund are preparing pleadings in respect of this claim. The
pleadings will deal with inter alia the criteria adopted by the 1971 Fund in respect of the
admissibility of claims for compensation.
At a court hearing held in March 1998 the master of the Nissos Amorgas maintained that
under Article II1.4 of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention no claim [or compensation for pollution
damage could be made against the servants or agents of the owner, whether under the Convention or
otherwise, and that since the master fell within thi s category, no cla im cou ld be made against him.
The 1971 Fund intervened in the proceedings as an interested party and supported the master's
position on this point. The master's defence will be considered in the judgement on the merits of the
case .

Civil Court of Caracas
The Republic of Venezuela has prcscnted a claim against the shipowner, the master of the
Nissos Amorgas and the Gard Club for an estimated amount ofUS$20 million (£12 million), later
increased to US$60 million (£37 million), before the Civi l Court in Caracas. Tt appears that this
claim relates to the same four items of damage as the claim in the Criminal Court.
FETRAPESCA has presented a claim aga inst the shipowner, the Gard Club and the master
of the Nissas Amorgos for an estimated amount ofUS$130 million (£81 million) plus legal costs.
At the request o[ FETRAPESCA the Civil Court appointed a committee composed of
lawyers and teclmical experts to assess the value of the damage to the environment caused by the
spi ll. The report of the committee, which was filed before the Court in October 1997, does not
attempt to quantify the effects of the spill. However, the committee suggests that about
20 000 fishennen had seen their income reduced by approximately 80% as a consequence of the
incident.
Eleven fish and shellfi sh processors have presented a claim against the shipowner, the Gard
Club and the master of the Nissas Amarga.l· for an estimated amount of US$IOO million
(£62 million) plus legal costs. This claim corresponds to the one filed in the Criminal Court, except
that there is a difference in respect of the number of claimants.

Conflict ofjurisdiction
The master, the shipowner and the Gard Club have requested that the Civil Court or Caracas
should declare that it does not have jurisdiction ovcr actions brought as a result of the Nissos
AlIlorgos incident and that the Criminal Court of Cabimas has excl usive jurisdiction over all such
actions. They have also maintained that the action filed by the Attomey Gcneral in the Caracas Civil
Court should in any case be dismissed, since a corresponding action had been brought before the
Cabimas Criminal Court. So far, no decision has been taken on the request.
Supreme Court
[n May 1999, two independent requests of 'avo ca mien to' were filed by FETRAPESCA and
two fish processors before the Supreme Court. Under Venezuelan law, in exceptional
circumstances, the Supreme Court may assume jurisdiction, 'avocamiento', and decide on the merits
of a case. Such exceptional circumstances are defined as those which directly affect the 'public
interest and social order' or where it is necessary to re-establish order in the judicial process because
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of the great importance of the case. If the request of'avocamiento' is granted, the Supreme Court
would act as a court of first instance and its judgement would be final.
The shipowner and thc Gard Club opposed this request. The 1971 Fund also opposed the
request on the grounds that the circumstances upon which the request was based were not
exceptional and that the reason for the request was not the reinstatement of the environment but a
private interest of the plaintiffs. The 1971 Fund's opposition was also based on the grounds that
public interest and social order had not been tln·eatened by the Nissas Amargas incident nor had it
become necessary to re-establish order in the legal proceedings. In addition, the 1971 Fund
maintained that justice had not been denied to the plaintiffs to whom the normal legal channels were
open. The 1971 Fund also argued that to transfer proceedings to the Supreme Court would be to
deprive the parties of the right of appeal.
In a judgement dated 29 July 1999 the Venezuelan Supreme Court rejected the request of
'avocamiento' filed by the two fish processors. The Supreme Court has not yet taken decisions on
the request of 'avocamiento' filed by FETRAPESCA.
In December 1999 two fish processors presented a claim for US$20 million (£13 million) in
the Supreme Court against the 1971 Fund and, subsidiarily, against the Instituto Nacional de
Canalisaciones (INC). The Fund has not been notified ofthe action. The Supreme Court would in
this case act as court of first and last instance.
Level of payments
In October 1997 the Executive Committee noted that there was great uncertainty as to the
total amount of the claims arising out of the Nissas Amargas incident. It therefore decided that the
1971 Fund's payments should be limited to 25% of the loss or damage actually suffered by each
claimant, as assessed by the experts of the Gard Club and the Fund. In view of the continuing
uncertainty in this regard, the level of payments has been maintained at 25%.
Callse of the incident and relatcd isslles
The Criminal Court in Cabimas is carrying out an investigation into the cause of the
incident. The Court will detem1ine whether anyone has incurred criminal liability as a result of the
incident.
The 1971 Fund is following the investigation into the cause of the incident which is being
carried out by the Venezuelan authorities. The Fund has also engaged a tecln1ical expert to
investigate the cause of the incident.
The shipoW11er and the Gard Club have provided the 1971 Fund with a substantial quantity
of documentary evidence conceming the cause of the incident, together with a detailed analysis of
this evidence.
The shipowner and the Gard Club have taken the position that the incident and resulting
pollution were due to the fact that the Maracaibo Channel was in a dangerous condition due to poor
maintenance, that this was known by the Venezuelan authorities, but that its full extent was
concealed and that the arrangements for alerting mariners to the dangers wh ich existed were
unreliable. They have maintained that the depth of the channel was less than that stated in official
infOlmation given to the ship and that within that depth there were one or more hard (probably
metallic) objects which could cause damage to shipping. They have maintained that the escape of
oil from the Nissas Amargas was the result of holes punctured in the vessel's bottom plating
sustained by contact with a sharp metal object. They have refen-ed to other vessels which
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encountered difficulties in the same part of the channel and, in particular, to the vessel Olympic
Sponsor, which grounded ten days after, and at almost the same place as the Nissos Amorgos, and
suffered similar bottom damage, wi th a metal object later retrieved from her bottom plating.
The shipowner and the Gard Club have notifi ed the 1971 Fund that in their view they are
entitled to seek exoneration from liability for pollution damage arising from the incident, under
Article Ill.2(c) ofthe 1969 Civil Liability Convention, on the i,'foLmd that the damage was caused
wholly by the negligence or other wrongful act of a Govel"nment or other authority responsible for
the maintenance of I ights or other navigational aids in the exerci se of that function.
The shipowner and the Gard Club have also expressed the view that in principle the question
of exoneration under Article m.2(c) should not affect the claimants in Venezuela, in that, if the
shipowner is exonerated, the claims will be paid by the 1971 Fund. The shipowner and the Gard
Club have therefore agreed to make compensation payments without invoking against the claimants
the ground of exoneration contained in Article m.2(c) , whilst reserving the right to pursue this issue
with the 1971 Fund at a later date by way of subrogation. However, the shipowner and the Gard
Club have notified the 1971 Fund that they intend to resist any claims for pollution damage by the
Republic of Venezuela, on the basis of Article III.3 of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention, on the
ground that the damage was substantially caused by negligence imputable to the claimant, namely
negligence on the part of INe.
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The Director, with the assistance orthe 1971 Fund's lawyers and its technical experts, has
examined the documentation supplied by the shipowner and the Gard Club. In the Director's vicw,
the documentation appears to support the shipowner's/Gard Club's posi tion that the channel had
deterioratcd as a result of poor maintenance on the part ofINC, a national body responsible for the
maintenance of the channel, and/or of the harbour master (an employee of the Ministry of
Transport). There is also in hi s view evidence to suggest that the poor condition ofthe cha nnel was
mown to a number of parties, particularly to the Venezuelan government and INC, and that the
extent of the deficiency of the channel spec i fication had not been made public.

In the Director's view, the documents made availabl e to the 1971 Fund indicate that
negligence on the part oflNC might have becn a factor which contributed to the incident and the
ensuing pollution damage and that therefore the shipowner/Gard Club might be partially exoneratcd
from liability to the Venezuelan Government and to other government bodies. In that evcnt, the
197 1 Fund would, in the Director's view, also be partially exonerated in respect of claims by the
Venezuelan Government, except to the extent that the elaims rclated to the cost of preventive
measures. However, on the basis of the evidence made available to the 1971 Fund so far, the
Director is not convinced that the damage was caused wholly by the negligence or other wrongful
act of INC and that for this reason the shipowner might not be wholly exonerated from liability in
respect of this incident pursuant to Articlc 111.2(c) of the 1969 Civ il Liability Convention.
When considering these issues in October 1999, the Executive Committee noted the views
expressed by the Director. Since not all the evidence on the cause of the incident had been made
available to the 197 1 Fund, the Committee considered it premature to take a decis ion on the issues
relating to the cause of the incident and contributory negligence.
The Director was instructed to investigate further these issues in co-operation with the
shipowner/Gard Club to the extent that there was no conflict of interest between them and the Fund.
The Executive Comm ittee also instructed the Director to rai se the defence of contributory
negl igence against the claim submitted by the Venezuelan Government, i fthis became necessary to
protect the interests of the 1971 Fund. However, the Venezuelan observer delegation expressed the
view that the 1971 Fund should not take any position on the cause of the incident until thi s issue had
been decided by the Venezue lan courts.
If the evidence were to establish contributory negligence on the part of INC, the issue of
whether the 1971 Fund should take recourse action against the Republic of Venezuela for the
purpose of recovering any amount paid by the fund in compensation would need to be considered.

OSUNG N°3
(Republic of Korea, 3 April 1997)

The incident
The tanker Osung N U3 (786 GRT), registered in the Republic of Korea, ran ag round in the
Pusan area (Republic of Korea) on 3 April 1997, and sank to a deplh of 70 metres. The vessel was
canying about 1 700 tonnes of heavy fuel oil. Oil was spilled immediately, but it was not possible to
assess the quantity spilt or the quantity remaining on board. Oil originating from the Osung N 3
reached the sea adjacent to Tsushima island in Japan on 7 April 1997.
U
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Removal of oil from the wreck
In 1997 the Korean Research Insti tute of Ships and Ocean Engineering presented a repmi on
a survey ofthe Osung N°3 . In the report it was estimated that the wreck of the Osung N 3 contained
about I 400 tonnes of oil in its tanks. It was concluded that oil might escape from the wreck because
of further deterioration of the damaged ship, or as a result of a ship or fishing gear coming into
contact with the submerged wreck, or if the wreck were to be disturbed by a passing typhoon . Given
the risk offurther spillage and the potential impact on nearby fishing grounds, extensive mariculture
facilities and tourist beaches, it was concluded in the report that an oil removal operation should be
carried out as soon as possible to reduce the pollution risk.
U

At the request of the Korean Government, an expert fi-om a London firm of marine surveyors
engaged by the 1971 Fund participated in discussions conceming the most appropriate method to be
used for removing the oil from the Yuii NU! and the Osung N 3 (seepage 73). The Director informed
the Korean authorities that the 1971 Fund agreed that the oil should be removed from both wrecks as
soon as possible.
U

As mentioned above (page 73) a contract was concluded between the Korean Marine
Pollution Response Corporation (KMPRC) and a Dutch salvage company (Smit Tak BY) for the
removal of the oil ft-mn both ships.
The operations to remove the oil from the Osung N° 3 commenced in September 1998 after
the completion of the oil removal from the Yuii N UJ. The operations, whi ch were interrupted
occasionally by typhoons, were completed in November 1998. Some 27 m3 of oil was recovered.
During the operation, there was no release of oil from the wreck into the sea.
Level of payments
In view of the great uncertainty resulting from the belief that a significant quantity of oil
remained in the wreck, representing a serious pollution risk, the Executive Committee had
considered in June 1997 that it was not possible to make any reasonable estimate as to the total
amount of the claims arising out of the Osung N °3 incident. The Committee had therefore limited
the 1971 Fund's payments, for the time being, to 25% of the damage or loss actually suffered by each
claimant, as assessed by the experts of the 1971 Fund at the time the payment was made.
At the time of the Osung N 3 incident, the Republic of Korea was Party to the 1969 Civil
Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention, but not to the 1992 Conventions. The amount
available for compensation for damage caused in Korea is therefore to be detennined pursuant to the
1969 and 1971 Conventions, ie 60 million SDR (approximately £51 million).
U

Japan , however, was Party to the 1992 Conventions at the time of the incident. The
maximum amount available for damage in Japan was therefore 135 million SDR (£115 million),
including any payments made to Korean and Japanese claimants under the 1969 and 1971
Conventions. If the total amount of the claims arising out of the incident for damage in Korea and
Japan were to exceed 60 million SDR and payment under the 1971 Fund Convention had to be
pro-rated, the Japanese claimants would be entitled to additional compensation under the 1992 Fund
Convention. Since the Osung N°3 was registered in the Republic of Korea, the limit of the
shipowner's liability would be that laid down in the 1969 Civil Liability Convention.
In October 1997 the Assembly of the 1992 Fund authorised the Director to pay the balance
of the establ ished claim s relating to damage in Japan.
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In November 1998 the 1971 Fund's payments were increased to 100% of each established
claim.
As a consequence of the decision to increase the 1971 Fund's payments in respect of the
Osung N 3 incident to 100%, the Director decided that the 197 1 Fund should reimburse the 1992
Fund the amo unts it had paid to cover the balance of the Japanese claims. The 1992 Fund will
therefore ultimately not be liable in respect of thi s incident. [n December 1998 the 1971 Fund paid
the above-mentioned amount to the 1992 Fund, plus interestthereon amo unting to £29 000.
U

Claims for compensation
Oil removal operation
Claims arising out of the Osung N°3 oi l removal operation were settled at a tota l of
Won 6 739 million (£3.2 million). These claims we re paid in [ull by the 1971 Fund.

Other claims
As regards the Republic of Korea, claim s [or compensation have been presented by the
Korean Marine Pol ice, some local authorities, the charterer of the Osung N°3 and a number of
contractors for participation in the clean-up operations and the inspection of the sunken vessel, and
by two fishery co-operative associations [or loss of income. Claims totalling Won I 219 million
(£668000) wcre settled at Won 848 million (£410 000) and were paid in fu ll.
Only one cl aim is pending in respect of the Republic of Korea, na mely a clean-up claim for
Won 93 million (£50 000). The claim was assessed by the 197 1 Fund 's experts at Won 64 million
(£35000), but this assessment was rej ected by the claimant.
Six claims totall ing ¥681 million (£4.0 million) werc submitted for clean-up operations
carried out in Japan. Three of these claims, for ¥477 million (£2.9 million), were settled at
¥453 million (£2.7 million). The remaining three claims are being examined. A claim was
presented by a Japanese fishery co-operative association for ¥282 million (£ I. 7 million) for loss of
income caused by the oil spil l. This claim was settled at¥182 million (£ 1.1 million) and was paid in
full.
A further claim o[ some ¥60 million (£360 000) for clean-up operations is expected from the
Japanese Self Defence Force.
Limitation proceedings
The Osung N°3 was not entered in any P&l Club, but had liability insurance up to a limit of
US$ I million (£620000) per incident. The limitation amount applicable to the vessel under the
1969 Civil Liability Convention is estimated at 104 500 SDR (£89 000).
The shipowner applied to the competent court for the commencement of limitation
proceedings, which was gran ted in October 1997. [n January 1998 the 197 1 Fund and the 1992 Fund
notified the Court that they wou ld have to pay compensation to claimants who had suffered damage
in Japan, and indicated provisionally that those claims would total ¥I 003 million (£6.0 million).
Investigation into the cause of the incident
In a judgement rendered in June 1997, the competent Korean Criminal Court held that the
master of the Osung NUJ had navigated the vessel through a prohibited area in ordcr to save time and
had failed to exercise due care in the navigation of the ship. The Court therefore sentenced him to
onc year's imprisonment.
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The Executive Committee decided that, in the light of the findings of the Criminal Court,
there were no grounds on which the 1971 Fund could oppose the shipowner's right to limit his
liability, or refuse to pay indemnification under Article 5.1 of the 1971 Fund Convention.

PLATE PRINCESS
(Venezuela, 27 May 1997)
The incidcnt
The Maltese tanker Plate Princess (30423 GRT) was berthed at an oil terminal at Puerto
Miranda on Lake Maracaibo (Venezuela). While the ship was loading a cargo of 44250 tonnes of
Lagotreco crude oil, some 3.2 tonnes was reportedly spilled.
A few days before the incident satisfactory examinations of the Plate Princess' cargo tanks
and ballast tanks had been caITied out by an independent inspector and by a pollution inspector.
Following the ballast tank inspection, the master had been !,'Tanted permission by a government
inspector to discharge the ballast into Lake Maracaibo.
The master of the Plate Princess reported that he believed that couplings on the ship's ballast
line might have become loose during bad weather encountered on the ship's voyage to Puerto
Miranda. The master suspected that, since the ballast line passed through the tanks into which the
cargo of crude was being loaded, oil from those tanks seeped into the ballast line during deballasting,
spilling into Lake Maracaibo.
An expert engaged by the 1971 Fund and the shipowner's P&l insurer attended the site of
the incident on 7 June 1997 and reported that there were no signs of oil pollution in the immediate
vicinity of where the Plate Princess was berthed at the time of the spill , nor at nearby launch and tug
jetties. The expert was in formed that the oil was observed to drift towards the north-west, in the
direction of a small stand of mangroves approximately one kilometTe away. Oil was observed
coming ashore in an area which was uninhabited. No fishery or other economic resources are known
to have been contaminated or affected.
The limitation amount applicable to the Plate Princess under the 1969 Civil Liability
Convention is estimated at 3.6 million SDR (£3.1 million).
In June 1997 the Executive Committee considered that, if it were confirmed that the spilt oil
was the same Lagotreco crude as was being loaded on to the Plate Princess, then it would appear
that the oil which escaped via a defective coupling in the ballast line had first been loaded into the
cargo tanks. The Committee took the view that the incident would therefore fall within the scope of
the Conventions, as the oil was carried on board as cargo.

Court proccedings
Immediately after the incident a Criminal Court of first instance in Cabimas commenced an
investigation into the cause of the incident. The Criminal Court decided that criminal proceedings
should be brought against the master of the Plate Princess.
A fishermen's trade union (FETRAPESCA) presented a petition in the Criminal Court on
behalf of I 692 fishing boat owners, claiming an estimated US$I 0060 per boat (£6 200), ie a total of
US$17 million (£ 10.5 million). The claim is for alleged damage to fishing boats and nets and for
loss of earnings.
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FETRAPESCA also prcsented a claim against the shipowner and the master of the Plate
Princess bcfore the Civil Court of Caracas for an estimated amow1t ofUS$ lO million (£6.2 million).
The claim is for the fishermen's loss of income as a result of the spill.
A local fishennen' s union has presented a claim in the Civil Court in Caracas against the
shipowner and the master of the Plate Princess for an estimated amount of US$20 million
(£12.4 million) plus legal costs.
The 1971 Fund has not been notifi ed of the legal actions.
The master and the shipowner filed a motion before the Civil Court of Caracas requesting
that the Court should declare that it does not ha ve jurisdiction over actions brought a s a result of the
Plate Princess incident and that the Criminal Court of Cabimas has exclusive juri sdiction over all
such actions because the incident occurTed within the area ovcr which thc Criminal Court ha s
jurisdiction. They have also maintained that the action in thc Caracas Co urt should in any case be
di smissed, since the Criminal Court is already canying out an investigation into the circumstances of
the spill. So far, no decision has been taken on the motion.
There has been no progress in the court proceedings during 1998 and 1999.

DIAMOND GRACE
(Japan, 2 July 1997)
The Panamanian tanker Diamond Grace (147 01 2 GRT), carrying a cargo of about
257000 tonnes of crude oil, grounded in Tokyo Bay (Japan). As a result, thc shell plating of three
starboard tanks was fractured a nd crude oil spilled into the sea. Initial estimates of the quantity of
oil spilled were in the region of 15000 tonnes, but the estimate was revised to I 500 tonnes when
much of the cargo rcported missing from one of thc starboard tanks was located in a ballast tank.
The Diamond Grace was registered in Panama w hich at the time of the incident was Party to
the 1969 Civil Liability Convention but not to the 1992 Civil Liability Convention. The shipowner's
right of limitation is therefore governed by the 1969 Civil Liability Convention to which both Japan
and Panama were Parties.
Claims totalling ¥2 152 million (£ 13.0 million) have been presented. Out of this amount,
¥I 249 million (£7.6 million) related to c lean-up operations and ¥592 million (£3.6 million) to
fishery damage. Claims have been settled for a total of ¥1 390 million (£8.4 million). The
outstanding claims total some ¥40 million (£240 000).
The limitation amount applicab le to the Diamond Grace under the 1969 C ivil Liability
Convention is 14 million SDR, conesponding to approximately¥1 960 million (£1 \.9 million). The
1971 Fund will therefore not be called upon to make any payments in respect of thi s incident.

KATJA
(France, 7 August J997)
The Bahamas tanker Katja (52079 GRT) struck a quay whi le manoeuvring into a berth at
the Port of Le Havre (France). The contact with the quay caused a hole in a fuel oil tank, and
190 tonnes of heavy fuel oil was spilled. Booms were placed around the berth, but oil escaped from
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the port and affected beaches both to the north and to the south of Le Havre. Approximately
15 kilometres of quay and other structures within the port were contaminated. Oil entered a marina
at the entrance to the port and many pleasure boats were polluted. Oil was also found in the area of
the port where a new harbour for inshore fishing boats was be ing constructed.
Clean-up operations within the port area were ananged by the port authority and the
operators of various berths. The operations were undertaken by local contractors. The cleaning of
the beaches was organised by the local authorities using local contractors, the fire brigade and the
anny. Bathing and watersports were prohibited for a short time (one or two days) while oil remained
on the beaches. Some shrimp fishermen from Le Havre were prevented from storing their catch in
the port, as is their custom.
At the time of the incident, thc Bahama s was not Party to the 1992 Civil Liability
Convention. The limitation amount applicable to the Katja is therefore to be detennined in
accordance with the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and is estimated at FFr48 million
(£4.6 mi lli on).
Claims for compensation have been presented for the cost of clean-up operations incuned by
the regional and local authorities in the amount of FFr 17.3 million (£1.6 mil lion).
A number of claims have been presented for damage to property in the amount of
FFr7.8 million (£740 000) and for loss of income in the amount ofFFr 1.2 million (£ II 0 000).

It is expected that all claims will be settled for an amount significantly lower than the
limitation amount which applies to the Kalja under the 19G9 Civil Liabil ity Convention. It is not
expected, therefore, that the 1971 Fund will be called upon to make any payments in this case.

EVOIKOS
(Singapore, 15 October 1997)

The incident
The Cypriot tanker Evoikos (80823 GRT) collided with the Thai tanker Orapin Global
(138037 GRT) whilst passing through the Strait of Singapore. The Evoikos, which carried
approximately 130 000 tonnes of heavy fuel oi l, suffered damage to three cargo tanks, and an
estimated 29 000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil was subsequently spilled. The Orapin Global, which was
in ballast, did not sp ill any oil.
At the time of the inc ident, Singapore was Party to the 1969 Civil Liability Convention but
not to the 1971 Fund Convention or the 1992 Protocol s, whereas Malaysia and Indonesia were
Parties to the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention, but not to the 1992
Protocols thereto.
The Singapore and Cypriot autho rities are investigating the cause of the incident.

Impact of the spill
The spilt oil initia lly affected the waters and sOl11e southem islands of Singapore, but later
oil sl icks drifted into the Malaysian and Indonesian waters of the Malacca Straits. In December
1997 oil cal11e ashore in places along a 40 kilometre length of the Malaysian coast in the Province of
Selangor.
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Response and clean-up operations
Singapore
The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MP A) took charge of thc clean-up
operations which initially focused on dispersant spraying at sea and was followed by the
containment and recovery of the floating oil. Clean-up equipment owned by East Asia Response Lld
(EARL) and the Petroleum Association of Japan (PAJ) was deployed as well as local industry and
commercially available response rcsources.
Malaysia
After the first few days natural weathering processes had rendered the oil no longer
amenable to chemical dispersants. The oil sl icks werc nearly solid and had spread over a wide area
in the Malacca Strait, making at-sea recovcry operations impractical. The Malaysian Marine
Department undertook aerial and boat surveillance and placed equipment on stand-by so as to make
it possible to take preventive measures to protect sensitive resources if required. The clean-up was
calTied out by the Malaysian Department of thc Environment with support from the Marine
Department. District authorities within the Province of Selangor organised manual removal of oil
and oily material from sandy shores. Oiled mangroves were left to recover naturally.
Many fish fam1s are located along the Malaysian coast, and measures were taken to protect
those threatened by the oil. Fi sh famKrs were encouraged to surround their fish cages with
protecti ve barriers against floating oil, using locally available resources. Only very small spots of
weathered oil reached the fmms in a few locations.
Many prawn farms along the Strait rely on intakes of fresh water for their operations. On
advice from the Malaysian Fisheries Department, measures were taken by the owners of the farms to
monitor the intakes to prevent any oil being drawn into the facilities. Some fishennen sustained an
oiling of their boats, nets and ropes.

Indonesia
There is no infonnation on any clean-up operations in Indonesia.
Claims for compensatiou
Singapore
Claims relating to clean-up operations and preventive measures have been subm itted by
Singapore Government agencies for a total amount of S$4.5 million (£1.7 million). Third party
contractors have presented claims for a total of S$II.8 million (£4.4 million). These claims are
being examined. The shipowner's insurer has made a provisional payment to the Singapore
authorities of S$500 000 (£190 000).
Claims for property damage total S$I.8 million (£670 000). These include claims for the
cleaning of a number of ships' hulls which were contaminated by oil escaping from the Evoikos.
A company involved in the development of an island has submitted a claim in the amount of
S$I 230 000 (£460 000) for the cost of c1can-up operations on the island.
The shipowner and his insurer have indicated that they might maintain that the operations
carried out in Singaporean waters (or at least part thereof) were undertaken to prevent or minimise
pollution damage in Malaysia or Indonesia and that the costs thereof would therefore qualify for
compensation under the 1971 Fund Convention. In addition, claims for salvage operations might be
submitted not only under Article 13 ofthe·1989 Intemational Convention on Salvage but also under
Article 14 of that Convention.
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Evoikos - fish farms under threat of oil pollution

(photograph: ITOPF)

At its session in October 1999 the Executive Committee maintained its view that it was
premature for the Committee to take any position on these issues.

Malaysia
Claims for clean-up costs have been submitted by the Department of the Environment and
the regional Marine Departments for a total ofRM740 000 (£120 000). A Malaysian oil industry
co-operative (PIMMAG) which carried out clean-up operations at the request of the authorities has
presented a claim for RM996 000 (£ 160000). It is understood that PIMMAG's claim has been paid
by the Malaysian authoriti es. Assessments have been made ofthese claims on the basis of additional
information provided by the Malaysian authorities. Further information is awaited from the
authorities in respect of the clean-up costs incurred by the Department of the Environment.
Claims relating to fisheries total RM I. 9 million (£310 000). A preliminary assessment has
been made by the technical experts engaged by the shipowner's insurer and the 1971 Fund. Further
information is expected from the Malaysian authorities in the near future.
Indon esia
The Indonesian authorities have submitted a cla im to the shipowner and hi s insurer fo r
US$3.4 million (£2.1 million) . The claim, which is not suppol1ed by detailed documentation, relates
to pollution of mangroves (US$2 million), pollution of sand (US$I.2 million), fishermen's loss of
income (US$II 000) and the cost of clean-up operations (US$152 000). The Indonesian authorities
have been invited by the insurer to provide further documentation. This claim has been presented in
the limitation proceedings in Singapore.
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In view of the paucity of information available in respect of the claim s by the Indonesian
authorities, the 1971 Fund has not been able to express any opinion on the admissibility of the claim.
However, the Director has expressed the view that it appears that the amounts claimed under the
items relating to pollution of mangroves and pollution of sand are based on abstract calculations and
that these items are therefore inadmissible.
Payments by the 1971 Fund
In view of the uncertainty as to the total amount of the claims in October 1999, the
Committee confirmed its decisions at previous sessions that the Director was not authorised to make
any payments of claims for the time being .

Criminal proceedings
Following the collision criminal charges were brought against the masters of both ships.
The master of the EI/oikos was sentenced to three months' imprisonment and fines totalling S$60 000
(£22 000). The master of the Orapill Global was sentenced to two months' imprisonment and a fine
of S$I I 000 (£4000).
Limitation proceedings
The shipowner has commenced limitation proceedings with the competent Singapore court.
The court has determined the lim itation amount applicable to the EI/oikos at 8846941 SDR
(£7.5 million).

KYUNGNAM N°t
(Republic a/Korea, 7 November 1997)
The incident
The coastal tanker KYlllIgnam N°1 (168 GRT), regi stered in the Republic of Korea, ran
agro und offVlsan (Republic or Korea). The Marine Police estimated that about one tonnc of cargo
oil was spilled. The 1971 Fund's experts estimate, however, that there was a spill of some
15 - 20 tonnes. The spi lt oil affected scveral kilometres of rocky shoreline.
There are significant aquaculture activities along the arfected coast. Some sea mustard
farms a\1d some set nets were contaminated, as well as 20 - 30 small fishing vcssels which were
moored in the area at the time of the incident.
Offshore clean-up operations were carried out by the Marine Police. Local fishermen and
divers were engaged by the shipowner to carry out manual clean-up operations on shore.
Claims for compensation
So far 31 claims totalling Won 971 million (£532 000) have been submitted . Twenty-eight
of these claims totalling Won 963 million (£527000) have been assessed by the 1971 Fund at
Won 228 million (£125 000). The three remaining claims are bcing examined.
The shipowner made payments of compensation to six claimants at amounts higher than
those assessed by the 1971 Fund. As a result, the shipowner has waivcd his right of subrogation
against the limitation fund in respect of the six claims.
In February 1999 the Executivc Committee decidcd that, in view of the relatively small
amounts involved, the 1971 fund should pay all established cla ims in full and present subrogated
claims against the shipowner's limitation fund.
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As a resu lt of that decision, the 1971 Fund paid Won 225 million (£116000) to I1 claimants
in June 1999. One assessment in respect ofa clean-up claim has not been accepted by the claimant.

Limitation proccedings
The U lsan District Court fixed the limitation amount applicable to the Kyungnam N°I at
Won 43 543 015 (£22 000). The shipowner deposited thi s amount in court.
The Court decided that c laims in the limitation proceedings should be fi led by 17 August
1998. In August 1998 the 1971 Fund filed subroga ted c la ims with the limitation court for
Won 449 million (£250000), comprising Won 207 million (£115000) for clean-up costs and
Won 242 million (£ 130 000) for fishery claims. These claims we re those known to the 197 1 Fund at
that time. S ix other claimants also filed claims for clean-up costs totalling Won 212 million
(£ li S 000), and onc fishery association presented a c laim for Won 752 million (£410000). The
claims filed in court total Won 965 million (£530 000).
The limitation court is waiting for the 1971 Fund's experts to finalise their assessmcnts of
the outstanding c laims before closing the limitation proceedings.

PONTOON 300
(United Arab Emirates, 7 Jallu{//)' 1998)

The incidcnt
Intermcdiate fuel oil was spilled from the barge Pontoon 300 (4233 GRT), which was being
towed by the tug Falcon 1 off Hamri yah in Shaljah, Un ited Arab Emirates. The barge had
reportedly become swamped durin g high seas and strong north-westerly winds on 7 January 1998
and had taken on water whilst losing oil. During the course of the nigh t of 8 January, the barge sank
and settled on thc seabed at a depth of2lmetres, six nauti ca l miles off Hamriyah. It is estimated
that some 4 000 - 4 500 tonnes of oil was spilled.
The Pontooll 300 was registered in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines and was owned by a
Liberian company. The barge was not covered by any in surance for oil pollution liability. The tug
Falcon I is registered in Abu Dhabi and owned by a c itizen of that Emirate.
The Pontoon 300 was a flat-top barge 8 037 tons dwt. The barge was constructed with
24 buoyancy tanks in six rows of four tanks each, and a double centre bulkhead. Divers reported
signs of diesel oil having been loaded in fore and aft ballast tanks in the barge. Most of the tanks on
the barge were interconnected.
Several unsuccessful attempts to raise the barge were made during January 1998. The barge
was finall y lifted on 4 f ebruary 1998 and was towed into the port ofHamriyah. After oil residues
had been removed, the barge was towed out to sea and scuttled.

Clean-up operations
The spilt oil spread over 40 kilometres of coastline, affecting four Emirates. The worst
affected Emirate was Umm AI Quwain .
The Federal Env ironment Agency (FEA) co-ordinated spill response activity, with support
from the Frontier and Coast Guard Service and municipal authorities. Onshore clean-up operations
were catTied out by a n oil company and a number of loca l contractors. Collected oil y waste was
tmnsported to an inland disposal site. The work was completed in June 1998.
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Applicability of the 1969 and 1971 Conventions
In February 1998 the Executive Committee decided that the Pontoon 300 fe ll within the
definition of'ship' in the 1969 Civil Liabi lity Convention, since it had been established that the barge
was actually transporting oil in bulk as cargo from one place to another.
Level orthe 1971 Fund's payments
In view of the continuing uncertainty as to whether the total amount of the claims might
exceed the total amount available under the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund
Convention (60 million SOR, corresponding to approximately £51 million), the Executive
Committee decided in February 1998 to limit the level of the 1971 Fund's payments to 50% of the
loss or damage actual ly suffered by each claimant. In April 1998 the Committee increased the level
of payments to 75%.
Claims for compensation
As at 31 December 1999, I I claims for compensation for clean-up operations had been
received, totalling Ohs 7.4 million (£1.3 million). Eight of these claims, totalling Ohs 5.3 million
(£895 000), have been presented by the FEA. Preliminary assessments ofthe FEA claims have been
made at Ohs 2.8 million (£470000), and clari fi cation has been requested in respect of certain items
relating to some of these claims. Interim payments totalling Ohs 224 359 (£38000) have been
made.
A local contractor submitted claims totalling Ohs 2.2 million (£370000) in respect of
clean-up work. These cla ims have been settled at Ohs 2 153 000 (£365 000), and the 1971 Fund has
paid 75% of the settlement amount.
lt is expected that the Umm AI Quwain muni cipality will submit a claim in the near future.
lt appears that the claim will relate to losses suffered by some 200 fishermen following the spill,
beach-cleaning costs, damage to facilities of the Marine Resources Research Centre, costs of studies
undertaken by AI Ain University and the FEA and damage to mangroves.
Investigation into the cause of the incident
The 1971 Fund's lawyers in the United Arab Emirates are investigating the cause of the
incident, with the assistance ofteclmical experts.
Legal action against the owners of the tug Fa/coli I
In October 1999 the Executive Committee considered the possib ility of taking recourse
action against the owner of the tug Falcoll 1. Such a claim in tort would under the Law of the
United Arab Emirates be time-barred when three years have lapsed from the date when the person
who suffered the damage became aware of the act which caused the damage. However, it might be
argued that the pollution damage in this case arose out of a towage operation, and the time bar period
would then be two years from the date oftennination of the operation.
The Comm ittee therefore decided that, as a precaution, the 1971 Fund should commence
lega l action against the owner of the Falcon 1 within the two year time bar period (6 Jan uary 2000).
The 1971 Fund's lawye rs have been instructed accordingly.
Criminal proceedings
[n November 1999 a Cri minal Court of first instance found three individual and two
corporate defendants guilty of two charges: mi suse of the barge Pontoon 300 which was not in a
seaworthy condition and thus in violation of UAE law; and causing harm to the people and the
environment by use of the unseaworthy barge. The defendants have appealed against the judgement.
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Pontoon 300 - oil accumulation in harbour
(photograph: ITOpr)

MARITZA SAY ALERO
(Venezuela, 8 June J998)
The incident
The Panamanian tanker Maritza SayaJero (28 338 GRT) was berthed at an oil telminal at
Carenero Bay (Venezuela) operated by PetToleos de Venezuela SA (PDVSA), the national oil
company, where it was to discharge its cargo. Whi le the tanker was discharging medium diesel oil , a
member of the crew observed a slick of oil of about 140 m' on the port side of the ship. The crew
stopped the discharging operation. On the basis of shore tank and ship's cargo tank measurements it
was estimated that 262 tonnes of medium diesel was lost from the tanker and a fUlther 699 tonnes of
medium diesel was lost from the telmina!.
A diver checked the hoses and found two ruptures on the submarine hose used to di scharge
the medium diese!. Thi s hose, which belonged to the oil terminal , consisted of six pieces of flexibl e
hose of about 9 metres each, hooked together by bolts. One end of this set of hoses was connected to
the shore submarine pipeline and the other to the vessel's manifold. The mptures were located in the
second and third hoses from the end which were connected to the shore submarine pipeline. The
distance between the tanker and the rupture was approximately 40 metres.
Clean-up operations
Under the Venezuelan National Contingency Plan for Oil Pollution, PDVSA is responsible
for implementing oil spill response measures in Carenero Bay. I'DVSA activated the contingency
plan and booms were deployed to protect sensitive areas. A small quantity of spilt medium di esel
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reached a nearby beach and reportedly affected bivalves living in the intertidal zone. Clean-up
operations were carried out on the affected beaches. PDVSA instructed threc Venezuelan bodi es to
assess the damage caused to the environment.
Impact on fishing and tonrism
Although it appears that there was minimal impact on fishing and touri sm, PDVSA has
estimated that the claims for commercial losses will be in the region of US$700 000 (£425 000). It
is understood that PDVSA has settled some claims. There has not been any consultation between
PDVSA and the 1971 Fund with regard to claim settlcments.
COllrt proceedings
The town of Brion presented a claim for compensation against the te1111inal operator,
PDVSA, the shipowner and his P & [ insurer before the Supreme Court for an estimated amount of
BsIO 000 million (£9.6 million) plus legal costs. The town of Br ion requested that the Court should
notify the 1971 Fund of the proceedings. The 1971 Fund has not yet been notified of this action.
Applicahility of the Conventions
At its October 1998 session the Executive Committee noted tbat the spill emanated from a
hose belonging to the oil terminal that had ruptured at a distance of approximately 40 metres from
the ship's manifold. The Committee considered that the maritime transport of the oil had been
completed and that the oil could not be considered as being carried by the Marilza Sayalero at the
time of the spill. For this reason the Committee decided that the incident fell outside the scope of
application of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention.

The 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention apply only to spills of
oil falling within the definition of 'oil' in Article 1.5 of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention which
covers only persistent oil. The 1971 Fund has elaborated a non-technical guide to the nature and
definition of persistent oil, which was considered by the Assembly in 1981. Under this guide an oil
is considered non-persistent if at the time o[ shipment at least 50% of the hydrocarbon fractions, by
volume, distil at a temperature of 340°C and at least 95% ofthe hydrocarbon fractions, by volume,
distil at a temperature of} 70°e. The Committee noted in October 1998 that the analysis of a sample
of the medium diesel oil taken from one of the ship's cargo tanks had shown that the oil was nonpersistent. The Committee therefore decided that, [or this reason also, the incident fell outside the
scope of application of the Conventions.
Limitation proceedings
The shipowner has not yet commenced limitation proceedings.

If the 1969 Civil Liability Convention were to apply to the incident, the limitation amount
applicable to the Marilza Sayalero would be in the region of 3 million SDR (£2.5 million).

Investigations into the callse of the incident
A criminal first instance Court is canying out an investigation into the cause of the incident.
The Court will detennine whether anyone has incurred criminal liability as a result of the incident.
An investigation by the shipowner's insurer into the cause of the incident has ruled out any
fault or negligence on the part of the vessel.
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to.3

Incidents dealt with by the 1992 Fund duI"ing 1999

As in Section 10.2 of this Report, claim amounts have been rounded. The conversion of
foreign curTencies into Pounds Sterling is as at 30 December 1999.

INCIDENT IN GERMANY
(Germany, June 1996)

The incident
from 20 June to 10 July 1996 crude oil polluted thc Gcrman coastline and a number of
German islands close to the border with Denmark in the North Sea . The Gennan authorities
undertook clean· up operations at sea and on shore and some I 574 tonnes of oi l and sand mixture
was removed from the beaches.
The German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency took samples of the oil that was
washed ashore. The German authorities have ma intained that comparisons with an analytical
chemical database on North Sea crude oils originally developed by the Federal Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency showed that the pollution was not caused by crude oil from North Sea
platfomls. Chemical analysis showed that there was Libyan crude oil in the samples.
Computer simulations of currents and wind movements made by the Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency indicated that thc oil could have been discharged between 12 and 18 June
approximately 60· lOO nautical miles north·west of the isle ofSylt.
Investigations by the German authorities revealed that the Russian tanker Kuzbass
(88692 GT) had discharged Libyan crude in the port ofWilhelmshaven on II June 1996. According
to the German authorities there remained on board some 46 m' of oil which could not be discharged
by the ship's pumps.
The Kuzbass departed from Wilhehnshaven on 11 June 1996 and passed a control point near
the Dover Coast Guard station on 14 June 1996. Based on an evaluation of data provided by Lloyds
Maritime InfOlmation Services, the German authorities maintain that there were no other movements
of tankers with Libyan crude oil on board during the time and in the area in question. According to
the German authorities, analyses of oil samples taken from the Kuzbass matched the results of the
analyses of samples taken from the poll uted coastline.
The German authorities approached the owner of the Kuzbass and requested that he should
accept responsibility for the oil pollution. They stated that, failing this, the authorities would take
legal action against him. The shipowner and his P&l insurer, the West of England Ship Owners'
Mutual Insurance Association (Luxembourg) (West of England Club), informed the authorities that
they denied any responsibility for the spill.

1992 Fund's involvement
The Gennan authorities informed the 1992 Fund that, i ftheir attempts to recover the cost of
the clean· up operations from the owner ofthe Kuzbass and his insurer were to be unsuccessful, they
would claim against the 1992 fund.
Hthe Gennan authorities were to pursue a elaim against the 1992 Fund, the question arises
as to whether they have proved that the damage resulted from an incident involving one or more
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ships as defined in the 1992 Civi l Liability Convention (cf Article 4.2(b) of the 1992 Fund
Convention).
The limitation amount applicable to the Kuzbass under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention
is estimated at approximately 38 million SDR (£32 million).

Legal actions
In July 1998 the Federal Republic of Germany brought legal actions in the Court of first
instance in Flensburg against the shipowner and the West of England Club, claiming compensation
for the cost of the clean-up operations for an amount ofDM2.6 million (£830 000).
The 1992 Fund was notiried in November 1998 ofthe legal actions . In August 1999, the
1992 Fund intervened in the proceedings in order to protect its interests .

The German authorities have based their legal actions inter alia on the facts set out above.
The 1992 Fund is examining the documents presented in support of the actions.
The owner of the Kuzbass and the West of England Club have presented pleadings to the
Court. The position taken by the owner and the Club is summarised below.
The chemical analyses provided by the Ge1111an authorities have shown only that
the oil ca!Tied in the Kuzbass and the oil found ashore both originated from Libya,
without stating that the chemical composition of the oils was identical. The
chemical analyses ca!Tied out on behalf of the shipowner and the Club, however,
demonstrated that the oils were not identical. In particular, the latter analyses
showed that, although both oils were of Libyan origin, the oil can·ied by the
Kuzbass was Libyan Brega crude oil whereas the polluting oil was not Libyan
Brega crude oil.
With respect to the question of whether the oil pollution might have been caused by
the washing of the tanks of the Kuzbass, tank washing would normally be carried
out only in exceptional cases, ie if a tank had to be repaired or if another cargo had
to be taken on board that should not come into contact with the residues of the
cargo ca!Tied on a previous voyage. In the case of the Kuzbass, the tanker was
proceeding to the Medite!Tanean to load a cargo of crude oil and the conditions of
the tanks were such that they did not require washing. In addition, it would not
have been technically possible to pump out the oil which remained on board.
The route followed by the Kuzhass was far from the areas where the oil which
caused the pollution was alleged to have been discharged into the sea. Copies of
the original Russian sea charts, the course recorder and the ship's logbook have
been provided in support of this position.
As regards the data provided by Lloyd's Maritime Infol111ation Services showing
that there were no other movements of tankers with Libyan crude oil on board in
June 1996 in the area in question, the reports of Lloyd's Maritime Information
Services cover only laden tankers, and do not give any information on the
movements of unladen tankers which are most likely to carry out tank washing.
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The shipowner and the West of England Club have also referred to the results of the
investigation of the Oe1111an police and of the Italian public prosecutor<2>, both of which, according
to the owner and the Club, have not found any valid evidence to support the accusation against the
Kuzbass.

In their reply to the Court, the Oel111an authorities have made the following points:
The Kuzbass had carried Libyan crude oil. The analysis of samples of the oil on the
polluted beaches had established that this oil was also Libyan crude oil. The
Kuzbass was the only oil tanker passing the North Sea en route to Helgoland Bay
during June 1996. There was pr;lIIafacie evidence that the pollution could only
have been caused by the Kuzbass. The analysis carried out on behalf of the
shipowner and the Club did not rebut thi s prima facie evidence. The assertion by
the shipowner and the Club that the two oils were not identical was not sustainable,
on the basis of current scientific standards. The Kuzbass had a leak between a
sloptank and a cargo tank. It was no longer maintained that the oil pollution was
caused by a single tank washing, but the pollution was caused by the discharge of
slops. It must be assumed, therefore, that already on a previous laden voyage pure
cargo had seeped tlu'ough the leak into the slop tank, and that the slop tank had, in
part, been filled with slops originating from previous washings and that the leakage
created a slop highly enriched with crude oil. The Kuzbass had then discharged this
mixture on the voyage from Cuxhaven to the Mediten·anean.
It appears that the Court will appoint an expert to consider the evidence as to the origins of
the oil.

NAKHODKA
(Japan, 2 JanuCllY J997)
See pages 83 - 90 above .

OSUNG N°3
(Republic of Korea, 3 April J99 7)
Sec pages 96 - 99 above.

INCIDENT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
(United Kingdom, 28 Sep/ember J 997)
On 28 and 29 September 1997 bunker fuel oil landed on sandy beaches in Essex on the east
coast of England, United Kingdom. Clean-up operations on shore were carried out by the local
authority. The origin of the oil is not known .
The local authority submitted a claim for compensation to the 1992 Fund for the cost of the
clean-up operations, provisionally indicated at approximately £ 10 000.
<2>

The port of discharge of the next cargo was illitaly.
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In order for this spill to fall within the scope of application ofthe 1992 Fund Convcntion, the
claimant must show that the oil originated from a ship as defined in Article 1.1 of thc 1992 Civ il
Liability Convention which by reference is included in the 1992 Fund Convention , ie a laden or - in
certain circum stances - unladen tanker.
Analyses of the pollutan t oil indicated that it was bunker fuel , but in view of the small
quantity wh ich reached the beaches, it was impossible to establish whether or not it originated from
a tanker. For this reason the 1992 Fund rejected the claim .
The local authority informed the 1992 Fund in August 1999 that it would not pursue its
claim against the Fund.

SANTAANNA
(United Kingdom, 1 Janu(//y1998)
Sequeuce of events
The Panamanian tanker Santa AnnCl (17 134 GT) dragged her anchor in heavy weather and
grounded on rocks on the Devon (United Kingdom) coast. The ship was re floated the same day by
an emergency towing vessel under contract with the U nited Kingdom Governmen t. As a result of
the grounding, several of the ship's cargo tanks were punctured.
The Santa Anna was in ballast, but had some 270 tonnes of heavy fuel oil and 10 tonnes of
diesel oil in bunker tanks. No oil was spilled as a result of the grounding and the refloatin g
operation .
The United Kingdom authorities mobilised oil combating equipment and surveillance
aircraft.
Claim for compensation
The Uni ted Kingdom Government notified the TOPC Funds of the inc ident. In its
notification the Government stated that it appeared that no claim was possible under the 1969 and
1971 Conventions, since these Conventions did not cover pre-spi ll preventive measures. The
Government also stated tha t it did not seem possible to present claim s for compensation against the
shipowner under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention, since the ship was regi stered in Panama,
which was Party to the 1969 Civil Liability Convention but not to the 1992 Civil Liability
Convention.
The United Kingdom Govemment submitted a claim for £30 000 relatin g to the cost of
mobilising resources to respond to the poss ible escape of persistent bunker oil.
It is estimated tha t the liability limit of the Sanla Alllla under the 1992 Civil Liability
Convention, if applicable, wou ld be approximately 10.2 million SDR (£8.7 million).

Applicability of the 1992 Conventions
This incident gave ri se to three important questions as to the applicability of the 1992 Civi l
Liability Convention and the 1992 Fund Convention which were considered by the Executive
Committee at its October 1998 session.
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Applicability of the 1992 Civil Liability Convention
The Executive Committee considered whether the 1992 Civil Liab ility Convention could be
applied to the Santa Anna whi ch was registered in a State Party to the 1969 Civil Liability
Convention but not to the 1992 Civil Liability Convention. It was noted that since the occurrence
had taken place before 16 May 1998 (the date when the United Kingdom's denunciation ofthe 1969
Civil Liability Convention took effect), the United Kingdom was under a treaty obligation to respect
the provisions of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention in respect of ships registered in Panama and
that that Convention did no t cover pre-spi ll preventive measures. The Committee took the view,
however, that since the 1969 Civi l Liabili ty Conventi on dealt only with laden tankers, the United
Kingdom could apply the 1992 Civil Liability Con vention to an unladen tanker registered in
Panama.
Definition of 'incident'
The question was whether the grounding and subsequent refloati ng constitute an 'incident' as
defined in the 1992 Conventions. The deFinition of 'incident' in Article 1. 8 of the 1992 Civil
Liability Convention reads:
'Incident' means any occurrence, or series of occunences having the same origin,
whi ch causes pollution damage or creates a grave and imminent threat of caus ing
such damage.

The Committee took the view that in the Santa Anna case there had been such a grave and
imminent threat and that therefore the 1992 Conventions did in princi ple apply to thi s inc ident. It
was noted, howcver, that the usual criteria for admissibil ity would apply, ie that the measures were
reasonable from an objective techn ical point of view.

Definition of 'ship'
The final question was whether the Santa Alln({ fe ll within the definition of'sh ip' laid down
in Article 1.1 of the 1992 Civi l Liability Convention.
The shipowner and his P& l insurer have taken the view that the 1992 C ivil Liability
Convention was not applicable to the incident, since the Santa All/w did not fall within the definition
of ship. They have given an assurancc that the claim of the United Kingdom Go vernment will be
settled. They have stated that they simply wish to establi sh that thc shipowner's liability in respect
of this incident ari ses under the section of the 1995 Merchant Shipping Act providing for liability in
respect of bunker spill s from vessels to which the 1992 Ci vi i Liability Convention does not apply.
As a result of the Committee's considcra tion of thi s issue, the Assembly established an
intersessional Working Group to study the interpretation of the definition of 'ship'. The results orthe
Working Group's study are set out in Section 9.
At its October 1999 session the Executive Committee noted that the United Kingdom
Govemment was still pursu ing its claim against the shipowner on the basis of stTict li ability and that
the amount claimed fell well below the lim itation amount applicabl e to the vessel. The Committee
considered therefore that there was no need to dec ide whether the Santa Anna fell within the
definit ion of 'ship'. It was noted, however, that the issue would bc reviewed at the request of the
United Kingdom delegation if the United Kingdom Government was unable to recover its costs from
the shipowner.
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MILAD 1
(Bahrain, 5 March 1998)

The incident
On 5 March 1998 the coastal tanker MUad 1 (80 I GT) was intercepted by a United States
Coast Guard (USCG) contingent of the Multinational Maritime lnterception Forces in international
waters some 25 nautical miles north-east of Bahrain.
The tanker, which was carrying 1 500 tonnes of mixed diesel/crude oil, was found by the
USCG to have a crack in the hull approximately 20 cm long, allowing sea water to enter a ballast
tank. The USCG considered that the Milad 1 was in danger of sinking and that it posed a grave
threat of pollution to the coast of Bahrain. The USCG placed crew on board to try and stabil ise the
tanker using pumps to counteract the nooding. The master of the Milad 1 requested permi ssion to
off-load part of the cargo to bring the crack above the water line.
The Marine Emergency Mutual Aid Centre (MEMAC) contacted a ship repair company
based in Bahrain, which agreed to provide a salvage tug and repair tcam to investigate the damage
and undertake temporary emergency repairs.
On 8 March the ship repair company inspected the MUad I and found that the crack had
increased to 45 cm in length and was continuing to propagate, necessitating additional rcpair
equipment. MEMAC made contact with a representative of the owner of the MUad I, who was
based in the United Arab Emirates at the time of the incident. The owner's representative agreed to
the emergency repairs being undertaken and also offered to provide another tanker, the Al-Mlama,
for lightering the MUad I.
On II March the USCG reported that the crack in the hull of the MUad 1 had increased to
more than 3 metres. On 12 March, after consultation with the Bahrain Government and MEMAC,
the USCG decided to tow the Milad 1 to a more central location in the Persian Gulf, some
50 nautical miles to the north-east of Bahrain. The ship repair company was requested to escort the
Milad I and remain on standby during the lightering operation in case emergency repairs became
necessary.
On 15 March the cargo on board the MUad 1 was transfen'ed to the Al-Mlama, and both
vessels were allowed to s.ai l. No oil was spilled at any time during the operations, and no emergency
repairs were carried out at sea.
Although MEMAC received a hand written telefax from a representative of the shipowner
agreeing to pay for any repair costs, MEMAC was unable to recover any costs for the provision of
the salvage vessel and a repair team. MEMAC has not been able to establish whether the Milad I
was insured for pollution liabilities.
Claims for compensation
In July 1998 the 1992 Fund received a claim for BD21 168 (£35 000) from MEMAC for the
cost of providing a salvage tug and a repair team to attend the MUad 1.
In February 1999 the Executive Committee instructed the Director to discuss with MEMAC
what course of action might be available to it to recover the costs incurred from the registered
owner. The various options were reported to the Committee at its April 1999 session. The
Committee considered the steps that MEMAC could in principle take to trace the owner, with a view
to recovering the costs incun·ed. The Committee decided that, taking all factors into account,
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MEMAC had taken all reasonable steps to pursue the legal remedies available to it and that
MEMAC's claim was therefore admissible .
Following that deci sion by the Executive Comm ittee, the Director approved MEMAC's
claim in fu ll , and payment was made in June 1999.
Possibilities for the 1992 Fund of taking recourse action against the shipowner
At the Committee's April 1999 session, the Director was instructed to investigate the
poss ibilities for the 1992 FWld of taking recourse action against the shipowner.
The Director received helpful advice from a number of delegations.
The Milad I had on board at the time of the incident an expired Provisional Patent of
Navigation issued by the Intemational Merchant Marine Registry of Belize (IMMARBE). The
Director contacted IMMARBE and was infol1ned that on leaming that the Milad I had been
intercepted by the Multinational Interception Force, it had immediately taken steps to initiate
punitive action in the f01111 of a Resolution by the Deputy Regi strar for Belize based in Dubai
(United Arab Emirates) fining the shipowner US$30 000 (£ 19 000). IMMARBE reported having
had no contact with the owner or any knowledge of the ship since pass ing the Resolution.
The Director engaged an investigator to locate the vessel, commencing his enquiries in
Qatar, which was where the vessel was last sighted. The investigation revealed that the Milad J was
laid up in Sharjah (United Arab Emirates) for about one month after the incident, and then sailed in a
damaged condition to Basra (Iraq), the homeport of the ship and crew. The information available
indicated that the vessel was laid up in Iraq due to lack of funds to undertake the necessary repairs to
make it seaworthy. Tt was understood that repairs to the ship would cost some US$25 000 (£15500)
and that its scrap value was about US$65 000 (£40 000). It had not been possible to contact the
shipowner. In view of the time that had elapsed since the incident, it is possible that the shipowner
had already scrapped the vessel.
In October 1999 the Executive Committee considered the results of the investigations. The
Comm ittee agreed with the Director that it would be very costly and difficult to pursue the
investigation further, as would any recovery action. The Committee concluded that the likelihood of
recovering the amount paid by the 1992 Fund in compensation to MEMAC was extremely small and
therefore decided that further efforts to this end were not justified.

MARY ANNE
(Philippines, 22 July 1999)
The incident
The Philippines-registered sea-going, self-propelled barge MCllY Anne (465 aD, en route
from Subic Bay to Manila (Philippines), became swa mped during strong winds and heavy seas and
sank in approximately 60 metres of water off the port ofMariveles at the entrance to Manila Bay. It
was reported that the barge was carrying a cargo of 711 tonnes of intermediate fuel oil as well as
some 2.5 tonnes of gas oil bunkers. The wreck leaked oil continuously over several days, but by
29 July the leakage was only about I to 5 tonnes per day and much of the surfacing oil dispersed
naturally. Some oil apparently from the Mmy Anne stranded on shorelines in the vicinity of
Mariveles Harbour and on two islands in the entrance to Manila Bay.
The Mmy Anne was entered with the Terra Nova Insurance Company Limited (Ten'a Nova).

liS

Most ships are traditionally entered in Protection and Indemnity Associations (P & I Clubs)
which are mutual insurers . Terra Nova is not such an insurer but a conventional insurance company
which covers P&l ri sks at fi xed premiums.
The 1992 Fund's co-operation with P & l Clubs in respect of the handling of incidents is
govemed by a Memorandum of Understanding signed in 1985 by the 197 1 Fund and the
Intemational Group of l' & I Clubs, which was extended in 1996 to apply al so to the 1992 Fund.
Since Terra Nova is not a member of the International Group, the Memorandum does not apply in
this case. The Director proposed that Terra Nova and the 1992 Fund should co-operate in
accordance with the Memorandum, which had been the case in the past in respect of incidents
involving P&l Clubs outside the International Group, but the proposal was not accepted by Terra
Nova. However, it was agreed that the 1992 Fund should receive copies of reports of the expert
from the In ternational Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Ltd (lTOPF) who attended the incident
on behalf of Terra Nova to oversee operations and render ad vice in respect of clean-up operations.
Clean-up and other preventive measures
The clean-up operations were undertaken under the direction orthe Philippines Coast Guard .
The shipowner appointed a local salvage company to provide oil spill response services. Although
these services included the provision of oil recovery equipment, rough sea conditions precluded its
use and the offshore response was based upon dispersant spraying from tugs. Shoreline clean-up
involved the manual coll ection of oil and oily debris by local labour recruited by the municipalities.
TelTa Nova contracted an intemational salvage company, to work in collaboration with a
local salvor, to locate the wreck and plug any leaks prior to removing the oil remaining on board.
The operations were initiall y hampered by bad weather, but diving surveys of the wreck and the
sea ling of vents and other openings were compl eted by the end of August. Diving inspections
showed that there was no remaining oil in any of the cargo tanks, except for small quantities of
clingage. The inspections also showed that the bunker tanks wel'c free of oil.
Claims for compensation
As at 31 December 1999 Ten'a Nova had incuned expenditure of approximately
US$ I million (£620 000) in respect of the oil remo val contract and the clean-up operation s.
It has been indicated that some 4 000 fishennen operate out of the Mariveles di stri ct. It is
not known whether the incident will give rise to claims for losses in the fishery sector.
The limitation amount applicable to the MWJI Anne is 3 million SDR (£2. 5 million). It is
unlikely that the total amount of the established claims wi1l exceed the amount of compensation
available under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention. However, Ten'a Nova has informed the 1992
Fund that it is investigating a number of apparent anomalies sun'ounding the inc ident which, if
substantiated, could, in Terra Nova's view, put the shipowner in breach of the insurance policy in
respect of the vessel. Although it is understood that the investigations have not yet been completed,
Ten'a Nova has infOlmed the 1992 Fund of its intention to direct further claims ari sing from the
incident to the shipowner, and that it may request the shipowner and/or the 1992 Fund to reimburse
Ten'a Nova the amounts it has paid to claimants. It is not known whether the shipowner is
financially capable of meetin g hi s obligations under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention.
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Mmy Anne - oil slick at sea

(photograph: ITOPF)

DOLLY
(Caribbeal/, 5 November 1999)

The Dolly (289 GT), registered in Dominica, was carrying some 200 tonnes of bitumen
when it sank at 25 meh'es depth in a port in Martinique. As at 31 December 1999 no cargo had
escaped.
There is a natural park, a coral reef and mariculture near the grounding site, and artisanal
fi shing is carried out in the area. There are fears that fishing and mariculture would be affected if
bitumen were to escape.
The Dolly was originally a general cargo vessel , but spec ial tanks for carrying bitumen had
been fitted, together with a cargo heating system. The ship probably did not have any liability
insurance. The cargo tonnage of the sh ip is not known. The owncr is a company in St Lucia.
The shipowner had been ordered by the authorities to remove the wreck by 7 December
1999. The owner did not comply with the order, and he had probably no financial rcsources to do so.
The French authorities are considering what measures shou ld be taken.
The Director infonned the French Govemment that the 1992 Fund reserved its position as to
whether the Dolly fell within the definition of'ship' laid down in the 1992 Civil Liability Convention
and the 1992 Fund Convention and whether therefore the 1992 Fund Convention applied to the
incident.
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ERIKA
(France, 12 December 1999)
The incident
On 12 December 1999 the Maltese tanker Erika (19 666 GT) broke in two in the Bay of
Biscay, some 60 nautical miles off the coast of Brittany (France). All members of the crew were
rescued by the French marine rescue services.

The tanker was can·ying a cargo of 30 000 tomles of heavy fuel oil of which some
14000 tOill1es was spilled at the time of the incident. The bow section floated vertically for several
hours before sinking during the night of 12 December in about 100 metres of water. A French
salvage company succeeded in attaching a line from a tug to the stern section and attempted to tow it
further off shore . However, during the morning of 13 December the stern section sank to a depth of
130 metres about 10 nautical miles from the bow section. Tt is estimated that about 10000 tonnes of
cargo remains in the bow section and a further 6 000 tonnes in the stern section. The French navy
has begun an underwater survey of the two parts of the wreck. The 1992 Fund will follow the
investigations through its technical experts.
The Erika was entered in the Steamship Mutual Underwriting Association (Bermuda) Lld
(Steamship Mutual).
Clean-up operations
The French Naval Command in Brest, Brittany, took charge of the response operations at sea
in accordance with the National Contingency Plan, 'Plan Palmar'. A number of vessels were
mobilised for offshore oil recovery. The Governments of Gennany, the Netherlands, Spain and the
United Kingdom also provided oil recovery vessels to assist in the response. The Steamship Mutual
chartered an asphalt catTier to receive recovered oil. Although the oil recovery operations were
hampered by the severe weather conditions and the very high viscosity of the oil, it was reported that
some 1 100 tonnes of oil was collected at sea by 31 December 1999.
On 25 December 1999 heavy oiling of shorelines was caused in certain areas. Widespread
but intel111ittent oiling subsequently occurred over some 400 kilometres of shoreline. The Prefets of
the five affected Departements took charge of shoreline clean-up with assistance from the coastal
local authorities, the Civil Defence Corps, local fire brigades and the Army. Eight operational
centres were established. A total of some 5 000 people were engaged in shoreline clean-up. The
clean-up which involved mainly manual/mechanical collection of the oil will continue for some time
in 2000.
The 1992 Fund has monitored the clean-up operations tlu·ough experts from the illternational
Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Lld (ITOPF), who arrived on site on 12 December 1999,
assisted by a number of local surveyors.
Two administrative courts appointed experts to carry out investigations into the condition of
the beaches before the incident and the type and extent of the pollution caused. The 1992 Fund is
fo llowing these investigations through its technical experts.
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Erika - beach clean-up
(photograph: Agence Maritime Vigneron)

Impact of the spill
Over 30 000 oiled birds (mainly guillemots) had been collected by 31 December 1999, the
majority of which were dead. Attempts were made to clean the remaining collected birds, half at
various centres in France and the rest in Belgium, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
Oil entered a number of coastal marinas contaminating many pleasure boats and moorings as
well as an area that supports an important oyster and mussel fishery. Large quantities of shellfi sh
were harvested for the Christmas market before the oil reached the coast. The affected coastline
supports an important tourist industry during the summer months.
Claims for compensation
As at 31 December 1999 it was not possible to estimate the total amount of the claims that
will arise from this incident. However, the clean-up operations and any operations to remove oil
from the wreck or to prevent further oil from escaping from the wreck will result in substantial
claims. It is expected that there will be significant claims from the fishery, mariculture and touri sm
industries.
The Steamship Mutual and the 1992 Fund decided to establish a Claims Handling Office in
the affected area but by 31 December 1999 had not detennined the location of the office.
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Investigation into the call se of the incident
A criminal investigation into the cause of the incident is heing ca!Tied out at the Tribunal de
Grande Instance in Paris.

At the request of a number of parties, the Tribunal de Commerce in Dunkirk appointed
experts to investigate the cause of the incident Cexpeliise judicia ire'). The Tribunal de Grande
Instance in Sables d'Olonne has also appointed experts to investigate the cause of the incident and to
assess the extent of the damage caused. Attempts have been made to convince all parties to agree
that only one investigation should be made into the cause ofthe incident, ie that in Dunkirk, but the
party having made the request to the Court in Sables d'OIOlme has not accepted this solution.
The 1992 fund is following the investigations through its French lawyers and teclmical
experts.
Shipowner's Iimitatioll amount
The li mitation amount applicable to the Erika undcr the 1992 Civil Liability Convention is
approximately 9.2 million SDR (£7.8 million).
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LOOKING AHEAD

The past 12 months have again seen a considerable growth in 1992 Fund membership.
During 1999, 11 more States havc ratified the 1992 fund Convention, bringing the number of
Member States to 50 by the end of 2000. Tt is in teresting to note that some of the 1992 Fund
Member States were not previously Members of the 1971 Fund. By the end of2000, the number of
1992 Fund Member States will be greater than the number of 1971 Fund Member States.
With its decreasing membership, the 1971 Fund has entered a new phase. The 1971 fund
Convention will continue to be in force until the number of Member States is reduced to two. It is
hoped that Governments of 1971 Fund Member States will, as a matter of great urgency, accede to
the 1992 Protocols and denounce the 1971 Fund Convention. Before the 1971 Fund can be wound
up, however, it will have to meet its obligations in respect of all incidents which occUlTed before the
Convention ceased to be in force.
The Secretariat will pursue its efforts to bring the pollution cases which the Funds are now
handling to satisfactory conclusions as soon as possible. In particular, the Secretariat will endeavour
to build on the considerable progress made during 1999 towards tbe settlement of claims with regard
to a number of incidents involving the 1971 Fund.
An essential task for the joint Secretariat of the 197 1 and 1992 Funds is to consolidate and
develop the international compensation system . The Secretariat will endeavour to work to this cnd,
in the interests of both Organisations and their respective Member States and of victims of oil
pollution.

As a result of the review orthe Secretariat's working methods carried out in 1998, the joint
Secretariat has been given a new structure and increased resources. The Secretariat is therefore in a
better position to provide services to Member States and victims of oil pollution incidents. The
Director hopes that the Secretariat will soon be able to relocate to new offices which will contribute
to further increased efficiency.
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ANNEX I
Structure of the TOPC Funds

1971 FUND GOVERNING BODIES
ASSEMBLY

Composed of all Member States
Acting Chaimlan:
Vice-Chainnan:

Ms K Iedral (Poland)
Mrs I Barinova (Russian Federation)

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

60th and 61st sessions
Chaimlan:
Vice-Chairman:
Algeria
Belgium
Canada
Colombia
Cote d'Ivoire

Mr A H E Popp QC (Canada)
Mr M Ianssen (Belgium)
Fiji
India
Italy
Malaysia
New Zealand

Nigeria
Poland
Russian Federation
United Arab Emirates
Venezuela

62nd session
Chaim13n:
Vice-Chainnan:
Colombia
Cote d'Ivoire
Fiji
India

Or M Barada (Italy)
Captain E A Cely-Nuiiez (Colombia)
Poland
Russian Federation
United Arab Emirates

Italy
Malaysia
Nigeria
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1992 FUND GOVERNING BODIES
ASSEMBLY
Composed of all Member States
4th session

Chairman:
Vice-Chairmen:

Mr C Coppolani (France)
Professor I-I Tanikawa (Japan)
Captain A SauI BandaIa (Mexico)

Elected to hold office fi"ollZ the end of the 4th session

Chairman:

Mr W Oosterveen (Netherlands)

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
2nd - 5th sessions

Chairman:
Vice-Chainnan:
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
Greece
Ireland

Professor L S Chai (Repnblic of Korea)
Mr J Wren (United Kingdom)
Japan
Liberia
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway

Philippines
Republic of Korea
Spain
Tuni sia
United Kingdom

JOINT SECRETAlUAT
Officers

Mr M Jacobsson
Mr S Osanai
Mr J Nichols
Mr R Pillai
Miss S Gregory
Mr JMaura
Ms H Wars on
Mrs P Binkhorst-van Romunde

Director
Legal Counsel
Head, Claims Department
Head, Finance & Administration Department
Claims Officer
Claims Officer
Head, External Relations & Conference Department
Finance Officer

AUDITORS OF THE 1971 FUND AND THE 1992 FUND
Comptroller and Auditor General
United Kingdom
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ANNEX Il
Note on 1971 and 1992 Funds' Published Financial Statements

The financial statements reproduced in Annexes V to XIII, and XV to XVIII are an extract
of information contained in the audited financial statements of the International Oil Pollution
Compensation Funds 1971 and 1992 for the year ended 31 Decembcr 1998, approved by the
Executive Committee of the 1971 I'und at its 62nd session acting on behalf of the 1971 Fund
Assembly and by the Assembly of the 1992 Fund at its 4th session.

EXTERNAL AUDITOR'S STATEMENT

The extracts of the financial statements set out in Annexes V to XIII and XV to XVIII are
consistent with the audited financial statements of the [ntemational Oil Pollution Compensation
Funds 1971 and 1992 for the year ended 31 December 1998.

RMaggs
Dircctor
for the Comptroller and Auditor Gencral
National Audit Office, United Kingdom
31 January 2000
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ANNEXIIl
REPORT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR
ON Hill AUDIT OF THE ACCOUNTS OF
THE INTERNATIONAL OIL POLLUTION COMPENSATION FUNDS 1971 AND 1992
FOR THE FINANCIAL I'EIUOD
1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER 1998

PART ONE -INTRODUCTION
Scope of the audit
1
[have audited Lhe financial statements ofthe Intemational Oil Pollution Compensation Fund
1971 ('the 1971 Fund') and Lhe International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 ('the 1992
Fund') for the financial period 1 January Lo 31 December 1998. My examination was carried out
with due regard to the provisions of the 1971 Fund Convention and the 1992 Protocol to the 1971
Fund Convention, and to Regulation 13 ofthe Funds' respective Financial Regulations. My audit has
been conducted in conformity with the Common Auditing Standards of the Panel of External
Auditors of the United Nations, the Specialized Agencies and the Intemational Atomic Energy
Agency. These standards requi re me to plan and carry out the audit so as to obtain reasonable
assurance that the financial statements are free of material misstatement. The Funds' joint
Secretariat, comprising of the Director and his appointed staff, were responsible for preparing the
financial statements, and I am responsible for expressing an opinion on them, based on evidence
obtained in my audit.
2
In addition to my audit of the Funds' accounts, I have carried out reviews under the Funds'
Financial Regulation 13.3 whereby I may make observations with respect to the administration and
management of the Funds. In the circumstances of the eventual winding up of the 1971 Fund, and in
the light of the continued interests of past members ofthis Fund who are now members of the 1992
Fund, I have issued a joint report that covers my observations on both Funds.

Structure of this Report
3

Following this introduction, my report is sct out as follows:

Part 2 - Follow up on my previous year's Recommendations and Observations on the 1971 Fund
4
This section (paragraphs 10 to 27) sets out my comments on action taken by the Secretariat
in response to my 1997 audit recommendations and observations on the 1971 Fund.
Part 3 - Audit Findings
5

This section details my findings in 1998 relating to :

•

1998 Claims expenditure (paragraphs 28 to 34);

•

Winding up of the 1971 Fund (paragraphs 35 to 55); and

•

Other financial matters (paragraphs 56 to 61).
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Audit Objectives

6
The main purpose of the audit was to enable me to form an opinion as to whether the income
and expenditure recorded in 1998 had been received and inclmed for the purposes approved by the
1971 and 1992 Fund Assemblies; whether income and expenditure were properly classified and
recorded in accordance with the Funds' Financial Regulations; and whether the financial statements
presented fairly the Funds' financial positions as at 31 December 1998.
Audit Approach

7
My examination was based on a test audit, in which all areas of the financial statements were
subject to direct substantive testing of the transactions and balances recorded. Finally an
examination was carried out to ensure that the financial statements accurately reflected the 1971 and
1992 Funds' accounting records and were fairly presented.
My audit examination included a general review and such tests of the accounting records
8
and other supporting evidence as I considered necessary in the circumstances. These audit
procedures are designed primarily for the purpose of forming an opinion on the Funds' financial
statements. Consequently, my work did not in volve a detailed review of all aspects of the 1971 and
1992 Funds' budgetary and financial information systems, and the results should not be regarded as a
comprehensive statement on them.
Overall Results

9
Notwithstanding the observations in this report, my examination revealed no weaknesses or
elTors which I considered material to the accuracy, completeness and validity of the Funds'
respective financial statements as a whole. Accordingly, I have placed unqualified opinions on the
1971 and 1992 Funds' financial statements for 1998.

PART TWO - ACTION TAKEN BY THE SECRETAlUAT IN RESPONSE
TO MY PREViOUS YEAR'S AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS IN MY
REPORT ON THE 1971 FUND
Introduction

For the 1997 financial year I reported on the findings arising from my review of claims and
related expenditure. In particular, those issues arising from my staffs visits to the Milford Haven
claims handling office for the Sea Empress incident and the Kobe claims handling office for the
Nakhodka incident. I also commented on a number of other financial matters, including progress
towards resolving the potential contingent liability relating to the Haven incident. I have followed
up the main findings and recommendations made in last year's report in order to detennine what
action has been taken by the Secretariat in response.
10

Claims and Related Expenditure
11
The main issues underlying a number of my recommendations in this area were the need to
ensure consistency in the treatment of claims and to support the transfer of best practice in claims
handling between existing and future incidents. With this in mind, my recommendations sought to
strengthen the guidance given to local claims handling offices and to enhance their overall
management by the Secretariat.
12
On the need to strengthen the existing guidance provided to claims offices, I am pleased to
note that an informal Working Group has been established on this matter. This has been set up
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between the Secretariat and members of the pollution sub-committee of the International Group of
P&l Clubs and oflhe International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation in order 10 develop more
formal guidelines, possibly in the form of a Claims Handling Office Manual.

13
I recommend that the Funds should re view its criteria and procedures for making provi sional
payments, as well as incorporating guidance on thi s area in the proposed manual. In response, the
Director has commented that he sees a great advantage if the process for making provis ional
payments could be simplifi ed, so as to speed up these payments. However, he is concerned over the
possibility that provisional payments might exceed the amount due for final payment and, for this
reason, emphasises the need to ootain a fairl y extensive report on assessments before provisional
payments can be made. He also believes that the key element to complete the provisional
assessment of clean-up claims speedi ly is to have sufficient surveyors and experts on site during
clean-up operations. On the question of whether guidelines on provisional payments should be
incorporated into the proposed manual , the Director has told me that the Working Group will
consider this.
14
On the recommendation I made for improvement in the filing and documentation of claims
expenditure at both the local claims offi ces and the Funds' headquarters, the Director has informed
me that the requested improvements have been largely actioned.
15
The D irector has told me that consideration will be given in the future to implementing my
recommendation that the Fund should establish guidelines covering the structure and general content
of assessment reports. However, with regard to my suggestion that these guidel ines should also be
incorporated in the proposed claims handling office manual, he feels that this may not be appropriate
since claims handling staff are not the only persons engaged in the assessment of claim s and would,
therefore, prefer these guidelines to be separately documented.
16
With regard to the Nakhodka incident, I recommended that there was a need to resolve
speedil y the key issues of principle rel ating to the cost of the clean- up operations so that claim
payments could be made without further delay. I also made more general recommendations
concerning the need for early determination and resolution of key matters of principle in future
claims. Thc Director has informed mc that most of the outstanding issues of principle in relation to
the clean-up operation of the Nakhodka incident have now been resolved. He also acknowledges
that there would be an advantage if key principles could be identified at the ini tial stage of
assessment. Although he will examine whether, for future major incidents, such matters could be
identified and put before the Executive Committee at an earlier stage, the 1971 Fund's experience
showed that this was not always possible in practice. For example, in many cases these issues of
principle are not identifi ed until after the related claim has been examined in some depth, and the
timetable for laying down principles is largely di ctated by the rate at which claims are generated and
the frequency of Executive Committee sessions.
17
Concerning the management of local claims handling offices, I recommended that the
Secretariat should be more fully involved in their administrative arrangements. In particular, by
taking a lead in the establishment of the office, including the recruitment of staff employed; by
providing day to day advice on management issues; and through actively reviewing operations. In
response, the Director has informed me that it is an important task of the recently established post of
Head of the Claims Department to strengthen the Secretariat's management oflocal claims offices
and that the Secretariat have taken a more active role in their management, including regu lar visits
by Secretariat staff. However, the Director wishes to give further thought to the extent ofthe Funds'
managerial involvement, given that such offices are currently operated jointly with the P & J Club
in volved with the related incident.

18
In respect to my specific recommendation that the Fund should carry out a review of the
heavy workload of the Kobe claims office, the Director has told me that the assessment completion
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timetable and staffing levels are kept under regular review. Since my staff's visit to the office in
August 1998, two additional surveyors and two more support staff were employed in October 1998
and a further surveyor, two more support staff and an accountant were recruited in January 1999.
19
With regard to my review of claims related expenditure, [ made a number of
recomm endations concerning the use of experts by the Fund, including further detailing the ir terms
of e ngagement, the level of in formation provided in support oftheir charges and the estab lishment of
an expert and fees databasc.
20
I am pleased to note that the Dircctor has initiated a database, which is expected to assist the
Secretariat in its futu re selection of experts. The Director has al so informed me that steps are being
taken to agree contractual terms with experts and lawyers who are engaged on a more regular basis.
Although the Director believes that, given the limited number of experts available with the
appropriate experience and the immediacy with which their assistance is required, it may not always
be possible to enter into detailed contractual negotiations with all experts and lawyers before they
are appoin ted. Howeve r, they are no w required to give a more detai led breakdown of the work
c31Tied out when submitting their invoi ces.

21
Despite the relatively short time since I made my report on the Fund's 1997 accounts, 1
welcome the very positive steps that the Secretariat has already taken to implement my
recommendations on claims and related expenditure. My staff wi ll contin ue to monitor this area of
the Secretariat's work, including the outcome of the Working Group.

Other Financial Matters
Contingent Liabiliti es - Ha ven Incident
22
The 197 1 Fund's contingent liabilit ies are di sclosed in Schedule 1lI to the financial
statements and relate mostly to compen sation claims for oil polluti on damage. Under the 1971 Fund
Convention, those liabilities which maturc, will be met by contributions assessed by the 1971 Fund
Assembly.
23
As disclosed in Schedule lIT to the financ ial statements, the 1971 Fund has asscssed
contingent liabilities of £3 06909000 as at 3 1 December 1998, compared with £390 555 000 in
1997. Of the total for 1998, £29 737 000 relates to the Haven incident, and represents payments in
respect ofthe Haven incident, to the Ital ian State, the French State and the principality of Monaco of
the balance of the maximum amo un t ava ilable under the 1971 Convention of 60 million Special
Drawi ng Rights (SDR).
24
In my p revious audits of the 1971 Fund, 1 have qual ified my audit opinion on the Fund's
financial statements as a resu lt of the uncertai nty stmound ing the outcome ofthe court proceedings
relating to the claims in respect orthe Haven incident, which occuned in April 1991.
25
In the court proceedings a dispute arose as to the total amount available for compensation
under the two applicable treaties - thc 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund
Convention. Although the Italian Courts in Genoa were initially called upon to rule on the 1971
Fund's liability under the 197 1 Fund Conve ntion, in July 1998, the ltalian Parliament adoptcd an Act
authorising the Italian Government to conclude an agreement on a g lobal settlement with the Fund,
the ship owner and his insurer. The agreement required the parties to withdraw their legal actions in
the Ital ian Courts and fixed the maximum amount available under the Conventions at 60 million
SDR. Thi s agreement, which was signed by all parties concerned in Rome on 4 March 1999,
removed the uncertainty surrounding these proceedings and the necd for me to continue to qualify
my audit opinion in respcct of the contingent liability for the Haven incident.
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Recovery of VAT
26
As I noted in my previous report on the 1971 Fund's financial statements, a number of
invoices received from Italian law firms, dating back to 1991, have been paid inclusive ofltalian
value added tax. The Italian authorities have agreed in principle that some £32 1 626 of value added
tax should be repaid to the 1971 Fund. Although the financial statements do not record the amounts
due for repayment, and to date no money has been repaid, the 1971 Fund still expects to receive a
full refund.
Contributors in Liquidation
27
In my report on the 1971 Fund, I observed that £9945 was due from a Dutch contributor that
had gone into liquidation. The Director has informed me that there will be no payment made to the
1971 Fund from this contributor.

PART THREE - AUDIT FINDINGS
1998 Claims Expenditure
Introduction
28
In my previous year's audit ofthe 197 1 Fund, I undertook an enhanced examination of the
payment of claims and related expenditure. The objective of this examination was to lest whether
the Fund's claims handling procedures ensured that claims were treated equally and in accordance
with the Fund's regulations and established procedures, and that claims and related expenditure are
incurred in a cost-effective manner.
29
In Part two of my report, I have indicated the progress that the Secretariat have made to date
in respect of the recommendations that I made following my review of 1997 expenditure. In their
review of claims expenditure incurred in 1998, my staff took due account ofthe limited time that the
Secretariat have had to consider and implement my earlier recommendations.
Background
30
Although the 1992 Fund continued to have no claims expenditure, the total of sllch
expenditure for the 1971 Fund was £30838205 in 1998. The majority of this expenditure, some
79 percent, related to four major incidents, as detailed in the Table below.
Table - 1971 Fund claims expenditure (1 January to 31 December 1998)

Yuil N°l (21 /9/95)
Nakhodka (2/]/97)
Osung N"3 (3//4/97)
Sea Prince (23/7/95)
Other incidents
TOTAL

Total Claims
Expenditure
£
7041971
6961 849
5 656528
4651325
6526532
30838205

Percentage
(of total)
23%
23%
18%
15%
21%
100%
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Audit Approach
31
My staffselected and examined a sample of claims made in 1998; covering all incidents for
which payments had been made in the year. They reviewed the associated file s and related
documents held at the Funds' headquarters in London and interviewed key Secretariat staff,
including the Legal Counsel and the Head of the Claims D epartment. They al so undertook an
overall examination of the expend iture that has been incuned on the fo ur major incidents, as detailed
in the Table.
32
Further to the observations that arose from my 1997 review, I ha ve detailed below some
additional comments ari sing from my 1998 examination concernin g supporting documentation and
reconc iliation of claims payments.
Supporting Documentation
33
In the ir review of the documentation supporting c laims pay ments in respect of the four
major incidents, my sta ff observed that, for the majority of claims paid out in 1998, the original
cla ims documen tation is not he ld by the Secretariat in London. [understand that, in accordance with
establi shed practice, this documentation is retained on location because the ori g inal claims
documents in many cases are presented in languages which cannot be read by the Secretariat and
c laims officers do not need to regularly refer to them but make the ir review on the basis of the
assessments made by the experts and surveyors who in turn ha ve exam ined the origi na l documents.
The original documentation is therefore nOImal ly held at the local claims office (where one has been
established) or at the offices of the local experts invo lved in processi ng the claims. However, the
major part ofthe original documen tation relating to the operation to remove the oil from the Yuil NU]
and Osung N°J, which had been prepared in English, is held by the Secretariat and these operations
gave ri se to the major part of the claims paid in 1998 for these in c idents.
34
On the basis of: their test examination of the available original claims documentation and
experts' assessments held by the Secretariat; the ir review of procedures followed by the Secretariat;
and their observation of local claims processing during their 1998 visi t to the Nakhodka incident
local c laims handling office, my staff are satisfied that claims expenditure properly refl ects the
ori ginal supporting documentation. Nevertheless, for future audits, my staff have agreed with the
Secretariat that an early decision should be ta ken on whether an audit v isi t is required to the local
c laims handling office, or local expert, to exam ine the original supporting documen ta tion and to
discuss the procedures being followed locall y in the processing of the documentation.

Winding up of the 1971 Fund
Introduction
35
The Secretariat have expressed the ir concern to me about the legal and logi stical difficulties
relating to the continued operation of the 1971 Fund, and have asked for my advice on w hat further
measures could be taken to fac ilitate the windin g up of the Fund. Accordingly, I have undertaken a
re view of the consequences for the Fund of its reducing membership, in particular, on the financial
management and stewardship of its net assets .
Background
36
Following the establi shment ofthc 1992 Fund, the membe rship ofthc 1971 Fund has fallen
from 75 State Parties as at 31 December 1997 to 52 as at 3 I December 1998; w ith a further eight
Members due to leave the Fund during 1999, and at least fou r Member States will leave durin g 2000.
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37
As a result of this reduction in membership there has been a fall in the total reported oil
quantities received in Member States, upon which contributions to the Fund are based, from
I 213 million tonnes for 1997 to 317 million tonnes for 1998. Furthermore, thc Secretariat predict
that this figure is likely to rail to 80 million tonnes for 2000 and may fall to as little as 35 million
tonnes for 2001.
38
The Secretari at have pointed out to Member States that a consequence of this reduction in
the contribution base is the considerably increased financial burden which might fall on the
contributors in those States which remain Members of the 1971 Fund. In this regard, it should be
emphasised that, unlike many other intemational bodies, the 1971 and 1992 Funds are neither funded
nor guaranteed by their Member States. Instead, funding is from levies on those entities (state and
privately owned enterprises) receiving oil after sea transport in the territories of the Member States.
Going Concem
39
The 1971 Fund Convention requires oil receivers in former Member States to continue
contributing to Major Claims Funds' (established for each incident where the total amount payable
exceeds one million Specia l Drawing Rights - approximately £850 000) expenditure arising from
incidents that occurred at the time of their membership. However, as the contribution base of the
1971 Fund diminishes there becomes an increased risk that the remaining contributors will be unable
to fund potential claims arising from future incidents. To the extent that this situation could
undermine the Fund's ability to pay compensation against valid claims as they fall due, I have
examined whether the going concem assumption rcmains appropriate for the Fund's accounts.
40
The going concem concept is the assumption made when valuing the assets and liabilities of
an accounting entity that the entity will continue to can)' on its activities for the foreseeable future.
41
The lntemational Standard on Auditing relating to going concem provides guidance on the
auditor's responsibilitics in the audit of financial statements regarding the appropriateness of the
going concern assumption as a basis for the preparation of those statements. On this, thc standard
states that the entity's continuance as a going concern for the fore seeable future, generally a period
not to exceed one year after the period end, is assumed in the preparation of financial statements in
the absence of information to the contrary.

42
In considering whether the 1971 Fund will continue to meet its financial obligation up to
3 1 December 1999, I have taken into account the fact that:
•

claims for past incidents continue to be adequately funded ; and

•

although reducing membership during 1999 will cause the contributing oil base to fall, it
will still remain at some 77 percent of thc level it was as at 31 December 1998.

43
On this basis I consider the 1971 Fund will remain a going concem for the period to
31 December 1999, and I have therefore not seen it necessary to qualify my opinion on the 1971
Fund's financial statemcnts with regard to this matter. Nevertheless, there remain some significant
financial management issues that I would like to bring to the attention of the Member States of the
two Funds at this stage of the winding up of the 1971 Fund, which are detailed below.
Resources Management
44
1 note that the Secretariat have always sought to ensure that sufficient resources are available
for the payment of claims as they fall due. Resourcing of the Fund ultimately relies on the income
from the annual contributions levied by the Assembly . However, on a day to day basis, individual
claims payments may be funded tlu·ough internal loans between the Major Clairns Funds and through
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the availability ofthe Fund's working capital. The governing bodies of the Funds have chosen not to
resort to external borrowing.

45

As the contributing base fUJiher diminishes beyond 31 December 1999, any further major
incidents may have consequences for the 1971 Fund's continuing ability to successfully raise
sufficient overall resources from contributions. Member States' contributors are liable to fund
compensation claims arising from those incidents which occur while they remain members.
Accordingly, future incidents will be funded by a smaller and differing composition of contributors
from past incidents. Amounts already held, or to be advanced, against past incidents should be
recogni sed and protected as belonging to those contributors and not used for funding across all
incidents.
46
In these circumstances, it may become necessary for the Secretariat to consider such action
that would "ring-fence" or specifically allocate funds to major incidents which are funded by the
same group of contributors. For example, this would mean the need to:

•

restTict inter-fund bon·owing between Major Claims Funds to those incidents where the
same contributors are involved; and

•

allocate the extensive cash holding of the 1971 Fund to named bank accounts, which are
designated to funding only claims for specific incidents where the samc contributors are
responsible for the payment of these claims .

47
[recognise the Secretariat's concem that such measures would cause considerable practical
and operational difficulties for the Fund. For example, that the current pooling of all of the 1971
Fund's existing investments allows for a better rale of return, and that separate investments for each
Major Claims Fund and for the General Fund would be difficult to calTY out since it is necessary that
each Fund is liquid to pay claims at very short notice. However, the proposed measures are designed
to preserve the internal financ ial integrity of the Fund in a winding up situation and are issues that a
Liquidator, if appointed (see paragraph 55), would also need to resolve. Accordingly, [recommend
that the Secretariat give early consideration to how best to overcome these difficulties should it
become necessary to take such action.

Working Capital
48
The working capital of the 1971 Fund is part of the General Fund balance of£8.6 million
calTied forward to 1999 (Statement IX), which represents the Fund's total net assets, and is a source
of intemal funding for claims payments, as indicated in paragraph 44 above. In the calculation of
contributions needed for 1998, the Secretariat set aside from the available General Fund balance a
working capital fixed previously at £5 million by the Assembly.

49
However, identifying the extent of the 1971 Fund's actual reali sable net assets and therefore
its readily available resources, as represented by the General Fund balance, is complicated by the
nature of the 1971 Fund's established accounting practices and procedures. For example, not all
potential assets are included in the financial statements . In parti cular, it is not possible for the Fund
to record amounts due from contTibutors until it has received ti·om Member States concemed oil
reports on the quantities of contributing oil received in the year in question nor is it poss ible for the
Fund to quantify the potential recovery of claims payments from third parties. On the other hand,
assets included in financi al statements may not be immediately and fully realisable. For example,
the Fund makes no provi sion against the possible non-payment of outstanding contTibutions.
50
In a winding up situation, the General Fund balance calTied forward may have to be
recalculated to take into account these considerations, for example, a possible reduction to reflect the
risk of non-collection of outstanding contributions. This could result in a revised balance that was
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insufficient to cover the level of the Fund's working capital fixed by the Assembly. As the size of
the available working capital is included in the calculation of the level of future contributions, I
recommend that the Secretariat closely monitor these potential adjustments to the General Fund
balance.
51
Resolution 11 of the 1971 Assembly meeting in April 1997, re-affirmed the principle laid
down in Article 44(2) of the 1971 Convention by stating that persons in former State Parties who
have contributed to the 1971 Fund shal1 be entitled to participate in an equitable manner in the
distribution of the assets which remain when the winding up of the 1971 Fund has been completed.
In thi s regard I would note that previous changes to the size ofthe working capital ofthe Fund have
been made a part of the annual calculation of the amount of contributions due for the next financial
year.
52
Where the Assembly have in the past decided a reduction in the working capital, no attempt
was made to apportion this back over past contributions. The Assembly have previously decided not
to do so as it would be 10gistical1y burdensome to make the necessary calculations and due to the
possibility that past contributors may no longer exist. It is also recognised that contributions to the
General Fund have been made over the years without any separation of the amounts used for
payments of claims in respect of a great number of incidents and for administrative expenses.
However, in a winding up situation, a more equitable method of further reducing and ultimately
dish'ibuting al1 of the working capital would need to be found. Accordingly, I recommend that the
Secretariat seek the Assembly's early decision on what practical methods are available for this
purpose. This would also be a matter for consideration by the Liquidator, if appointed (see
paragraph 55).
Liquidation of the 1971 Fund
53
Although the 1971 Fund Convention specifies that it shal1 cease to be in force when it has
less than three State Parties, the Secretariat are already aware of the difficulties of maintaining the
Fund as a going concern wel1 before that stage is reached. Even when this stage is reached,
consideration wil1 have to be given to the management of any remaining assets held by any residuc
body and their eventual distribution. The final winding-up of such a residue body may itself be
delayed so long as there remain unsettled claims, including unresolved litigation, relating to past
incidents involving the 1971 Fund.
54
I am also aware of the difficulties being experienced in the governing of the 1971 Fund as a
result of its reducing membership. In particular, the likely failure to obtain a quorum for the
meetings of its existing governing bodies, the Assembly and Executive Committee, has already
resulted in the establishment of a newly created body, the Administrative Council. The
Administrative Council has no quorum requirements and is made up of the remaining and former
1971 Fund Members, although former members have a right to vote only in respect of issues relating
to incidents which occUlTed while they were Members.
55
The Secretariat have been very active in encouraging 1971 Fund members to denounce the
1971 Convention and accede to the 1992 Protocols. However, in the circumstances outlined above,
and in the light of the issues that I have raised concerning the resourcing of thc Fund, I strongly
recommend that the Assembly, the Executive Committee or the Administrative Council - as the
case may be - consider the need ultimately to appoint a Liquidator to take over the administration of
the 1971 Fund, including its and any resulting bodies' eventual liquidation. In particular, thought
should now be given to the Liquidator's role, mandate and relationship with the Director. I
understand that the Director is already seeking expert legal advice on whether, in the eventuality of
the 1971 Fund becoming non-tenable, it could legal1y cease operations before its membership falls
below three, as required by the Convention. Further clarification on this should aid the Member
States in deciding on a Liquidator's appointment and his tern1S of reference.
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Other Financial Matters
Year 2000 Compliance
56
The Secretariat utilise a variety of computer systems and software in its administrat ion of
the 1971 and 1992 Funds. They have been aware for some time that their current computer systems
may not be able to cope with the year 2000 date change.
57
The Secretariat have aclrnowledged responsibility for properly assessing the business and
financial statement impacts that may potentially arise f;-om systems failures to cope with the year
2000 date change within the Funds. They therefore commissioned a report in May 1999 by an IT
spec ialist on the CUlTent condition and future strategy for their systems.
58
The IT specialist recommended that the Secretariat: appoint a member oftheir management
team to oversee the year 2000 project; examine their computer hardware to ensure that the internal
clocks would deal with the date roll-over correctly ; and examine their so ftware capabilities, seeking
assurances from the manufacturers as necessary. The Secretariat have assured me that they would
implement the recommendations in respect of the year 2000 date change by October 1999.
Control of Supplies and Equipment
59
As recorded in Note 8b to the 1992 Fund's financial statements, the 1971 Fund's supplies and
equipment were transferred to the 1992 Fund. In accordance with the 1992 Fund's stated accounting
policies, purchases of equipment, furniture, office machines, supplies and library books are not
included in the 1992 Fund's balance sheet. The Note also shows that the value of these assets held
by the 1992 Fund as at 3 1 December 1998 amounted to £ 104 576.
60
My staff carried out a test examination of the 1992 Fund's records of supplies and equipment
under Financial Regulation 13.16(d). As a result of this examination, I am satisfied that the supplies
and equipment records as at 3 1 December 1998 properly reflect the assets held by the 1992 Fund.
No losses were reported by the 1992 Fund during the year.
Amounts Written Off and Fraud
61
The Secretariat have informed me that there were no amounts written off, or cases of fraud
or presumptive fraud during the financial period.
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ANNEX IV
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF nill
INTERNATIONAL OIL POLLUTION COMPENSATION FUND 1971
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1998
OPINION OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR

To: the Assembly of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1971
I have examined the appended financial statements, comprising Statements I to X, Schedules
I to 111 and Notes, of the lntemational Oi l Pollution Compensation Fund 1971 for the year ended
31 December 1998 in accordance with the Common Auditing Standards of the Panel of External
Auditors of the United Nations and the International Atomic Energy Agency, as appropriate. My
examination included a general review of the accounting procedures and such tests of the accounting
records and other supporting evidence as I considered necessary in the ci rcumstances.
In my opinion the financial stalements present fairl y the financial position as at
31 December 1998 and the results of the year then ended; and were prepared in accordance with the
1971 Fund's stated accounting policies which were applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding financial year; and the transactions were ill accordance with the Financial Regulations and
legis lative authority.
[n accordance with Financial Regulations 13, I have also issued a long-form Report on my
audit of the Fund's financial statements.

SIR JOHN BOURN KCB
Comptroller and Auditor General, United Kingdom
Externa l Auditor

I July 1999
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ANNEX V
General Fund
1971 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE
FINANCIAL PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

1997

1998
INCOME

£

£

[

[

'

Co ntributions (Schedu le I)

Initial contributions
Annual contributionsl(Refund working capital)
Adjustment to prior years' assessment

70136
(4971 1/5)
412253
(4488726)

(1972 491)
366977
( 1 605514)

Miscel laneo us
Miscellaneous income

Income from 1992 Fund

Transrer from Senyo Mart! MeF
Transfer from Taiku Mam Mep
Transfer from Toyotaka Mont MeF
Interest on loan to Vis/obelia

Mer

Interest on overdue contributions

Interest on investments

5571

5353
60000
201 533

1/2567
104237
20459
48947
1154983

23353
37 19
576220
870 178

1446764

(735336)

13 041 9621

954789

1067942

1 455 954

70528

EXP EN DITURFSec retariat expenses (S tate ment I)

Obligations incurred
C1a im.s (Sc hedu le 11)
Compensation
Clai ms .'elated ex pen ses (Sc hedu le 11)
Fees

Tr.tvel
Miscellaneous

1226620
9346
1521

88 1 903
14951
~

Income less expenditure
Exchange adjustment

(Shortfall)lExccss of income o ver expenditure

136

898360

/237487

3309103

2375957

(4044439)
10797

(5417919)
14051641

(4033 642)

15 823 0831

..

ANNEX VI
Major Claims Funds - Have1l and Aegeall Sea

1971 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998
Aegean Sea Major Claims Fund

Haven Major Claims Fund
INCOME
Contributions (Schedule I)

£

£

£

£

1997

1998

1997

1998

£

£

£

263006

30258

Adjustment to prior years' assessment

£

263006

30258
Miscellaneous

71680
1 722 285

Interest on overdue contributions
Interest on investments
Interest on loans to Osung N°3 MCF

I 785994

Interest on loans to Nakhodka MCF

1049

52298

2546378
2729
50639

2165995
158724

I 785994

1 793965

2600795

2377017

I 785994

1824 223

2600795

2640023

~

'"
-..J

EXPENDITURE (Schedule 1I)

I 052359

Compensation
Travel

218943
1667

Miscellaneous

~

Fees

Excess/(shortfall) of income over expenditure
Exchange adjustment
Balance b/f: 1 January

Balance as at 31 December

297031
2969

239 593
9851
757

523655
2927
~

~

220872

526885

I )02 560

300462

I 565 122

1297338

I 298 235

2339561

29305321

28007983

37735195

35395634

31 798545

29305321

39033430

37735195

928 102

ANNEX VII
Major Claims Funds - Braer and Keumdollg N°5
1971 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998
Braer Major Claims Fund
1998
INCO:vlE

£

Kellmdollg N°S Major Claims Fund
1998

1997
£

£

£

£

1997
£

£

£

Contributions (Schedule I)

Adj ustment to prior years' assessment

19 829

5539

393 504
19829

/33 320
5539

393504

/33320

Miscellaneous
Interest on overdue contributions
Interest on investments

430918

Mi scellaneous income

---

9716
374533

---

- -4309 18

384259

493 456

430596

450747

777763

498995

5639/6

w
00

5762
424834

493456

EXP ENDITURE (Schedule 11)
Compensation

Fees
Travel
Miscellaneous

Excess/(shortfal! ) of income over expenditure

(3 697)
245 149

24/ J 79
JJ 586

10 15 13

7399
~

---------1.ll

---±2

57437

--22.

249 796

253392

101562

57507

200951

524371

397 433

506 409

Bal ance b/f: I Jan uary

§ 361

02~

l83665 7

7206202

6699793

Balance as at 31 December

6 561979

636/028

7603635

7206202

ANNEX VIII
Major Claims Funds - Sea Prince and Yeo Myullg
1971 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

Yeo Myullg Major Claims Fund

Sea Prince i\1ajor Claims Fund

INCOME

£

£

£

1997

1998

1997

1998

£

£

£

£

£

Contributions (Schedule I)
Annual contributions (fourth levy)

2974310

Annual contributions (third levy)

4816324

Annual contributions (second levy)

6747898

Adjustmenllo prior years' assessment

715996
3690306

co

'D

963986
98639

243899

44345

98639

JJ 808121

1008331

Miscellaneous

Interest on overdue contributions
Interest on investments

7999

5799

923

704

1232251

961098

195067

173075

1 240250

4930556

966897

195990

173 779

12775018

294629

1182110

EXPENDITURE (Schedule II)
Compensation
Fees
Travel
Miscellaneous

4086510

4315189

147141

317 850

562847

237500

14536

64557

1880

5255

88

75

_

_ 4_8

---.1ii

465 1 325

4558019

161725

279231

8216999

132904

799647

Balance b/f: 1 January

18058023

9841024

2837067

2037420

Balance as at 31 December

18337254

18058023

2969971

2837067

Excess/(shortfall) of income over expenditure

382463

ANNEX IX
Major Claims Funds - Yuil N°1 and Sellyo Marll

1971 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

Yllil N°] Major Claims Fund
1998
1997
IN C OME

£

£

£

Sell)'o Mam

Major Claims Fund

1998
£

£

1997
£

£

£

Contribution s (Schedul e 1)

5779589
4 819 928
155208.

Annual contri butions (third levy)
Annu al contri butions (second levy)
Adjustmen t 10 prior years' assessment

543726
543726

...
0

66518

--10754725

66518

Miscellaneous
Interest on overdue contributions
Interest on investments
Recovery from sh ipQ\vner's insurer

6208
692 948

---

4663
364 599
~ 99

156

432
104757
1418375

- --

I 242882

J69262

1 ;'23 564

11123 987

1 590 082

EXPENDITURE (Sch edule II)
Compensation
Fees

Travel
Misce llaneous

Excess/(shortfall) of income over expend iture
Balance b/f: 1 January

6798 140
23393 6
9 702

---1.2l

4J 846
125 840

26 184
19 337

~

-----.l1

7041 97 1

169291

(5799089)
11 06 1 954

10954696
107258

2977 695

J 5445 10
1433 185

2776 162
201 533

Credit to Con tribu tors' Account
Transfer to General Fund

2977 695

--Balance as at 31 Oece mbt'r

455 72

5261865

11 061 954

~

2 9 77 695

ANNEX X
Major Claims Funds - Sea Empress and Nakhodka

1971 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998
Nak"odka Major Claims Fund

Sea Empress Major Claims Fund
1998
1997
INCOME
Contributions (Schedu le 1)
Annual contributions (second levy)
Annual contributions (first levy)
Adjustment to prior years' assessment

£

£

£

£

""

Excess/(shortfa ll) of income over
expenditure
Amount due to General Fund
Exchange adjustment

1997
£

£

£

14717793

(1 39070)

56693

29804533

21480

14 834

1481 151

757303

29867617
53238
246571

14717793
5309

557
772 /37
30576670

1503188
1364 118
EXPENDITURE (Schedule 11)
Compensation
Fees
Interest on loan from Aegean Sea MeF
Travel
Miscellaneous

£

298 10 924

19862302
9942231
(139070)

M iscellaneous
Interest on overdue contributions
Interest on investments
Mi scell aneous income

1998

2350654
480 353

6045226
952 762

2513
937

5700
12440

mM

5309

30 167426

14 723 /02

22583 161
1 545877
158724
23537

5463564
1424910
50639
20809
I 927

7/44

2 834 457

7016128

696 1 849

14 318 443

(I 470339)

23560542

23205577

(9595341)

(58257)
1 7653 18
(384 100)

Prior year's exchange adjustment
Balance b/f: I January

23502285

Ba lance as at 31 December

22031 946

(9595341)

23502285

(14991 454)

(9595341)

-

ANNEX

xr

Major Claims Funds - Nissos Alllol'gos and Omllg N°3

1971 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD J JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

Nissos A morgos
Major Claims Fund

OSlIIlg N°j

Maj or C laims F und

1998
INCOME
Co ntribution s (Sc hedul e 1)

Annual contribution s (first levy)

1998

£

£

£
1983912

1 983 912

1983912

1983912
M iscella neou s
Interest on overdue contribut ions
Interest on investmen ts

£

2697
112204

2697
124842

114901
2098813

127 539
2 III 451
EXPENDIT URE (Schedule 11)
Compensation
Fees
Interest on loan from Aegean Sea MCF

4832713
62271
2729
29294
4019
82

Interest on loan from 1992 Fu nd
Trave l
Miscellaneou s
Excess/(shortfa ll) of income over expenditure

2 I II 451

Ba1:lIl cc as a t 3 1 Decemb er

2 III 45 1

493 1 108
(2832295)

(2832295)

A moun t due to Aegeall Sett MCF
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ANNEXXH
1971 FUND: BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 1998

1998

199 7

Cash at banks and in hand
COnIributions outstanding
Due from 1992 Fund
Due from Vistabella MCF
Due from Nak/lOdka MCF to Aegean Sea MCF
Due from OSlIlIg N°3 Mer 10 Aegean Sea MerTax recoverable
Miscellaneous receivable
Interest on overdue contributions

154999522
1850517

139738751
2610543

412722

355320
386056

85966

14259
26898

TOTAL ASSETS

160 281 773

152768775

ASSETS

£

£

9595341

2 832295
98917
I 834

41607

LIABILITIES
905366

Staff Provident fund

14556

Accounts payable

123 077
122967
157913
547038
31798545
39033 430
6561979
7603 635
18337254
2969971
5 262 865

Unliquidated obligations
Prepaid contributions
Contributors' account
Due to [992 Fund

Due to Havcll MeF
D ue to Aegean Sea Mep

Due to 8racr MeF
Due to Kcu/JIdollg N°5 MeF
Due to Sea Prince MeF
Due to Yeo MYlIlIg MCF

Due 10 Yllil N° ! MeF
Due to SCIIYO Maru MeF

22031 946
14991454

Due to Sea Empress MCF
Due to Nakhodka MCF
Due to Nissos Alllorgos MeF

31213
143222
245053
135917
29305321
37735195
6361028
7206202
18058023
2837067
11061954

2977695
23502285

2 III 451

TOTAL LIABILITIES

151 668081

140505541

GENERAL FU ND BALA NCE

8613692

12263234

TOTAL LI ABILITIES AND
GENERAL FUND BALANCE

160281 773

152 768 775
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ANN[XXIll
1971 FUND: CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE
FINANCIAL PElUOn 1 .JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

1998
£
Cash as at I January

1998
£
139738751

199 7
£

1997
£
115 793 967

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Initial contributions
Previo us year's contributions received
Prior years' contribut ions rece ived

14760
34107897
3 086265
218906
40942
376773
76843
2704217
(586802)
(30761 484)
(2844218)
(992736)

55084
60961984
2218580
1418375
124 128
218598
443 768
21019
(405164)
(1 539495)
(38 795242)
(8601 141)
0412251

5441363
(138743)

15779269
(J306181

Recovery SellYo Maru

1992 Fund income
rnterest received on overdue contributions
Other sou rces of income

Receipts from contributors
Exchange adjustment
Administrative expenditure (1971 / 1992 Funds)
Claims expenditure
Repayment to contributors
Other cash payments
Net cash from operating activ ities

before nct current asset changes
Increase (Decrease) in net current liabilities

15648651

5 302 620

Net cash flow from operating activities

RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS

Interest on investments
Net cash inflow from returns on investments

Cash as at 3 1 December

I
I
II
I
I

I

I,

8296133

9958 151

144

9958151

8296/33

154999522

139738 75 1

ANNEX XIV
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF nill
INTERNATIONAL OIL POLLUTION COMPENSATION FUND 1992
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1998

OPINION OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR

To: the Assembly of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992
I have examined the appended financial statements, comprising Statements I to VTI,
Schedules I to II and Notes, of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 for the year
ended 31 December 1998 in accordance with !be Common Auditing Standards of the Panel of
External Auditors of the United Nations and !be Intemational Atomic Energy Agency, as appropriate.
My examination included a general review of the accounting procedures and such tests of the
accounting records and other supporting evidence as I considcred necessary in the circumstances.
In my opinion the financial statements present fairly the financial position as at 31 December
1998 and the results of the year then ended; and were prepared in accordance with the 1992 Fund's
stated accounting policies which were applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
financial year; and the transactions were in accordance with !be Financial Regulations and legislative
authority.
In accordance with Financial Regulations 13, I have also issued a long-fonn Report on my
audit of the Fund's financial statements.

SIR JOHN BOURN KCB
Comptroller and Auditor General, United Kingdom
Extemal Auditor

I July 1999
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ANNEX XV
General Fund

1992 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PElUOD 1 .JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

1998
INCOME

£

199 7
{

£

[

Co nt r ibutio ns (Sc hedule I)

Contributions
Adjustment to prior years' assessment

6996681

5 935 786
(I 395)

6996 681

5934391
M iscellaneous

Miscellaneous Income
Repayment from 1971 Fund re: OStlllg N°3
rnlerest on loan to 1971 Fund re: OSlIIIg N°3

Interest on overdue contributions
Interest on investments

236
1 640751
29294
5543
245659

14802
758454
2443537

251202

8377 928

7 247883

678425

479648

EXPENDITURE

SCCI"etariat expenses (Statement f)
Obl igati ons incurred
Claims

1 640739

Compensation
C laims relllted expenses

63

Miscellaneous

ExcesS/(shorUall ) of incom e ove . . ex penditure

146

23 19227

479648

(, 058 701

6 768235

ANNEX XVI
Major Claims Funds - Nakhodka and

OSllllg

N °3 (Interim)

1992 FUND: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

1998
INCOME
Contributions (Schedule 1)
.".

Contributions
Adjustment to prior years' assessment

£

£

3461413

ill.l.Ql
7628
209279

3048
128540

2740
445 302

3461413

6897108

(1 110)

Excess/(shortfall) of income over expenditure

£

£

£

£

6897108

-J

Miscellaneous
Interest on overdue contributions
Interest on investments

Osultg N°3 Interim Major Claims Fund
1998

Naklzodka Major Claims Fund
1997

44 8042

/31588

216907

446932

7028696

3678320

446932

7028696

3678 320

7028696

36 783 20

Balance b/f: 1 January

7028696

Balance as at 31 December

7475 628

ANNEX XVII
1992 FUND : BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 1998

ASSETS

1998

199 7

£

£

24323173

Cash at banks and in hand
Contributions outstcmding
Due from 1971 Fund

14557

13715350
30/524

547038

Tax recoverable
Miscellaneous receivable
Interest on overdue contributions

21 507

35

6985

482

24761

3625
1402/016

24938021

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Staff Provident Fund

851 876

Accounts payable

19207

Un liquidated obligations

107 185

Due to 1971 Fund
220992

355320
110888
7028696

Prepaid con tri but ions
Due to Nakhodka Mer
Due to OSlIlIg N°3 MeF

7475 628
3 678 320

TOTAL LIABILITIES

12353208

7 494 904

GENERAL FUND BALANCE

125 84813

6526112

TOTAL LIABILITIES AN D
GENERAL FUND BALANCE

2493802 1

14021016
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ANNEX XVIII

1992 FUND: CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE
FINANCIAL PERIOD I .JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1998

1998

1998

1997

1997

£

£

£

£

13715350

Cash as at 1 January

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Previous year's contributions received
Prior year's contributions received
Interest received on overdue contributions

2953
1 670045
716083

Receipt fro m 1971 Fund re Provident Fund
R epaymen t of 1997 Administrative cost 101971 Fund

Administrative Expenditure (197111992 Funds)
Claims expenditure

4966

81 838

Other sources of income
Receipts from contributors
Receipts from 1971 Fund re OSlIlIg N°3 MCF

13592 265

9388699
292 962
4034

(237898)

(355 320)
(959372)
(I (40802)
(2953)

Repayment to contributors
Income held by 1971 Fund

(158906)

(717)
(/24 128)

Net cash from operatin g activities before net
current asset changes

9027487

13234488

129311

106663

(11 774)

Other cash payments

Increase (Decrease) in net current liabilities

13341151

9 156798

Net cash flow from operating activities

RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS
374199

1451025

Interest on investments
Net cash inflow from returns on investments
Cash as at 31 December

149

I 451 025

374199

24323 17:1

13715350

c·

ANNEX XIX
J 971 Fund: Contributing oil received in the calendar year 1998
in the territories of States which were Members of the 1971 Fund
on 31 December 1999
As reported by 31 December 1999

Member State

Ita ly
Malaysia
China (I-long Kong Spec ial Administrative Rcgion)
Poland
Sri Lanka
Ghana
Malta
Russian Federation
B ru nei Darussalam
Djibouti
Estonia
Fij i
Iceland
Mauritius
Slovenia
Un ited Arab Emirates
Vanuatu

Contribnting Oil
(tonnes)

'X. of Total

148 01 8 442
14830768
3906009
3 074 965
2092 592
I 750787
12375 14
774172

84.25 %
8.44%
2.22%
1.75%
1.19%
1.00%
0.70%
0.44%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
175 685 249

Note:

No report from Alban ia, Antigua and Barbuda, Benin, Cameroon, Colombia, Cote d'lvoire,
Gabon, Gambia, Guyana, India, Kenya, Kuwait, Maldives, Mauritania, Morocco,
Mozambique, Nigeria, Panama , Papua New Guinea, Portugal , Qatar, Saint Kilts and
Nevis, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Syrian Arab Republic, Tonga, Tuvalu and Yugoslavia.
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ANNEX XX
1992 Fund: Contributing oil received in the calendar year 1998
in the territories of States which were Members of the 1992 Fund
on 31 December 1999

As reported by 31 December 1999

M ember State

Japan
Republic of Korea
Netherlands
France
United Kingdom
Singapore
Germany
Spain
Canada
Australia
Norway
Greece
Sweden
Mexico
Finland
Belgium
Venezuela
Denmark
Philippines
New Zealand
Bahamas
Ireland
Croatia
Tunis ia
Jamaica
Cyprus
Uruguay
Barbados
Iceland
Lalvia
Liberia
Marshalllslands
Monaco
Oman
United Arab Emirates

Contributing Oil
(tonnes)

'1., of Total

262 216075
119462262
106000621
102 73 3 798
79 861 625
74583 73 8
67 86901 8
62 896 8 17
46266 8 18
30597745
29597 411
21980311
20919612
14 839864
10 868323
7743402
7603000
6603 754
5916 807
4937322
468 1 503
4597784
3322643
269131 3
2505872
I 863 730
I 7798 39
157492
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I 105098499

23.73%
10.8 1%
959%
9.30%
7.23 %
6.75 %
6.14%
5.69%
4.19%
2.77%
2.68%
1.99%
1. 89%
1.34%
0.98%
0.70%
0.69%
0.60%
0.54%
0.45%
0.42%
0.42%
0. 30%
0.24%
0.23 %
0.17%
0.16%
0.01%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.OQ%

Notes: No report frol11 Algeria , Bahrain , Belize and Grenada.
Report received from the Philippines incomplete.
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ANNEX
SUMMARY OF
(31 December
For this table, damage has been hrrouped into the following categories:

D
Ship

1

Dale of
incident

Irving Whale

7.9.70

Gross

Limit of

tonnage

shipowner's

(GRT)

liability under
1969 CLC

Canada

2261

(1II/knulI'n)

USSR

27694

Rbl, 2 43 I 584

rlag State
of ship

Place o f incident

GulfofSt

Cause of
incident

Sinking

Lawrence.
Canada

2

Allfollio CI'(/lIIsci

27.2.79

Venlspils,

Grounding

USSR
3

Miya Mum N 8

22.3.79

l3isal1 Seta,
Japan

Japan

997

¥37 710 340

Coll ision

4

Ta/'pell bek

21.6.79

Selscy Bill,

Federal
Republic of
Germany

999

£64 356

Collision

United Kingdom

Mcbaru,

Japan

19

¥845480

Sinking

Naru\o Strai t,
Japan

Japan

199

¥8 123 140

Collision

Akunc,

Japan

99

¥3 143 180

Collision

18048

rrrll 833718

Breaking

5

D

Mebaruztlki Mum

8.12.79

Japan

W5

6

Shown Mort!

9.1.80

7

Ul/seiMam

9.1.80

Japan

I

8

Tal/iv

7.3.80

Brittan y,
rrance

Madagascar

9

F llrellos

3.6.80

Oresund,
Sweden

Sweden

999

SKr61 2443

Collision

10

Husei A'/o/'l/

21.8.80

Miyagi ,
Japan

Jap,m

983

¥35 765 920

Collision

I

I

,

I
I

I
I

I

l
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XXI
INCIDENTS: 1971 FUND
1999)
o Clean-up (including preventive measures)
o Fishery-related

o Tourism-related
o Farming-related
o Other loss of income
o Other damage to property

o Environmental damage

Quantity
of oil
spi lled
(tonnes)

Compensation
(Amounts paid by 1971 Fund,
unless indicated 10 the contrary)

Notes

(1II/knowlI)

frvillg Whale refloatcd in 1996. Canadi an

D
I

Court dismissed action against 1971 rund as
Fund could not be held liable for events

which occurred prior 10 entry into force of
1971 found Convention for Canada.

5500

Clean-up

SKr95 707 157

2

:1
,

540

Clean-up
Fi shery-related
Indemnification

(ullknowl/)

10

lOO

Clean-up

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indemnification

Clean-up

Fishery-related

Indemnification

¥108
¥JI
¥9
¥ 149

589104
521 478
427585
5J8 167

¥5 438 909 recovered by way of recourse.

J

£J6J 550

4

¥7 477 481
¥2710854
¥211 J70
¥IOJ99705

5

¥IO 408 J69
¥92 696 505
¥2 OJO 785
¥105 \J5659

<140

¥9 893 496 recovered by way of recourse.

6

Because of the distribution of liability
between the two colliding ships. 1971 Fund

7

not called upon \0 pay any compensation.

IJ 500

C lean-up

Tourism-related
Fishery-related
O ther loss of income

FFr219 164 465
FFr2 429 JJ8
FFr52 024

Total payment equalled limit of
compensation available under 1971 Fund
Convention; payments by 197 1 Fund

FFr494816

represented 63.85% of accepted amounts.
US$17 480 028 recovered by way of
recourse .

FFr222 140 64J

200

Clean-up
Clean-up
lndenmificatioll

270

Clean-up
Fi shery-related
Indemnification

8

SKrJ 187687
DKr418589
SKrl5JIII

SKr449 961 recovered by way of recourse.

9

¥ 16J 051598
¥50271267
¥8 94 14RO
¥222 264 J45

¥18 221905 recovered by way of recourse.

10

153

D
Ship

11

.lose Mart;

12

13

Dale of

Pl ace of incident

incident

Flag Slate

of ship

Gross

Limit of

tonnage

shipowner's

(ORT)

liabitity under
1969 CLC

27706

SKm 844 593

Grounding

199

¥7 396 340

Grounding

incident

I

7.1.81

Dalal'D,
Sweden

USSR

S/(/lW 114(/1"11 N°lI

2 1.11.81

Kal'atsu,
Japan

Japull

Globe As;",;

22.11.81

Klaipcda,

Gibraltar

12404

Rbl, I 350324

Grounding

Netherlands

31030

DM 10080383

Discharge

Grounding

USSR
14

Cuuse of

Ollttilln

3.3.82

Hamburg,
Federal Republic

of Germany
15

ShiOfn Mnm N°2

31.3.82

Takashima island,
Japan

Japan

161

¥6 304 300

16

Fllkl/(oko Mont N°S

3.4.82

Tachibana Bay.
Japan

Japan

499

¥20 844 440

Col lision

17

Kill/kif Mam N°35

1.1 2.82

Ishinomaki,
Japan

Japan

107

Y4 27 1 560

Sinking

18

SlIillkai Maru ~3

21.6.83

Ichikawa,

Japan

48

¥I 880940

Discharge

Japan

999

¥39 445 920

Collision

hpan

82

¥J 091 660

Collision

Japan

19

Eiko Mom N° I

13.8.83

Karakuwazaki,
Japan

20

Koei Mnru N°3

22.12.83

Nagoya,
Japan

21

T:wlleliisn Atnm N°8

26.8.84

Osaka,
Japan

Japan

38

¥964 800

22

KoJ/O N!nl'll N°3

5.11.84

Hiroshima,
Japan

Japan

199

¥5 385 920

Ground ing

23

KosJlIlI/lv/aru N° I

5.3.85

Tokyo Bay,
Japan

Japan

68

¥ I 896320

Col lision

24

Parll/os

21.3.85

Straits ofMcssin::t,
Italy

Greece

51627

L11 13 263703650

Collision

25

Jail

2.8.85

Aalborg,
Denmark

Federal
Republic of
Germany

1400

OKrl 576 170

154

Sinking

Grounding

Quantity
of oil
spi lled
(tonnes)

Compensation
(Amounts paid by 1971 pund,
unless indicated to the contrary)

Notes

1000

Total damage less than shipowner's liability
(clean-up SKr20 361 000 claimed).
Shipowner's defence that he should be
exonerated from liability rcjeeted in final
court judgement.

10

Clea n-up
Indemnification

,Y·6 426 857
¥I 849085
¥8 275 942

>16000

Indemnification

US$467953

200-300

Clean-up

D
II

12

No damage in 1971 Fund Member State.

13

DMII 345 174

14

20

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indemnification

¥46 524 524
¥24571 190
¥I 576075
¥72 671789

IS

85

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indemnification

¥2oo 476 274
¥163 255 481
¥5 21 I 110
¥368 942 865

16

33

Indemnification

¥598 181

3.5

Clean -up
Indemnifkation

¥I 005 160
¥470 235
,Y·I 475395

)57

Clean -up
Fishely-related
IndenmiJication

¥23 193525
YI 54 1584
¥9 86 1480
¥)4 596 589

¥ 14 843 746 recovercd by way of recourse .

19

49

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indemnifkation

¥18 Ol D 269
¥8 97 1 979
¥772915
¥27 755 163

¥8 994 083 recovered by way of recourse.

20

)0

Clean-up
IndemnifIcation

¥16 610 200
¥241 200
¥ 1685 1400

21

20

Clean-up
Pishery-re lated
Indemnification

¥68 609 674
¥25 502 144
¥ I )46480
¥95458298

22

80

Clean-up
IllI.lcmnifica tioll

¥26 124589
¥474 080
¥26 598 669

700

)00

Clean-up
Indemn ification

DKr9 455 66 1
DKr39404)
DKr9 849 704
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Total damage less than shipowner's liability.

17

18

¥8 866 222 recovered by way of recourse .

2)

Total damage agreed out of court or decided
by court (Llt 11 583 29R 650) less than
shipowner's liabil ity.

24

25

[
26

27

Ship

Date of

Place of incident

rlag State
of ship

incident

Gross
tonnage
(GRT)

Limit of
shipowner's

Cause of
incident

liability under

1969 CLC

Rose Garden Mol'II

Brndy Mflria

26 .12.85

3.1.86

Ulllm Al Qaiwain,
United Arab
Emirates

Panama

Elbe Estuary,

Panama

2621

US$364 182

(es/ill/ate)

996

DM324629

83

¥3 876800

Discharge
of oil

Col lision

I'cderal Republic
of Germany

28

29

Take Maru N°6

Oiled Gllelerjl1i

9. \.86

18.12.86

Sakai -Senboku,
Japan

Japan

Algiers,

Algeria

1 576

Oin1 175064

Discharge

Sweden

2866

SKr2 74 1 746

Grounding

27 706

Rbls 2 431 854

Grounding

4461

¥93 874 528

81412

£7 900 000

Discharge

oroit

Algeria

30

TIII II/ /allk 5

21.12.86

G.:Ivie,

Sweden

31

Amoll io Gramsci

6.2.87

fJorga,

USSR

finland

32

SOlllllern Eagle

15.6.87

Sada Misaki,
Japan

Panama

33

Ell/alii

22.7.87

Indonesia

Libya

Collision

Grounding

(es/ill/flle)

34

Aka!'i

25.8.87

Panama

Dubai,

35

Tolllliros

1\.9.87

West coast,
Sweden

Greece

36

Hillode Mont N°}

18.12.87

Yawatahama,
Japan

Japan

37

AIII(/zzone

31.1.88

Brittany,
France

Ita ly

38

Taiyo Mont N° J3

12.3.88

Yokohama.
Japan

Japan

39

Czan/oria

8.5.88

SI ROlTluald,
Canada

Canada

40

Ka.wgll Morll N° J

Kyoga Misaki,
Japan

Japan

10.12.88

156

Fire

1345

£92 800
(es/illl a/e)

48914

S Kc50 000 000
(esrimate)

19

¥608000

18325

,Fel3 860369

Storm
damage to
tanks

86

¥2 476 800

Discharge

81 197

(IInk nown)

Collision
wilh berth

480

¥ 17015040

Uni ted Arab
Emirates

Unknown

Mishandling
of cargo

Sinking

- -

Quantity

Compensation

oroil

Notes

(Amounts paid by 1971 Fund,

sp illed
(tonnes)

unless indicated to the contrary)

(uI/knowlI)

200

Clean-up

0.1

Indemnification

15

CJean-up
Clean-up
Clean-up

DM3 220 511

¥104987

Other loss of income

US$I 133
FFr708824
DinS 650
£126120

Indemnification

Dil1293766

150-200

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indemnification

SKr23 168271
S~·49 361
SKr685437
SKr23 903 069

600-700

Clean-up

FM I 849924

15

[

Claim against 1971 fund (USS44 204)
withdrawn.

26

DM333 027 recovered by way of recourse.

27

Total damage less than shipowner's liability.

28

29

30

USSR clean-up claims (Rbls I 417448) n01
paid by 197 1 found since USSR not Member
of 1971 Fund at lime ofincidcnL

31

Total damage less than shipowner's liability

32

(¥35 346 679 clean-up and ¥51 521 183
fishery-related agreed).
3 ()()()

1000

Clean-up
Clean-up

Dhr 864 293
US$187 165

200

25

2 ()()()

6

Clean-up
Tndenmilication

Clean-up
Fishery-relatcd

Clean-up
Indemnification

33

US$160 000 refunded by shipowner's
insurer.

34

Clean-up cla im (SKr l OO 639 999) 110t
pursued, since legal action by Swedi sh
Govemment against shipowner and 1971
Fund withdrawn.

35

¥I 847225
¥152 000
¥I 999225

rFrI 141 185
FFrl45792
FFrl 286977

36

FFrI 000 000 recovered from shipowner's
insurer.

¥6 134885
¥619200
¥6 754 085

Clean-up
rishery-related
Indemnification

¥371 865 167
¥53 500 000
¥4 253 760
¥429 618 927

157

37

38

1971 fund Convention not applicable, as
incident occurred be fore entry into force of
Convention for Canada. Clean-up claim
(Can$1 787771) not pursued .

(unknown)

I 100

Clean-up claim (US$242 8(0) not pursued.

39

40

~

D
Ship

41

42

Neslllcco

rllkkol Mnru N°I}

Date of
incident

Place of incident

Flag Slate

of ship

Gross

Limi! of
shipowner's
liability under
1969 CLe

Cause of

1612

(unknown)

Collision

94

¥2 198400

tonnage

(GRT)

2J.12.88

15.5.89

Vancouver island,

United

Canada

States of
America

Shiogama,

Japan

Japan

incident

Overflow
frOIll supply

pipe
43

TSI/ballle Motu N°58

18.5.89

Shiogama,
Japan

J<lP,ln

74

¥2 971520

Mishandling
of oil transfer

44

'(sI/bailie M(l1'l1 N°16

15.6.89

Kushiro,
Japan

Japan

56

¥1 613 120

Discharge

45

Kijl/ku M am N°I03

28.6.89

Otsuji,

Japan

59

¥1 727040

Mish,mdling
of cargo

2829

Can$473766

Japan

46

N(lIIc), Or/' Gaudier

25.7.89

Liberia

Hamilton,

Canada

47

48

DUII/felli Mn/'/1 N°5

DnifQ MUnI N°]

28.10.89

5.4.90

Overflow
during

Yaizu,
Japan

Ja pan

Yokohama,

Japarl.

174

¥4 199680

discharge

I

Mishandling

I

or cargo

9J

¥2 495 360

Japan

I

Mishandli ng

of cargo

49

Kazuei Jv/n/"II N°lO

1\.4.90

Osaka,
Japan

Japan

121

¥3 476 160

Collision

50

Fllji Mant N°3

12.4.90

Yokohama,
Japan

Japan

199

¥5 J52 000

OvcrOow
during supply
operation

51

VD/gal/eft 263

14.5.90

Karlskrona,
Sweden

USS R

J 566

SKrJ 205 204

Collision

I
52

Ha to ",rant N°2

27.7.90

Kobe,
Japan

Japan

53

SOl/ito

12. 10.90

River Tha mes,
United Kingdom

54

Rio Oril/oco

16. 10.90

55

Portfield

56

Vistabella

31

¥80J 200

Mishandling
of cargo

I

Sweden

2866

£241 000
(estimate)

Mishand ling
of cargo

,

Anl icosti island,
Canada

Cayman
Islands

5999

Can$1 182617

5.1\.90

Pembroke, Wales,
United Kingdom

United
Kingdom

481

£69141

Sinking

7.3.91

Caribbean

Trinidad
and Tobago

1090

rFr2 354 000

Sinking

158

(estimate)

Grounding

-

Quantity
oroil

Compensation

Notes

(Amounts paid by 197 1 Fund,

spilled
(tonnes)

unless indicated to the COnlnl ry)

(IInknown)

1971 Fund Convention 110\ applicable, as
incident occurred before entry into force of

[
41

Convention for Canada. Clean-up claims
(Can$lO 475) not pursued.
0.5

Clean -up

Indemnification

¥492 635
¥549600
¥I 042 235

42

7

Other damage to property
Indemnification

¥ 19 159905
¥742880
¥ 19 902 785

43

(Ul1kIlOlI'I/)

Other damage to property

¥273580
¥403280
¥676860

44

¥8 285 960
¥431761
¥8717721

45

Indemnification

(1I11kllOlVII)

Clean-up
Indemnification

250

Total damage less than shipowner's liability
(c lean-up Can$292 110 agreed).

46

0.2

Fishery-related
Clean-up
Indemnification

¥I 792 100
¥368510
¥I 049920
¥3210530

47

3

Clean -up
Indemnification

¥5 490 570
¥623840
¥6114410

48

30

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Imlcnm ilication

¥48 883 038
¥560 588
¥869 040
¥ 50312666

(lIuknol!'lI)

Clean-up
Indemnification

¥96 43 I
¥I J38000
¥I 43443 I

800

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indemnification

SKrl5 523 813
SK,530 239
SKr795276
SK,'16 849 328

(Ill/known)

Othcr damage 10 properly
Indemnificat ion

49

¥430 329 recovered by way of recourse.

50

51

52

¥I 087700
¥200 800
¥I 288500 '

Total damagc less than shipowner's liability
(clean-up £130 000 agreed).

20

185

Clean-up

110

Clean -up
rishcry-rclalcd
Indemnification

(III/kl/ own)

¥45 038 833 recovered by way of recourse.

Clean-up
Clean-up

53

Can$ 12 831892

54

£249630
£9879
£17 155
£276663

55

FF,8 237 529
US$8068

56

159

D
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57

J/OklllUIII MOri{ N°12

Date of

Place of incident

incident

Flag State
of ship

Gross
tonnage

Limit of
shipowner's

(GR"!")

liability under

Cause of
incident

1969 CLC
5.4.91

Okushiri island,

Japan

209

¥3 523 520

98544

1.11 21 800 000 000

Grounding

Japan

58

Agip Abr/lzzo

10.4.91

Livorno,

Italy

Italy
59

Ha vell

11.4.91

Genoa,

Collision

(estill/ate)

Cyprus

109977

1.1123950220000

Italy

fire and
explosion

60

Kaiko At/om N°86

12.4.91

Notll;Jzak i,
Japan

Japan

499

¥ 14 660 480

Collision

61

Kllllli MUrI! N"12

27.12.91

Tokyo Oay,
Japan

Japan

III

¥3 058 560

Collision

62

FlIkkol Maru N°}]

9.6.92

Ishinollluki,
Japan

Japan

94

¥2 198400

La Coruilu,

Greece

57801

PIS 1 12 1 219450

Grounding

Liberia

44989

£5790052

Grounding

Estonia

949

113000 SDR
(estimate)

Grounding

Republic of

520

Won 77 786224

Grounding

63

Aegeal/ Sea

3.12.92

Mishandling
oroil supply

Spuin

64

Hmer

5.1.93

Shetland,
United Kingdom

I

65

I

66

I

Killlllf

16.1.93

Tallinn,

Estonia

Smllbo IrJ J

12.4.93

Seou l,
Republic of Korea

Korea

(estimate)

67

Taiko MOrll

31.5.93

Shioyazaki,
Japan

Japan

699

¥29205 120

Collision

68

RyoyoMal'll

23.7.93

Izu peninsula,
Japan

Japan

699

¥28 105920

Collision

I
I
I

I

,I

160

Quantity
of oil
spilled
(tonnes)
(IInknown)

Compensation
(Amounts paid by 1971 Fund ,
unless inrJieatcd to the cOllirary)

Clean-up
rishcry-related
Indemnification

Notes

¥2119966
¥4 024 863

D
57

¥SSO SSO
¥7 025 709

2000

(1IIIkn olvII)

Indemnification

Li1 16(i(i03193 1

Italian State
Two Italian contractors
French State
Other french publ ic bodies
Principality of Monaco

LIt 70 002 629093
LIt I 582341690
LI t 71584970783
FFrl2 580 724
FfrlO659469
FFr270035
FFr23 510 228

lndenmification

£2500000

25

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indenmification

¥53513992
¥39 553821
¥3665 120
¥96 732 933

5

Clean-up
Indcnmification

¥ I 05651 9
¥764 640
¥I 82 1 159

Other damage to properly
Indenmificalion

¥4 243 997

(ullknown)

73500

Figures as in criminal
j lldgemelll:

84000

140

4

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Tourism-related
Farming-related
Other damage to properly
Other loss of income

Clean-up

Clean-up
Fishery-related

58

Agreement on a global settlemcnt or all
outstanding claims between the Italian State,
the shipowner/Club and the 1971 hmd was
signcd in Rome on 4 March 1999. The 1971
Fund's payments are set out in the previous
column. The shipowner's insurer paid
Li t 47 597 370 907 to the Italian State. The
shipowner and his insurer paid all accepted
claims by olher Italian public bodies and
private claimants.

59

60

¥650 522 recovered by way of recourse.

61

62

·¥ 549600
¥4 793 597

COIWl

o Spanish Governmcnt (claimed)
o Public 130dies (awarded)
o Private claimant (cf(lillletO
Fishery-related:
o Private claimants ((J1l'(trI/ed)
o Pri vate claimants (claillled)

Total damage less than shipowncr's liability.

Pis I 154 500 000
Pts 303 263 26 1
Pts 184 216 423

Amounts ind icated as claimed rcla te to
claims referrerJ to the procedure for the
cxecution of judgement. Pts 930 million
paid by [971 fund. Pts 782 million paid by
shipowner's insurer. further claims brought
in civil court for Pts 22 000 million .

63

Further cla ims amounting to £5.7 million
agreed. Claims amounting to £27.6 subject
of court proceedings. £4 807 323 paid by
shipown er's insurer.

64

Pts 327 027 638
Pts 14 955 486 084
PIs 16924493406
£200 285
£33269350
£77375
£3 533 504
.£8259 156
£186985
£455 26655
FM543618

Won 176 866 632
Won 42 848 123
Won 219 7 14 755

65

US$22 504 recovered from shi powner's
insurer.

66

520

Clean-up
Fishery-related
Indemnification

¥756 780 796
¥336 404 259
¥7 30 1 280
¥ 1 100486335

-¥49 104 248 recovered by way of recourse .

67

500

Clean-up
Indcnmiticati on

¥8 433 001
¥7 026 480
¥15 459 481

>t10 455 440 recovered by way ofrccOllrse.

68

161
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Ship

69

Kelllllriong N°5

Date of

Place of incident

incident

fliad

Gross
tonnage
(GRT)

Limi t of
shipowner's
liability under

Cause of
incident

1969 CLC
27.9.93

Yosu,
Republic of Korea

70

Flag State
of ship

9.1 0.93

71

Seki

30.3.94

72

D{/ifO M om N°j

11.6.94

Rl:public of
Korea

Pylas,
Greece

Greece

Fujairah,
United Arab
Emi rates,
and Oman

Panama

Yokohuma,

481

Won77417210

33837

Drs I 496 533 000

Collision

Grounding
I

153506

14 million SDR

Collision

Japan

116

¥3 386560

Overflow
during
loading
operation

Collision

Japan

73

Toyotakn Mont

17. 10.94

Kainan.
Japan

Jupan

2960

¥81 823680

74

/IDyll Mont N'53

31.10.94

Monbetsu,

Japan

43

¥I 089280

Japan

Mishandl ing
ofoil supply

I
75

Sling fI N"J

8.11.94

Onsan,
Republic of Korea

Republic of

150

Won 23 000 000

Grounding

(estilllate)

Korea

76

Spil1li'om unknown
source

30.11.94

Mohamrneuia,
Morocco

-

77

BO),(ll1g N°51

25.5.95

Sandbucg Do,
Republic of Korea

Republic of
Korea

149

19817S DR

78

Doe Woong

27.6.95

Kojung,
Republ ic of Korca

Republic of
Korea

642

Won 95 000 000
(es/ill/me)

Grounding

79

Sea Prillce

23 .7.95

Yosu,
Republic of Korea

Cyprus

144567

14 million SDR

Grounding

162

-

(Unknown)

Collision

Quantity
of oil
spilled
(tonnes)

Compensation
(A mounts pa id by 1971 Fund,
unless indicated to the con trary)

1280

Clean-up (paid)
rishery-related (paid)
Other damage to properly (paid)
Claims pending in Court:
rishery-related

200

Clean-up (paid)
Clean -up (paid)
rishcry-related (claillled)
Other loss of income (claimed)

Moral damages (claimed)

Notes

Won 5 587 815 812
Won 6 947 755 270
WOIl 14206046
Won 12549777128

Clean-up
[ndemnil"ication

560

Cle,ln-up
Fishery-related
Other loss of income
Indemnificalion

(ul/known)

18

(ul/kl/own)

O ther damage 10 property
Clean-up
Indemnification

Clean-up
Fishery-related

C lean-up (c/aimed)

I)rs 356 204 Oil

US$565
Ors I 099 000
Drs 1 547 000
0" 3 002 204

000
000
000
Oil

5035

Clean-up

Clean-up (paid)
Fishery-related (paid)
Tourism-related (paid)

Clc<ln-up (paid)
Claims pending ill COl/I"(:
Fi shery-related
Post spil l environmen tal studies
Clean-up

I
I

Remova[ of oil and vessel

69

Drs 356 204 011 and US$565 000 paid by
shipowner's insurer.

70

Settlement ou tside the Conventions
conch./lIcd between the Government of
Fujairah and the shipowner. TCllm of
settlement not known to 1971 Fund . The
1971 rund will not be called upon to pay
any compensation .

71

I)r'S 378 000 000

72

¥ 11 87304
¥846640
¥2 033 944

%295 16429
¥50 730 359
¥15490030
Y20 455 920
¥716 192738

¥31 021 717 recovered by way of recourse.

Won 9 401 293
Won 28 378 8 19
Won 37 780 112
Mar Dhr 2 600 000

73

74

¥3954861
¥202854
¥272 320
¥4 430 035

160

I

Won 5 587 815 812 paid by shipowner's
insurer, of which USS6 million reimbursed
by 1971 rund.

Won 18 452 000 000

16000

0.5

[

Shipowner lost righllo limit his liability
because proceedings nol commenced within
period specified under Korean law.

75

Not established Ih<lt oil origi nated from a
ship as dcli ned in 1971 Fund Convention .

76

Clean-up claim (Won 142 million) timebaITed as necessary legal action not taken.

77

Won 43 517 127

78

Won [9919000000
Won 19500000 000
Won 538 000 000
Won 39 957 000 000

79

¥357214

Won 253 500000
Won I 140000000
Won 135000000
Won I 528 500 000
US$8 827 729
¥4 342 967

163
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80

81

Date of
incident

Place of incident

flag Slale
of s hip

Gross

Limit of
shipowner's
liabi lity under
1969 CLC

Cause of
incident

138

Won 21 465434

Collision

198

¥3 967 138

tonnage

(GRT)

Yeo M)'lIl1g

Shilll)'1I Mal'll N°8

3.8.95

4.8.95

Yosu,

Republ ic of

Republic of Korea

Korea

Chita,

Japan

Japan

Mishandling
of oi l supply

I

82

Sell)'o Ma,."

3.9.95

Ubc,
Japan

Jupan

83

Yldl N° I

21.9.95

Pusan,
Republic of Korea

Republic uf

Yosu,

Panama

84

H Olltllll

Sapphire

17.11.95

895

¥20 203 325

1591

Won 250 mill ion
(estimate)

142 488

14 million Sl)R

Korea

Republic of Korea

85

TokoMu/"II

23.1.96

699

Japan
86

Sea Empress

15.2.96

Sinking

Contact with

fender

Japan

I\negasaki,

Collision

¥18 769 567

Collision

(eslilllme)

Liberia

Milford Ilaven,
Wales.

77 356

£7 395 748

Grounding

United Kingdom

I

i

87

Kugel1 l1l1/(/ Mnm

6.3.96

Kawasaki,

Japan

57

Japan

88

KriliSea

9.8.96

Agioi Thcodoroi,

Greece

62678

¥ I 175 055
(es(im ate)

Drs 2 241 million

Mishandling
ofoils"pply

Mishandling
of oil supply

Greece

I
I

I

I
I

164

,
Compensation
(Amounts paid by 1971 Fund,
unless indicated to the contrary)

Quantity

afoi!

spilled
(tonnes)
40

Clean-up (paid)

Notes

Won 684 000 000
Won 600 000 000

Fishery-related (paid)
Tourism-related (paid)

Won 560 945 437 paid by shipowllds
insurer.

D
SO

Won 269029739
Won J 553029 739

Claims pending ill COllrl:

0.5

Fishery-related

Won 335 000 000

Clean -up (paid)

¥8 650 249
¥984327
V9 634 576

Indemnification (paid)

Other damage to property (agreed)

Other loss of income (agreed)

94

Clean-up
lndcmn ilicalion

I

(Ill/known)

Clean-up (paid)

Won 12393000000

Fishery-related (paid)

Won 5 391 000 000
Won 17784000000

Claims pending in Court:
Fishery-related (c/aimed)

1800

Clean-up (paid)
Fishery-related (paid)
Environmental studies (c/aimed)

Clean-up (paid)
Other damage to property (paid)
Fishery-related (paid)
Tourism-related (paid)
Other loss of income (paid)

¥-279973 101 recovered by way of recourse
action.

S2

Won I 654 million paid by shipowner's
insurer.

83

US$U.5 million paid by shipowner's
insurer.

84

Total damage less than owner's liability.
Indemnillcation not requested.

85

£6 866 809 paid by shipowner's insurer.

86

¥I 197 267 recovered by way of recourse
action.

87

Drs 342 131 123 paid by sh ipowner's
insurer. Furthcr claims being examined.

88

Won 14 329 000 000
Won 9 033 000 000
Won I 112000000
WOIl 114000000
Won ID 259 000 000

4

72 360

SI

USS3 103
US$2560
US$5663
¥314 838 937
¥46 726 661
¥5012855
¥366 578 453

Fishely-related

¥J 718455 paid by shipowner's insurer.

£5922074
£315456
£7744340
£2017477
£273 865
£16272342

C1aillls pending in G'our/:

Clean-up
Other damage to propcrty
Fishery-relatcd
Tourism-related
Other loss of income

0.3

Clean-up
Indemnification

30

Clean-up (paid)
Clean -up (agreed)
Fishery-relatcd (paid)
Pishcry-related (c/aimed)
"I·ourism-relatcd (paid)
Tourism-related (c/aill/ed)
Other loss of income (paid)
Other loss of income (c/aime(lj

£14820000
(350000
£5675000
£1693000
£2311000
£24849000
¥ I 981 403
¥297 066
¥2 278 469

Ors 199492 557
Ors 2 098 624 280

Drs 83 464 212
Drs813391 187
Des 35 375 000

Drs 10715500
Drs 23 799354
Drs 241 353 652
Ors3 506215 742

- --

-
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89

90

91

Dale or
incident

Flag Slate
of ship

Gross
tonnage
(GRT)

Umitof
shipowner's
liability under

Cause of
incident

1969 CLC

N° J rUllg Jung

Nnkl/Odka

T~illbamc

Place of incident

Mont JlG31

15.8.96

2.1.97

25. 1.97

Pusan,

Republic of

Republic of Korea

Korea

Oki island,

Russian

Japan

Federation

Olan!,

Japan

560

Won 122 million

13 159

I 588000 SDR

I3reaking

89

¥I 843849

Overllow
during

Japan

Grounding

loading
operation

92

NissO!!; Alllorgos

28.2.97

Maracaibo.

Greece

50563

Venezuela

93

Daiwa Mont N°l8

27.3 .97

Kawasaki,

JeollgJillN°IOI

1.4.97

Grounding

(esrill/ate)

Japan

186

Japan

94

Ss3 473 million

¥3 372 368

Mishandling

(esl illlflle)

ofoit supply

Pusan,
RcpubJ ic of Korea

Republic of
Korea

896

786

104500 SDR
(eslill/ale)

3D 423

3.6 million SDR

95

OSlIlIg N°3

3.4.97

Tunggado,
Republic of Korea

Republic of
Korea

96

Plale Prillcess

27.5.97

Puerto Mi randa,
Venezuela

Malta

Won 246 million

during
1001I.Iing
oper<lti on

(es/imale)

97

Diamond Grace

2.7.97

Tokyo Bay,
Japan

Panama

98

Kalja

7.K.97

Le ll avrc,
France

l3a hamas"

Grounding

Overllow
during
loading
operation

147012

14 million SDR

Grounding

52079

FFr 48 million

Striking a
quay

(eslimllte)
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Overl1ow

Quantity
oroil
spi ll ed
(tonnes)

Compensation
(A mounts paid by 1971 Fund,
unless ind icated to the eontr<lry)

28

6200

0.6

3600

Clean-up (paid)
Salvage (paid)
Fishery-related (paid)
Loss of income (paid)
Cargo transhipmen t (paid)
Indemnification (paid)

Clean-up (claimed)
Fishely-re1ated (claimed)
Oil removal (claimed)
Tourism-related (claimed)
Causeway construction (claimed)

Clean-up
Inde mn itication

Clean-up (paid)
O ther damage to property (paid)
Fishely-related (paid)
Touri SIll-rcl<lted (p aid)

[

Notes

Won 689 829 037
Won 20 376 927
Won 16 769 424
Won 61617 10
Won 10000 000
Won 28 071 490
Won 771 208588
¥23 026 000 000
¥5 290 000 000
¥1312000000
¥3 043 000 000
¥2 397 000 000
¥35 068 000 000

¥7 673 830
Y457497
¥8 13 1 327

Bsi 061 268867
8s 12230431
I3s75 085 817
8s20 827 150
BsI 169412265

Won 690 million paid by shipowner's
insun:r. 1971 Fund considering recourse
action against the Republic of Korea.

89

Provis ional payments oJ"¥8 558 million
made by 1971 Fundand¥1 071 bythc 1992
hmd. Payments oJ"¥66 mi llion and
US$867 593 made by shi powner's insurer.

90

¥ l 710 173 paid by shipowner's insurer.

91

Bs I 154 143 398 paid by shipowner's
insurer. Claims for significant amounts
being examined. r urlhcr claims expected.
Claims J"o r Bs320 000 000 arc the subject of
legal proceedings.

92

I

Clean-up
Indemn ification

¥415600000
¥ 865 406
¥416 465 406

93

124

Clean-up
rndemni fication

Won4l8000000
Won 58 000 000
Won 476 000 000

94

(IInknown)

Clean-up (paid)
C lean-lip (clfiill/cd)
Fishery-related (paid)
O il removal operation (paid)

Clean-up (paid)
Clean-up (c/fiill/ed)
r-ishery-rel<lted (paid)

3.2

1500

190

Won 779
Won 93
Won 77
Won 6 738
Won 7 688

250 048
35 1 728
371 635
565 917
539 348

¥452
¥204
¥ I RI
¥838

646003
134 673
786486
567 162

95

Fu rther cl aims expected.

96

Fishery-re lated (c/aimed)

US$47 000 000

Clean-up (paid)
Fishery-related (paid)
Tourism-related (p{/id)
O ther loss of income (paid)

¥I 074000000
¥263 000 000
¥23 000 000
¥R 000 000
¥I 680000 000

Total amount ofcstablished claims will not
exceed shipowner's liability.

97

Clean-up (claimed)
Other damage to property (claimed)
Loss of income (claimed)

rrr 17
m ·7
FFr I
FFr 26

FFr9 866 000 pa id by shipowner's insurer.
Probable that tOlal of the established claims
will be less than owner's liability.

98

300 000
800000
200 000
300 000

-
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D
Ship

Date of

Place of incident

rIng Stale
or ship

incident

Gross
tonnage

Limit of
shipowner's

(GRT)

liability under

incident

1969 CLC

99

Evoikos

15.10.97

Strait of Singapore

Cyprus

100

KYlIlIgl/flIl/ N°}

7.11.97

Ulsan,
Republic or Korea

Korea

Repuhlic or

101

POllfoOIl 300

7.1.98

Hamri yah,
Sharjah, United
Arab Emirates

Saint
Vincent and
the
Grcnadines

102

M{/I'i/Zfl Soya/ero

8.6.98

Carencro Bay,

Panumu

80823

8846941 SDR

168

Won 43543015

4233

Nul (woilable

28338

3 milli on SOR

(estimate)

Vene7.uela
L

CuuSe of

--

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

Coll ision

Grounding

Sinking

Ruptured
discharge
pipe

-

NOT ES

Amounts are given in national cU1Tencies. The re!cvun t conversion rates us ut 30 December 1999 arc as follows:
£I ~

£1

~

Algerian Dinar
Canadian Dollar
Danish Krone
Finnish Markka
french franc
German Mark
Greek Drachma
Italian Lira
Japanese Yen
Malaysian Ringgit

1.1784ooS0Ro' I

FM

109.854
2,)391
11.9658
9.5603

FFr

10.5473

OM

3.1448
531.071
3113.37
164.966

Din
Can$
DKr

()rs
Lit
¥

RM

6.1245

SOR~£O.848610

168

,

Moroccan Di rham
Omani Rial
Republic of Korea Won
Russian Rouble
Singapore Dollar
Spanish Peseta
Swedish Krona
UA E Dirham
United Slales Dollar
Venezuelan Bolivar

Mor Dhr
OR
Won
Rbl,
S$
PIS

SKr
UAE Dhr
US$

13s

16.2387
0.6206
1825.73
44.4024
2.6851
267.536
13.7688
5.9195
1.6117

1045.59

Quantity
of oil
spilled
(tonnes)
29000

Compensation
(Amounts paid by 197 1 Fund,
unlcss indicated to the contrary)

Singapore
Clean·up (claimed)
Other damage to property (claimed)
Malaysia
Clean· up (c/aimed)
rishcry·relatcd (claimed)
Indonesia
Clcan·up (c/aimed)
Environmen tal damage (c/aimed)
rishcry·rclatcd (c/aimed)

-5

4000

262

ClealHJp (paid)
Clean-up (c/aimed)
Fishery-related (paid)
Fishery-related (claimed)

Clean-up (paid)
Clean-up (c/aimcd)

Claillls pendillg ill COI/I"(:
Clcan-up and environmental damage
(claimed)

Nutes

5$17530000
S$I 800000
S$I9830 000

[

Provisional payment of US$500 000 by
shipowner in respect of c1ealHJp claims.

99

The shipowne r has paid Won 26 622 030.

100

runhcr claims expected.

10 1

Further claims expected . The 1971 Fund
(;onsiders that the Conventions do not apply
to this incident.

102

I<M 1 736000
RM I 900000
I<M 3 636 000
USSI52 000
llS$3 200 000
US$IIOOO
lJS$3 363 000
Won 169267535
Won 44 035 053
Won 82 818 256
Won 79 200 000
Won 375 320 844
Dhr I 839000
Dhr 4 943 728
Dhr 6 783 000

BsIO 000 000

2

The inclusion of claimed amounts is nOI to be understood as indicating that either the claim or the amount is accepted by the 197 I
Fund.

3

Where clai ms arc indicated as paid, the figure given shows the actual amount paid by the 1971 Fund (ie excluding the shipownds
liability).
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ANNEX
SUMMARY OF
(3 1 December
For this table, damage has been grouped into the followi ng categories:

D
Ship

Date of
incident

Place of inciden t

Fl ag State
of shi p

I

Un known

20.6.96

North Sea coast,
Germany

.

2

NnkllOdka

2.1.97

O ki ishmd.
Japan

Russian
Feder.-t tion

3

051/I/g tr3

3.4.97

Tunggado,
Repub lic of Korea

Korea

4

Unknown

Republic of

Limi t of
shi powner's
lia bili ty under
applicable C LC

Cause of

incident

.

Vnknoll'l/

13 159

I 588000 SOR

Breaking

786

104500 SOR
(es/imate)

.

Essex,

28.9.97

Gross
tonnage
(GT)

Grounding

UnkllowlI

United K ingdom

Soma A IIII(I

5

1. 1.98

Panama

Devon,

17134

10 196280 S OR
(es fimate)

801

Not available

United Kingdom

Bahrain

5,3.98

MUml 1

6

Belize

Grollnding

Damage to
hull

7

MOIY Aline

22.07.99

Phi lippines

Phi lippi nes

465

3000 000 S OR

Sinki ng

8

Dolly

5.1 1. 99

Marl inique

Domi nican
Republic

289

Nul available

Sinking

9

Eriko

12.12.99

Bri ttany, France

Malta

19666

9200 000 SOR
(estimate)

- -

NOTES

Amounts are given in national currencies. The relevant conversion rates as at 30 December 1999 arc as follows:
£1 =

L3ahra in Dinar
German Mark

BO
OM

Japane~e

¥
Peso

Y en

Phi lippines Peso
Republic of Korea Won
United States Dollar

£1 =

Won

SS

0.6077
3. 1448
64.966
64.95 16
825.73
1.6 117

1.178400 SOI\ or I SDR=£0.84861O
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Breaking

XXll
INCIDENTS: 1992 FUND
1999)
o Clean-up (including preventive measures)
o Prc-spill preventive measures
o Fishery-related
o

Touri sm-related

o Other damage to property

Quantity
oroil
spilled

Compensation

Notes

(Amounts Pllid by 1992 Fund ,
unless indicated to the contrary)

(tonnes)
Unknowl/

Clean-up (c/flfmed)

DM2 610 226

German authorities have taken legal ac tion

D
I

againsl a shipowner whose ship is slIspected
of being responsible for the oil spill. !flhis

action is unsuccessful, authorities will claim
against 1992 r:und.
6 200

Clean-up (c/aimcd)
Fishery-related (claimed)

Oil removal (clnimed)
Tourism-rel~lcJ

(claimed)
Causeway construction (c/aimed)

Y23 026 000 000
¥5 290 000 000
¥1312000000
¥3 043 000 000
¥2 397 000 000
¥35 068 000 000

Unknown

UnknowJ/

Clean-up (claimed)

280

Clean-up (claimed)

0

Pre-spi ll preventive measures (paid)

Provisional payments of ¥8 558 million
made by 1971 Fund and ¥! 071 million by

the [992 Fund . Payments of¥66 million

2

lllld

US$867 593 made by sh ipowner's insurer.

The 1992 Fund paid ¥340 million \0
claimants. This alllount was later
reimbursed by the 197 1 rund .

3

£10000

Claim w ill not be pursued.

4

£30000

Questioned whether Sallla AIllIa falls within
definitiun or'ship' .

5

6

BD 2 1 168
The clean-up cl a ims have been paid by the
shipowner's insurer. further claims are
cxpected.

7

Unk l10wlI

No claims submiILcd so far.

8

14000
(e:"'imnre)

Claims for substantial amounts are expcctcd.

9

Unk now/I

Clean-up (paid)

US$ 1 000 000

2

The inclusion orclaiml!d amounts is no t to bl! understood as indicating that either the claim orthe amount is accepted by
the 1992 Fund.

3

Where claims are indicated as paid, the figure given shows the actual amount paid by the 1992 Fund (ie excluding the
shipowner's liability).
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